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Abstract
In 1989 the European Space Agency launched the Olympus satellite. The Olympus radio beacon

signals provide the opportunity to collect slant-path propagation data at three frequencies throughout

Europe. At the Eindhoven University of Technology a groundstation is set up to receive the Olympus

beacon signals. The currently operational receivers use an analog PLL. Digital detectors designed by

PIT/RNL, based on the Z80 microprocessor, are used to determine the amplitude and relative phase

of the incoming signals. Poor processing capabilities and limitations of the design were reason for the

telecommunications department to start the development of a modem digital signal processor based

receiver.

Several prototypes were designed and built. The most recent used a TMS 320C25 and provided a

serial communication link with the acquisition computer. The digital signal processing perfonnance

was good, however the long filter group delay made tuning of the analog equipment practically

impossible. Also the software for the serial communication-link was not yet implemented. In the

mean time research was started to implement a digital PLL on a DSP too. A system with a digital

PLL on a second DSP requires a high speed digital communication link with the first DSP needed for

amplitude and phase measurement. The available design did not provide such an interface.

A new design, described in this report, implements a high speed digital input interface for input from

a digital PLL based on a FIFO buffer. Although the new system is designed to interface with a digital

PLL the use of an analog PLL is still possible. The IQ measurement error which occurred in previous

implementations has been eliminated.

A new parallel input/output bus-interface to communicate with the acquisition computer is

implemented. The bus-interface can be connected to eight devices simultaneously and provides a

hardware device selection mechanism to avoid unnecessary communications. Transmission errors are

detected and result in a re-transmission. The communication software is implemented on the

decimator/detector, the FLLlPLL and on a PC with a receiver diagnosis program.

The use of the DCF77 time signal as a time reference, on which all timing is locked, eliminates the

need for non-integer sample rate conversions. nus enables the new software to use only factor 2

sampling rate conversions based on halfband FIR filters providing optimum computational

requirements. The filter group delay is significantly reduced and more efficient and streamlined

software together with the efficient communication protocol, enables the use of a higher sample rate

compared to previous versions.
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phase of time discrete signal
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final in-phase component to be sent to the acquisition computer
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number of coefficients of a filter

prediction of the required number of coefficients of a filter

quadrature component of IQ-demodulation signals

filtered quadrature component of IQ-demodulation signals

final quadrature component to be sent to the acquisition computer

width of quantization (2 -b)
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xc(t)

X/jw)

x(n)

x'(n)

X(ei0 )

n

Abbreviations

ACC

ADC

CPA

cpu

CRC

DAC

EMC

EPROM

FIFO

FIR

FLL

YO

IQ detection

IRQ

IIR

Kb

PCB

PLL

RAM

SWDS

XPD

continuous signal as function of time

spectrum in frequency domain of continuous signal

time discrete signal in time domain

decimated time discrete signal in time domain

spectrum in frequency domain of time discrete signal

angular frequency

angular frequency of sampled reception signal

angular frequency of sequence used for demodulation

angular sample frequency (ws=21tFs)

angle change in sample interval (O=wT)

Accumulator on the processor

analog to digital converter

copolar attenuation

central processing unit (TMS 320C25)

cyclic redundancy check

digital to analog converter

electronic magnetic compatibility

erasable programmable read only memory

first in first out buffer

finite impulse response

frequency locked loop

input I output

in-phase and quadrature detection

interrupt request

infinite impulse response

1024 bytes

printed circuit board

phase locked loop

random access memory

software development system

crosspolarisation discrimination

[rad I sec]

[rad I sec]

[rad I sec]

[rad I sec]

[rad]

[dB]

[dB]
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1. Introduction
In 1989 the European Space Agency launched the Olympus satellite. A part of the payload of this

experimental satellite is used for a propagation package. For the ever increasing communication needs

the possible use of high satellite communication frequencies is investigated. The Olympus

propagation beacons provide the opportunity to collect slant-path propagation data at three frequencies

throughout Europe. The principal propagation characteristics considered are copolar attenuation

(CPA), crosspolarisation discrimination (XPD) and scintillation.

At the Eindhoven University of Technology a groundstation is set up to receive the Olympus beacon

signals. The currently operational receivers use an analog PLL to lock the received signals on an

intennediate frequency of 100 or 125 kHz. Digital detectors designed by PTf/RNL, based on the Z80

microprocessor, are used to determine the amplitude and phase of the incoming signals. Due to the

lack of processor power it is impossible to implement filters with desired filter characteristics. In

addition to the poor filters, the lack of a digital communications link with the acquisition-computer

was reason for the telecommunications department to start the development of a modem digital

receiver based on a digital signal processor.

Several prototypes were designed and built. The last by F. Kampennan [1] which used a

TMS 320C25 and provided a serial communication link with the acquisition computer. Due to the

development of a digital PLL the interface requirements for the detector hardware and software

changed. A redesign of the hardware and software became necessary.

The receiver described in this report is the result of a system design approach based on the

experiences obtained from early prototypes.

Chapter 2 describes the theoretical aspects of the digital signal processing techniques implemented in

the receiver software. The used techniques are sub-sampling, decimation and IQ-detection. Two

possible receiver configurations; the system with the analog PLL and the system with the digital PLL

are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides the argumentation for the choice of the used

communication hardware followed by the specification of the implemented communication protocol.

The hardware design is described in chapter 5. The circuit is split in functional blocks which are

individually treated. Chapter 6 illustrates the 'software with flow charts and a detailed specification of

the routines is given. Chapter 7 is the user guide for the decimator I detector. The different

connections are specified and the decimator I detector commands are explained. Chapter 8 presents a

detailed specification of the signal levels and characteristics at different inputs and outputs. Also the

signal processing and time delays are given for the default filter data structure. Chapter 9 consists of

the conclusions and recommendations.
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2. Applied signal processing techniques
To enable the implementation of receiver functions on a digital signal processor, knowledge of digital

signal processing techniques is required. It all starts with the conversion of analog signals to digital

sequences, known as sampling followed by quantizing. The sub-sampling principle used in the

receiver implementation not only digitizes the analog signals but directly lowers the signal carrier

frequency. Next the signal is demodulated to base-band in an in-phase component and in a quadrature

component. The signals are filtered and the sampling rate is decimated. The filtering which is

implemented with FIR-haltband filters and general FIR-filters, offers good aliasing suppression,

perfect phase linearity and is computationally efficient.

2.1. Sub-sampling principle

Sampling is the operation that converts a continuous signal to a time discrete sequence. Sampling

with a sample rate of Fs (= T-l = ros /27t) is specified by the following relation between the continuous

signal xc(t) and the time discrete sequence x(n):

(2.1)

A quantization errors is introduced if the continuous signal is analog and the sampled signal is digital.

lhis quantization error, is commonly viewed as an additive noise signal.

(2.2)

Numerous simulations have shown that the error sequence e(nD can be closely approximated by a

zero-mean white-noise sequence uncorrelated with xc(nD, which has an amplitude unifonnly

distributed over [-q/2, ql2] with q the quantization width. More information about the quantization

error can be found in [3]. From here on the quantization noise is assumed to be embodied in the

original system noise.

The time domain signals xc(t) and x(n) can be Fourier transformed to the frequency domain

equivalents Xc(jro) and X(ejQ) with:

co

Xc(jco)= JxAt)·e- jrot dt
-00

n=-oo

________________ 4
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Where ro is the angular frequency and O=roT. The integral and summation exist if two conditions are

met:

• xc(t) is piece wise continuous on every finite interval.

00

• xc(t) is absolutely integrable on the t-axis. That is if JIxAt)1 d t exists.
-00

In [4] it is shown that there exists a frequency domain relation between XcUro) and X(eiC):

X(e iQ )= X(eiCJ>T) = ~ fXAiro +irro a)

r=-oo

The consequences of this result are illustrated by the figures below. It is shown that different

continuous signals result in the same time discrete signal after sampling. Sub-sampling is the

sampling of a pass-band signal with a center frequency greater than Fa I 2.

Fig. 2.1. The voltage spectrum of a continuous base band signal

(2.5)

1

Fig. 2.2. The voltage spectrum of a continuous pass-band signal

Both signals associated with the shown spectra result in the same sampled signal if the sample rate is

chosen equal to ros' The spectrum of the sampled signals equals:

5



2ro s ~ro

41t ~n

Ixl

Fig. 2.3. The single resulting spectrum of different continuous signals after sampling

The choice of the sample frequency determines the maximum allowed bandwidth of the analog signal

and the sample rate sensitivity. The bandwidth of the analog signal is limited by passing the signal

through a bandpass filter before AD-conversion. The quality factor requirements of the analog

bandpass filter decrease with increasing sample rate.

The sample rate sensitivity is the rounded fraction of the center frequency ifc) of the analog band-pass

signal and the sample frequency. It represents the factor with which a frequency deviation in the

sample frequency is multiplied to quantify a deviation of the center frequency of the sub-sampled

signal.

(2.6)

Example:

consider the ideal sample frequency to be 12288 Hz

consider an analog signal with a center frequency of 125952 Hz

The center frequency of the sampled signal will be: 3072 Hz and Sf= 10.

A practical sample frequency of 12288.5 Hz will result in a center frequency of the sampled

signal of 3067 Hz. A frequency deviation of 5 Hz and equal to 10 times the sample rate

deviation.

For configurations with a high sample rate sensitivity the stability requirements imposed on the

sample rate are high. This is one of the effects that limits the practical use of sub-sampling of analog

signals with a high center frequency compared to the sample frequency.

2.2. In-phase and quadrature detection

2.2.1. Direct IQ

The goal of the beacon recei ver is to determine the amplitudes and the phase difference of two

received signals. This process is called detection.

________________ 6



The received signals with additive noise can be modeled as:

XcI (t) =Al (t)· cos(root + <PI (t)) + ni (t)

XC2(t) =A2(t)· COS(ro ot +<P2(t)) +~ (t)

(2.7)

(2.8)

Here A1(t) and A2(t) are the amplitudes and CPl(t) - ~(t) is the relative phase difference to be

measured. First the ideal signal processing without noise will be described. The received signals free

of noise are:

XcI (t) =Al (t).cos(ro ot + <PI (t))

Xc2(t) =A2(t).cos(ro ot +<P2(t))

(2.9)

(2.10)

The two receiver signals are digitized by two AD-converters with identical sampling timing. The

generalized form of the resulting time discrete sequences is:

x(n) =A(n) .cos(ro onT + <p(n))

From each sequence an in-phase component I(n) and a quadrature component Q(n) is created:

I(n) = A(n).cos(roonT +<p(n)).cos(ro InT + <PDf)

Q(n) =A(n).cos(roonT +<p(n)).sin{ro InT + <PDf )

(2.11)

(2.12)

The instantaneous angular frequency (1)1 is an approximation of (1)0' The offset angle CPo/is a parameter

free to be chosen.

If a digital PLL is used (1)1 is variable. It is the function of the digital PLL to find that (I) 1 which equals

If an analog PLL is used. (1)1 is fixed. The analog PLL locks to an intermediate frequency to which the

sample frequency is directly related. The intermediate frequency and the sample rate are chosen in

such a way that (1)1 equals (1)0'

More about the system configurations and PLL's is found in chapter 3.

The IQ-equations result in:

I(n) =!' A(n)· (cos((roo -ro I)nT +<p(n) - <PDf) +cos((ro 0 +ro I)nT +<p(n)+ <PDf))

Q(n) = t· A(n). (- sin((roo -ro 1)nT +<p(n) - <PDf) +sin((ro 0+ro 1)nT + <p(n) + <PDf))

7
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As rot at least closely approximates roo the difference roo - rot is small. With low-pass filtering the

components with an angle frequency of roo + ro t are eliminated. The filtered I and Q sequences then

equal:

If(n) = -!.A(n).cos((ooo -00 l)nT +<p(n)-<pof)

Qf(n) = -to A(n).sin((ooo -00 l)nT+<p(n)- <PDf)
(2.14)

The bandwidth in which noise is present at the input is F/2. Until now the signal processing

performed consisted of only linear operations, except for the quantizing after sampling which is

modeled as a additive source of white noise. The bandwidth is strongly reduced with the low-pass

filter to /0 (frequency out and not same as roo)' All noise outside the small band (2/0) around the

original signal carrier is eliminated enhancing the signal to noise ratio. As coherent demodulation is

used a detection gain of 2 is obtained [13] resulting in a further 3 dB signal to noise ratio

enhancement.

Now the amplitude A(n) and the phase of these signals can be detennined with the following non

linear operations:

(2.15)

(2.16)

If both input signals are processed the way described above, the amplitude and phase of each signal is

known. Note that the phase <pen) is not found if (roo - rot) '* O. This is, strictly speaking, not necessary

since the relative phase <pt(n) - <P2(n) is calculated and the signal processing paths are digital and

hence perfectly identical. So for both signal sequences, (roo - ro1) is identical and the relative phase

<Pl(n) - <P2(n) is found with:

(2.17)

In practice two low-pass filters are used to filter the IQ signals. The filter with an relative high cutoff

frequency is used to calculate the amplitudes and phase. This enables the calculations under

circumstances where (roo - ro1) '* 0 as long as (roo- ro 1) does not exceed the filter pass-band.

The IQ-signals to transmit to the acquisition computer are filtered to a smaller bandwidth with the

second filter. Note that there have no non-linear operations been used to calculate the IQ-signals and
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no out of band noise is transferred into the passband. The IQ-signals are the result of scaling the

signals from equation 2.14 and specified by:

/f. 1 (n) = A(n) .cos(cp(n) - CPof)

Qf.l(n) =-A(n).sin(cp(n)- CPOf)
(2.18)

The filtered IQ-signals detennined as described above become invalid when (coo- col) *O. This can be

the result of the PLL not being in lock. The filters used to eliminate the (coo + col) component and

reduce the bandwidth to a minimum will also eliminate the (coo - co I) component if (coo - co I) exceeds

the filter passband which is immediately the case with the second narrow low-pass filter.

In previous implementations with an analog PLL nothing could be done, and the data remained

invalid until the PLL locked again.

2.2.2. Indirect IQ

The new digital receiver design which is a combination of the FLL I PLL [2] and the decimator I

detector enables to extend the principle for the calculation if the IQ-signals if the PLL falls out of

lock. In [2] it is shown that the FLL is capable of retrieving the signal carrier frequency in conditions

where the PLL looses lock. The FLL limits the frequency error (coo- col)' It is possible to calculate

A(n) and <PI(n) - <P2(n) with equations 2.15 and 2.17 as long as (coo- col) does not exceed the filter

passband. With A(n) and <PI (n) - <P2(n) we can generate the IQ-signals free of the frequency error

(coo - co I)'

/1 (n) =Al (n) ,cos(CPref)

QI (n) =-AI(n)' sin(CPref)

/2 (n) =A2(n)· cos(CPI (n) - CP2 (n) +CPref)

~(n) =-A2(n).sin(CPI (n) - CP2(n) +CPreA

(2.19)

(2.20)

Here <Pre/is the value of the last <PI(n)-<po/with the PLL in lock. The frequency error in the IQ-signals

is eliminated, and the bandwidth can be further reduced by a second filter before the data is

transmitted to the acquisition computer.

The nonlinear operations, used to calculate the indirect IQ-signals at a signal bandwidth larger than

the final output bandwidth, transfer outband noise into the final passband. The theoretical aspects of

the influence of noise have not yet been studied and the practical use of indirect IQ-signals has to be
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verified. It is recommended to further investigate the aspects of the non-linear operations on the signal

to noise ratio in this application.

2.3. Sample rate decimation with an integer factor

The bandwidth at the input of a beacon receiver (Fs /2) is much higher than the bandwidth at the

output (fo)' The consequence for a digital receiver is that the sample rate needed for the input sequence

is much higher than the sample rate required for the output sequence. Before the sample rate of the

input data can be reduced (=decimated), the data needs to be lOW-pass filtered to avoid undesired

aliasing. It has been shown in [8] [9] that the computational requirements can be significantly reduced

by implementing the anti-aliasing filter in a multistage form with intermediate decimations.

K--stagei~~stage2~K--stagel~

~ Fi~ter ~f----".I Fi~er~ ... ,'-_F_il_te_r.....~

Fig. 2.4. Multistage decimator

The decimation operation with [D : 1] for an input sequence x(n) and an output sequence x'(n) is

specified by:

x'(n) =x(nD) (2.21)

For every decimation stage there are minimum filter requirements. For the filters from stage 1 to i-I

aliasing is allowed for the frequencies outside the final output passband. The low-pass filters are

specified with.fp (= pass band frequency) andfs (= stopband frequency) and the ripple op and Os

allowed in the pass and stopband. The frequency range between.fp andfs is the transition region and

should be as big as possible to obtain the minimum number of filter coefficients. For stage k the

frequencY.fp,k is equal to the output bandwidth.fo and the critical folding frequency fs,k can be obtained

from:

(2.22)

The last filter of the multistage decimator has a different characteristic as no aliasing is allowed. For

the last filter Is,i is equal to the output bandwidth (fo) and.fp is a compromise between number of

coefficients (determines the filter group delay), the width of the transition region and the accepted

ripples op and os'
The filter characteristics are illustrated in the following figure:
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-----. I
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1
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Filter
2

-----. I

Filter

,+ _ Fs _+
:.Is,;- 2'D'D D -.10
I J '2'" ;

1;,.;
DJ~" .n;

Fig. 2.5. Filter characteristics of different filter stages

-----. I

There are two different filter structures to implement the anti-aliasing filters: the finite impulse

response filter structure (FIR) and the infinite impulse response filter structure (IIR). The advantages

of a FIR filter implementation over an IIR filter implementation are:

• FIR filters provide perfect linear phase

• FIR filters are inherently stable

• FIR filters are less sensitive for quantization noise due to finite precision arithmetic

• FIR filters can be implemented more efficiently on a TMS 320C25 processor

Two disadvantages of FIR filters are:

• Relative long group delay

• High filter order required to realize a filter amplitude characteristic which can be achieved with

far less coefficients with an IIR implementation.

The advantages of a FIR implementation are decisive and the filters used in the decimator stages will

be FIR filters.

2.3.1. The optimum number of stages for a given integer decimation factor

Often there are several possibilities to configure a mUltistage decimator realizing a given decimation

factor. Consider a decimation factor equal to 16. A multistage solution could be realized with:
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• one stage with decimation factor 2, followed by a stage with decimation factor 8.

• two stages with decimation factor 2, followed by a stage with decimation factor 4.

• two stages with decimation factor 4.

More configurations are possible but there is only one minimum for the computational and storage

requirements of an optimal configuration. Ideally, Crochiere and Rabiner [10] found that the

computational and storage requirements decrease with increasing number of stages. The best possible

solution for a decimation factor of 16 is the cascade of4 stages each with a decimation factor of 2.

In general the total decimation factor should be split in prime factors giving the decimation factors of

the individual stages. The smallest decimation factor should be implemented in the first stage

followed by the one but smallest decimation factor for the next stage and so on.

A decimation factor which is a power of two, results in an efficient multirate solution when

implemented with stages with a decimation factor of two. Not only the number of stages will be

maximal but a special FIR filter category, requiring relatively little computations and memory storage,

can be used: haltband FIR filters [3].

2.3.2. The haltband FIR filter

A type of FIR filter ideal for multistage anti-aliasing filtering, where aliasing outside the final

passband is allowed, is the haltband FIR filter. The haltband filter requires relatively little

computations and memory storage. The use of a haltband filter in a decimation stage implies that the

decimation factor of that stage is two.

The haltband FIR filter criteria are:

Op =0$

Is =tF - Ip

These criteria result in the following halfband FIR filter characteristic:

,,
I,,,
I

I "2' ---------~---- .-
I ,

aliasing ana, in : :
Ii. (jinolpa,,-haru/ I ' '_

f f-----. F.
$ 2

Fig. 2.6. General halfband FIR filter characteristic

(2.23)
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A special property of the haltband filter, minimizing the computational requirements, is that all even

coefficients are zero. A standard implementation of a FIR filter looks like:

x(n)

neven----.
nodd

Fig. 2.7. Standard FIR filter implementation followed by decimation

Using the knowledge that all even coefficients are zero, and that the filter is used for decimation

results in an optimized filter structure. The number of taps of the new filter implementation is reduced

resulting not only in less computations but less storage locations for samples as well! The delay line

of the general FIR implementation is split in two separate delay lines. The samples now need to be

shifted only one location forward in the delay line for the generation of each output sample. This

enables the efficient use of the 'MACD' instruction of the TMS 320C25 for implementing a filter tap

with delay line shift in a single instruction.

r---------------------------------------------------------I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I

neven
: ----.

nodd

I

I

x(n) neven

~
I

·c.:.
Fig. 2.8. Optimized halfband FIR filter implementation with decimation

A second consequence of all even coefficients being zero is that haltband filters exist only for the

filter orders: 3, 7, 11, 15, 19,23 ....

Note that there is only one possible low-pass haltband filter with order 3 with the coefficients:

Co =1/2 and c1=1/4.

Using the results described above we can compose an efficient multistage decimator with multiple

haltband FIR filters and one non-haltband FIR filter.

2.3.3. Optimum FIR filter order and coefficients calculation

In the previous paragraphs the design of the structure of an efficient sample rate decimator is

discussed. One detail not yet specified is how to determine the filter order required (N) and the

optimum values of the filter coefficients (cj). The filter coefficients are called optimal if the realized
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filter has the smallest possible frequency domain amplitude ripple in the pass and stopband for a given

number of coefficients and a given stop and passband frequency.

A prediction [3] of the number of coefficients required to obtain a filter with acceptable ripples ap ' Os

and the frequencies!p, Is can be made with:

(2.24)

In [11] a computer program based on the Remez exchange algorithm is presented that calculates the

optimal filter coefficients given !p,!" and N. This program is also implemented in the 'MAlLAB'

software package where the function is called 'REMEZ'.
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3. System design
The goal of the digital receiver is to determine the amplitude and relative phase of beacon signals. The

resulting measurement data is transferred digitally to an acquisition computer. There the data is

processed and saved for future analysis. Fig 3.1. shows a block diagram of the signal processing path.

IlL~ ~I~ ~ I-PLLL",- decimator
~ r-...../ j7"" j7"" detectort bandpass filter

local oscillator

Fig. 3.1. Signal processing path

acquisition
computer

Effort is made to move the analog to digital conversion process towards the antenna. The main

advantages of digital processing are.

• Functions perfonned digitally are generally repeatable without setting-up procedures and not

sensitive for external conditions such as stray fields and temperature changes.

• The processing path for different signals can be made perfectly identical.

• Parameters controlled by software are easily changed without having to change the hardware.

• Filters with perfect linear phase and steep frequency cutoff are realizable digitally only.

• The state of the different processing stages can be monitored.

3.1. Amplitude and phase measurement with a DSP

The consequence of using a digital signal processor for measurements, is that the results will be time

discrete and with a maximum signal bandwidth just smaller than half the sample frequency. The

analysis program 'Dapper' requires measurement data with a sample rate of 3 samples per second. To

avoid non integer, or even better, to avoid non-power of two sample rate conversions, the AD

converters needs to be triggered 3·2 k times per second. To minimize the quality-factor requirements

for the analog bandpass filter, and to minimize the sample rate sensitivity, the sample frequency has to

be chosen as high as possible. However, the sample rate is limited by the computational capabilities of

the signal processor. The maximum sample rate, which can be processed and which enables the use

of only factor two sample rate conversions, is 12288 Hz. A sample rate of 24576 Hz proved in

practical testing to be too high for the available processing power.
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3.2. Configuration with an analog PLL

Previous receiver prototypes [1] used a configuration with an analog PLL. The new design is also

capable of using an analog PLL. The most important requirement to be met, is the fixed relation

between the reference frequency of the PLL and the sampling frequency of the AD-converters. A

possible configuration is shown in Fig. 3.2. where the sample frequency is derived from the same

local osciHator source (fjJ as the intermediate frequency to which the PLL locks. To obtain a link

between 'real world' time and the osciHator source, the DCF 77 time signal could be used for

synchronization. This DCF 77 signal contains time and date information originating from an atomic

clock.

Itl = 503808·kHz
o I

41·k
'----=--,-------'

Fa = 12288 Hz

Xet(t) =~---'----'w>- '--_-r--_~+----~II-1V1 decimator acquisition
_10_MHz +--_-----\ f---+-----:.!-1V1 detector computer
li:2(t)

digital
comunication

Fig. 3.2. System configuration with an analog PLL

The relation between the reference frequency frej and the sample frequency F1 is chosen such that the

center frequency of the carrier of the sampled sequence is a quarter of the sample frequency. The sub

sampling theory from chapter 2 learns that iffrefis chosen to be O.2S·F
1

, O.7S·F1 , 1.2S·F1 , 1.7S·F1 ,

2.25·F1 , ••• the sampled signals are all equal. The generalized relation equals:

F =4fref
s 1+2n

(3.1)

Proposed values for the frequencies are:

flo = S03808·k HZ'!,.ej= 125952 Hz, F1 = 12288 Hz where N = 4·k and M = 41·k and the parameter k

is an integer constant stin free to be chosen.
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If the center frequency of the sampled signal equals a quarter of the sampling frequency, then the

demodulation sequence consists of 4 values. Previous implementations used the following sequences

for demodulation. (see equation 2.12)

Table 3.1. Time discrete cosine and sine sequences used for demodulation.

miT =t 7t, CPo! =0 nmod4=O n mod4= 1 nmod4=2 n mod4= 3

cos(m lnT + CPO!)
1 0 -1 0

sin(m lnT + CPO!)
0 1 0 -1

All samples multiplied by zero are ignored. nus results in a data reduction with a factor two. The

problem with this method is that l(n) and Q(n) do not represent the value of the in-phase and

quadrature component at the same physical time. The time difference is exactly T. The measurement

errors that result are investigated in [5].

The error can be eliminated at the cost of a computational penalty. Decimation is allowed only after

filtering whereas in the old situation filtering was not required. The samples multiplied by zero are

inserted into the filter delay lines too.

Different demodulation sequences not resulting in multiplications with zero are possible. Table 3.2

shows an alternative without multiplications with zero. The..fi factor used to scale the demodulation

sequences can be compensated after filtering and decimation. The alternative sequences are

implemented in the new decimator I detector.

Table 3.2. Different time discrete cosine and sine sequences used for demodulation.

miT =t 7t, CPo! =!7t nmod4=O nmod4= 1 nmod4=2 n mod4= 3

..fi. cos(m lnT + CPO!) 1 -1 -1 1

..fi.sin(m lnT + CPo! ) 1 1 -1 -1

The exact consequences of the implemented time discrete cosine and sine sequences considering the

signal to noise ratio compared to the old situation are not investigated. It is recommended that the

different noise characteristics are studied. Note that the noise sequences in the I and Q sequences are

strongly correlated in the second case whereas they were not with the original sequences. If one of the
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two sequences proves to be superior then the software can easily be changed to use the optimum

sequence.

The direct link between the DCF 77 clock and the decimator I detector enables the system to force the

number of interrupts in a second to the desired number. If to many interrupts occur data can be

ignored and if not enough interrupts occur data can be generated by repeating last sampled values.

This bit-stuffing should be minimized by a stable frequency lock between the DCF 77 pulse and the

local oscillator.

3.3. Configuration with a digital FLL I PLL

The development of the FLL I PLL [2] moves the analog to digital conversion again one step towards

the antenna. The analog PLL used in previous prototypes is replaced by a combination of a half digital

half analog frequency locked loop and a digital phase locked loop.

The FLL tunes the last analog mixer stage to reduce the deviation of the desired center frequency. The

frequency resolution of the FFf in the FLL is specified to be 1.5 Hz. The digital PLL following the

FLL generates a coherent signal for demodulation to baseband. The resulting baseband signal is

transmitted digitally to the decimator I detector where the sample rate is reduced. Next the filtered

data is transmitted via the communication bus to the acquisition computer.

acquisition
computer

digital
comunication

Fig. 3.3. System configuration with digital FLL I PLL

The sample frequency is derived from a local oscillator. To obtain a link between 'real world' time and

the oscillator source, the DCF 77 time signal could be used for synchronization. The connection with
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the communication bus of the FLL I PLL enables the acquisition computer to monitor the state of the

locked loops and to receive the calculated spectrum of the FLL. For more information about the

FLL I PLL see [2].

3.4. Functional blocks of the decimator I detector

Until now the decimator detector was simplified to a 'black' box with analog or digital input. This

paragraph will specify the processing stages of the decimator I detector as implemented.

L.-->_;

amplitudet

> , €:V g
communication with 
acquisition computer

[%] amplitude 2 ~
A 1---'---------=-----+ §

phase _

paralell
interface

decirnator
2

amplitude and
phase calculation

status data
processing

decirnator
1 f---'---e

•
~

:>
:>

digital IQ input
from digital PLL

analog input for
a system with an
analogPLL

Fig. 3.4. Different processing stages of decimator I detector

Basically there are two independent 'switches' directing the data flow:

• Selection between analog or digital input

The analog input is used if the configuration with the analog PLL is used. The analog signals

are digitized and demodulated with the IQ demodulation technique.

The digital input is used in combination with the digital FLL I PLL. The FLL I PLL provides

four base band IQ-signals in which case no demodulation is needed. Also information about the

FLL and PLL performance could be received.

• Selection between direct-IQ signals and indirect-IQ signals

The filtered data resulting from decimator 1 is directly filtered by decimator 2 if the switch is

set to direct-IQ. This is the preferred processing scheme when the PLL is in lock.

The decimator I detector receives information about the state of the PLL and FLL if the digital

FLL I PLL configuration is used. Should the PLL fallout lock and the FLL is capable of

staying in lock so that (roo - ro l>is limited, then indirect-IQ enables to continue the

measurements. The state of the 'switch' can also be controlled from the acquisition computer.

The amplitude and phase calculation is basically meant for observation, tuning of the high frequent

analog equipment and as output for strip-charts. The amplitudes and phase difference are detennined
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at not fully reduced bandwidth to limit the response delay time of the filters. The delay time is

reduced to less than 2 seconds which is factors less compared with in the previous prototype.

The parallel interface enables the communications between the decimator / detector and the

acquisition computer. The decimator / detector is fully controllable with ASCII commands. This is

comparable with the system used on Hayes modems and GPIB equipment. All details about the

digital interface can be found in the next Chapter.
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4. Digital communication bus
Modem electronic equipment such as, modems or measurement devices, is often supplied with a

digital communication interface to exchange data with a computer. The digital receiver is equipped

with a computer interface too. This interface in combination with the communication software enables

the operator to change parameters and enables the acquisition computer to receive IQ-measurement

data.

4.1. Communication standards comparison

There are basically two possible communication interface principles for the receiver-acquisition

computer link.

• Serial communications interface as specified by the RS232 or RS422 standards

• Parallel communications interface as specified by the IEEE488 (GPIB) or Centronics standards

Note that the interfaces mentioned above only specify a hardware standard and do not include a

communication software standard.

To be able to make a selection it is necessary to characterize the desired communications behavior.

• Bus structure

There are several devices which have to communicate with the acquisition computer. There are

three receiver systems planned and every receiver is formed by two devices, the FLLJPLL and

the decimator/detector. So at least 6 devices have to be connected to the acquisition computer

simultaneously. The logical consequence for the communication topology is a bus structure.

• Transmission bursts

The acquisition computer can only communicate with one device at the same time. So the

communication with a device has to be completed before the communication with a next device

can be started. A system where the acquisition computer addresses a device, followed by a

communication burst with the device, seems most logical.

The advantages and disadvantages of the possible interfaces are:

RS232 serial communication interface

Advantage:

• A RS232 interface is available on every standard PC (acquisition computer).

Disadvantages:
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• Addressing implemented in software results in considerable processing overhead.

Addressing implemented in hardware results in considerable hardware overhead.

• Standard RS232 does not easily allow a bus structure.

• TMS 320C25 serial I/O does not have RS232 format.

Serial bus as proposed by F. Karnperman [1]

Advantages:

• The serial bus directly interfaces to serial I/O provided by TMS 32OC25.

• The hardware design is ready and available.

Disadvantage:

• Addressing is implemented in software which results in considerable processing overhead.

• An interface board is needed in the acquisition computer and not the available RS232 nor the

Centronics interface is used.

• The proposed serial bus is designed for short communication bursts and is not suitable for more

demanding communications such as the transmission of a spectrum from the FLLlPLL.

IEEE488 (GPID) interface

Advantages:

• It is the interface standard for professional measurement equipment and measurement

automation.

• High speed communications (up to IMbyte per second).

• Device addressing is performed in hardware and does not cause processing overhead.

• Up to sixteen devices can be connected simultaneously.

Disadvantages:

• Expensive interface board from National Instruments is needed (hfl. 2000,-) as device drivers

and programming support is needed. Cheaper interface boards are available but they lack

sufficient software support.

• It is a hard job to implement the interface software on the TMS in assembly language.

• Suppliers of IEEE488 controller chips, (Intel 8291A, TI 9914A, NEC IJPD7210), all advise not

to use their chip in a new design as product support could be stopped relatively soon.

Parallel bus based on Centronics interface

Advantages:

• Centronics parallel interface is available on every PC (acquisition computer).
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• A bus structure with hardware device addressing can be realized with little hardware.

• Good speed performance.

• Cheap solution.

Disadvantages:

• It is a new design and not a well known standard.

The disadvantages of the serial communication alternatives reduce the choice to the two parallel

communication busses. The GPIB solution has best performance and is a worldwide accepted

standard. However the cost, the difficulty to purchase the controller chip and the effort needed to

implement the minimum IEEE488 features made the decision tum out to the advantage of the

Centronics parallel bus.

4.2. Centronics parallel interface choice

The Centronics parallel interface is best known for its printer interface purpose. However commercial

software and hardware use the interface for other two way communication purposes as well. The

Centronics port consists of 12 digital outputs and 5 digital inputs. It is possible to trigger the interrupt

on the processor of the PC with one of the digital inputs, leaving 4 inputs available for data reception.

A typical Centronics interface on a PC has a 25 pin female sub-D connector with the following

pinning:

Table 4.1. Standard Centronics interface pin-out

pin I/O ori2inal function pin I/O ori2inal function

1 0 Strobe 10 I Acknowledge

2 0 Data 0 11 I Busy

3 0 Data 1 12 I Out of paper

4 0 Data 2 13 I Select

5 0 Data 3 14 0 Auto feed

6 0 Data 4 15 I Error

7 0 Data 5 16 0 Reset

8 0 Data 6 17 0 Select

9 0 Data 7 18-25 Ground

The communication bus, as implemented on both the FLlJPLL and the decimator/detector, uses all

the available I/O lines. Eight output lines are used for data transmission from the PC to the connected
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device. One output line causes an interrupt on the device to indicate that data is available. Four input

lines are used for data transmission from the device to the PC and one input line causes an interrupt

on the PC to indicate the availability of data on this side. The remaining three output lines form the

address to select one from up to eight devices. If a device is not selected its output lines are made high

impedant.

Table 4.2. Redefinition ofCentronics interface pin-out

pin I/O new function pin I/O new function

1 0 IRQ on device 10 I IRQ on PC

2 0 Data out 0 11 I Data in 3

3 0 Data out 1 12 I Data in 2

4 0 Data out 2 13 I Data in 1

5 0 Data out 3 14 0 Device select 0

6 0 Data out 4 15 I Data in 0

7 0 Data out 5 16 0 Device select 1

8 0 Data out 6 17 0 Device select 2

9 0 Data out 7 18-25 Ground

The communication bus with the acquisition computer and a number of devices is visualized in the

following figure.

Fig. 4.1. The implemented communication bus

4.3. The implemented communication protocol

As mentioned earlier, the different hardware communication standards do not automatically include a

communication protocol. Often data is transmitted and assumed to be received correctly (computer to

printer, GPIB controller to device). In other applications, such as file transfer via a modem, data is

transmitted in packets and software checks if an error occurred. If an error is detected an attempt is

made to correct the error with a re transmission.
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The protocol used in the implementation of the digital communication bus is the result of the

following constrains:

• minimum processor-time occupation

• ASCII commands and answers, (comparable with Hayes modem commands and GPIB device

commands)

• transmission error detection and recovery

The protocol specification is based on the X-modem file transfer protocol. Packets which are

comparable with the ones specified for X-modem, contain transmission data and a cyclic redundancy

check (CRC) for error detection.

The communication software is fully interrupt driven to minimize the processor occupation. The

transmitting computer interrupts the program on the receiving computer by sending a character and

continues its own task. As soon as the receiving computer processed the received data, its sends an

acknowledge and continues the interrupted program. The running program on the transmitting

computer is interrupted and the received acknowledge is processed. The next character is sent if the

packet is not completely transmitted yet. Timers, on both the receiving as on the transmitting

computer, check for the occurrence of time-outs.

A communication packet transmitted from the acquisition computer has the following structure:

Every character transmitted from the acquisition computer is 8 bit wide. The meaning of the packet

fields are:

SOH:

LEN:

EOT:

start of header

length of packet in bytes with a maximum of 255 (not including EOT)

data fields (all ASCII characters)

16 bit cyclic redundancy check over data fields from SOH to D1en-4

(CRC word formed by CRChx256+CRC1)

end of transmission

A communication packet transmitted from a device to the acquisition computer has the following

structure:

Every character transmitted from the acquisition computer is 4 bit wide. The meaning of the packet

fields are:

SOH: start of header
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length (=LEN2x256+LEN1xI6+LENo) of packet in nibbles with a maximum

of 4096 (not including EOT)

EOT:

16 bit cyclic redundancy check over data fields from SOH to Dlen-S,I

(CRC word formed by CRC3x4096+CRC2x256+CRC1xI6+CRCo)

end of transmission

The acknowledge procedure is as follows:

• The acknowledge on a SOH is an attention-acknowledge (AACK)

• The acknowledge on all characters but the first and the last is a data-acknowledge (DACK)

• The acknowledge on CRCo and CRC1is an end of transmission (EOT) or if CRC check is

refused a negative-acknowledge (NACK)

Communication on the communication bus always starts with a packet transmission from the

acquisition computer to an addressed device. After reception of an EOT on CRC acceptance an EOT

is transmitted to indicate that an answer is expected. As soon as a device receives a packet with a

command concluded with an EOT the answer is transmitted to the acquisition computer. An EOT is

sent from the acquisition computer as a response on a correct CRC of the answer packet. After

reception the device transmits the final EOT in the protocol and the procedure can start allover again.

A communication cycle between the acquisition computer and an addressed device is illustrated with

the following example: The acquisition computer transmits 'RESET and the addressed device answers

'Ok'.

ime 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19

Device AACK DACK DACK DACK DACK DACK DACK DACK EOT

pc SOH 9 'R' 'E' 'S' 'E' T CRG, CRC. EOT

Ifime 20 21 22 23 24 2S 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3S 36 37 38

pevice SOH 0 0 12 ·O'h '0' '11:' '11:' CRC3 CR~I h I

fc AACK DACK DACK DACK DACK DACK DACK DACK DACK

imc 39 40 41 42 43 44

Device CRC1 CRCO EOT

PC DACK DACK EOT
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The flowchart below illustrates the implemented protocol. Note that not all possible occurrences of

errors are shown. For a more detailed description of error processing see paragraph 6.9.

Ili~fill&f.llt
Isend SOH

reception = MCK
send LEN

reception = DACK
send Data

reception = DACK
sendCRCh

reception = DACK
send CRC.

reception = EOT
send EOT

reception = SOH,
sendMCK

receive LEN.
send DACK

receive Data.
send DACK

receive CRCh•

send DACK

receive CRC I ,check CRC
CRC correct send EOT
else send NACK and initiate retry

reception = EOT

receive SOH.
sendMCK

receive LEN.
send DACK

receive Data.
send DACK

receive CRC2..0•
send DACK

receive CRC3•
checkCRC
ifOk send EOT
else send NACK
and initiate retry

receive EOT.
end ofcycle

send SOH

reception = MCK
send LEN

reception = DACK
send Data

reception = DACK
send CRC2..0

reception = DACK
sendCRC3

reception = EOT.
~ scndEOT
~ l-----__----'

Fig 4,2. Flow chart of the communication protocol
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4.3.1. Time-outs
The time-out detection is used to prevent deadlock situations in the software if for some reason a

transmission from the sending side is not received by the receiving side. The transmitting computer

expects an answer within a certain time, the time-out time duration. If no answer is received the

program will execute the retry procedure. If the retry procedure fails at three successive calls, an error

is reported and the communication cycle is aborted. Both the acquisition computer and the addressed

device use this principle of time-out detection.

Normal operation showed that practical timing for acknowledgment of a received character requires

less than 0.1 msec.

The time-out length on the decimator / detector is controllable with the word constant TMOun.. (see

decimator / detector software listing). The time on the TMS320C25 is programmed to generate an

interrupt after TMOUTI.. instruction cycles. The interrupt routine then calls the retry procedure.

The actual time duration can be calculated from:

time duration=TMOUTL x 4
cpu clock frequency

The default time duration is set to the maximum of 65535*4/cpu clock frequency (0.01 sec at

20 MHz, 0.0052 sec at 50 MHz).

(4.1)

The time-out length on the acquisition computer is a multiple of the time interval between the

system-clock interrupts. The repetition rate of this interrupt is 18 Hz. The system-clock interrupt is the

only timer interrupt on a standard PC. On the acquisition system in the Eindhoven groundstation there

exists an interrupt from AD-converters used for the measurement of for example outside temperature.

Currently this interrupt has a repetition rate of 96 Hz. It is advisable to use this interrupt on the final

acquisition system for its higher repetition rate.

4.3.2. Cyclic redundancy check

Two different principles of error detection on communication packets are widely used. The most

simple principle is the use of a checksum. All the characters of a communication packet are added

modulo 65536. This technique is easy to implement and requires little computational effort. The main

disadvantage is the limited error detecting performance.

A better error detecting performance is offered by a cyclic redundancy check (CRC). The

computational effort required to calculate a CRC with the standard algorithm is considerably bigger

than the effort needed to calculate a checksum. A table-lookup algorithm described in [5] results in a

much faster CRC calculation getting closer to the effort needed for checksum calculation. This fast

algorithm is used in both the detector / decimator implementation as well as in the PC communication

routines. More information on CRC error detection performance can be found in [7].
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5. Hardware
This chapter describes the hardware implementation of the decimator I detector. Different functional

blocks wiIl be treated individually. A block diagram of the hardware with the interconnections is

shown below. The design is based on the prototype described in [1]. Using experiences obtained from

the previous prototype, effort is made to simplify the design. Two entirely new digital communication

ports are introduced.

A complete specification of the TMS 320C25 is found in [12]: the TMS 320 user's guide.

FIFO I~

[Oscillator reset

digital
signal

processor ~la!il1Yusc==--==;--;:=====:::;-;==~

Fig. 5.1. Schematic design of decimator I detector hardware

The different functional entities are:

• signal processor

• reset circuit

• osciIlator

• memory

• wait-state generator

• IO-selection

• analog to digital converters

• digital to analog converters

• digital input based on a FIFO buffer

• parallel bus interface

• dip-switches
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5.1. Signal processor, oscillator and reset circuit

The central processing unit of the decimator I detector is a digital signal processor. TMS 320C25.

from Texas Instruments. The main characteristics are:

• clock frequency up to 50 MHz (instruction cycle of 80 ns).

• 16 bit wide address bus and data bus

• three prioritized hardware interrupts

The clock signal on which all timing of the signal processor is based. is generated with a single crystal

for frequencies up to 20 MHz or a crystal oscillator block for frequencies up to 50 MHz. The selection

is made with jumper Jl. A crystal oscillator block is a single device in a dip package only requiring a

power supply for operation. The output is a square wave with good frequency stability and TIL

output level. These oscillator blocks are inexpensive and can be obtained at many different

frequencies.

From the CLKIN signal. which is connected to the oscillator output. the processor generates two

CLKOUT signals with a frequency equal to a quarter of the oscillator frequency. The two CLKOUT

signals. which are square waves with a 50% duty cycle. have a phase difference of 90· .

The reset circuit based on a switch and a schmitt-trigger inverter. to avoid signal bouncing. provides

the reset signal for the processor initialization. The minimum time duration of the reset pulse is three

CLKOUT cycles. In the circuit the time duration of the reset pulse is controlled with a resistor and

capacitor combination. The realized time of ~17 IDS is much longer than the minimum of three

CLKOUT cycles as it takes several milliseconds for the oscillator block to reach a stable operating

state on power up. This guaranties proper reset when the power supply of the receiver is switched on.

Note that it is not possible to use the TIL fast series for the schmitt-trigger as the input current is too

high in combination with resistor R1 (low level load value 0.6 rnA). The TIL fast type could be used

if two schmitt-trigger inverters were placed in series. Then the high level load value is valid (=20

rnA). In the current design all 6 inverters are used. so an extra device would be required.

~J Cl
, 47QNF

Fig. 5.2. Processor. oscillator and reset circuit
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5.2. Memory

The memory used in the decimator I detector implementation consists of 32 K words static random

access memory (RAM) and 32 K words UV-erasable electrically programmable read only memory

(UV-EPROM). The static RAM's CY7C199 are chosen for their high speed performance. After a

reset, program execution is started from the much slower EPROM's (27C256) which contain the

software. The software copies itself to the RAM's from where execution is continued at triple speed.

The timing of the read and write cycles is controlled by a wait-stage generator which is discussed in

the next paragraph.

The TMS 320C25 uses separated program and data memory. The program instructions are fetched and

executed from program memory. All variables are saved to and retrieved from data memory. The

addressing range of the 16 bit wide address bus is 64 K words. There are three RAM memory blocks

that are on the processor itself: BO,B 1 and B2. One of which is programmable to be data or program

memory. These blocks 'hide' the external memory which uses the same address space. The memory is

organized as follows:

data memoryprogram memory
OOOOh OOOOh

0400h
EPROM

4000h 4000h

EPROM

8000h 8000h

RAM

COOOh COOOh

FEFOh
block 80 (PfOl!l"3m sDace)

FFFFh FFFFh

-:t
~n chip,

processor
ram

RAM

--OOOOht-------,==r....,.,,------I
0060h -::-1--_--"b""1I0C""OI<'-"!K:!::..:2_----/
0080h

OlOOh

0200h
block BO (data)

0300h
blockBl

0400h

Fig. 5.3. Program and data memory configuration

From the memory configuration it can be seen that the EPROM's occupy the lower half (OOOOh

7FFFFh) of the address space and that the RAM's occupy the upper half (8000h-FFFFh). An

address-line specifying the memory source is A15. If A15 is low the EPROM's are read and if A15 is

high the RAM's are accessed.
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The available RAM is split in half between program memory (08000h-BFFFh) and data memory

(COOOh-FFFFh). The processor signals that specify the choice between data and program memory are

*PS (not program select) and *DS (not data select). If*PS is low then program memory is addressed

and if *DS is low data memory is addressed. This enables to use the *PS line as the most significant

address line on the RAM in the circuit.
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Fig. 5.4. memory circuit

There is one more selection line for an external read or write operation: *IS (not IO-select which is

activated by IN and OUT commands). The occurrence of an external cycle is signaled with the

*STROBE line. Precisely one of the three lines *PS, *DS and *IS will be low when *STROBE goes

low. This knowledge is used in a negative way: if *STROBE goes low and *IS is still high then there

is a memory access with *PS or *DS low. The use of the signal *IS on the address decoder U3 saves

an OR-gate.

Table 5.1. The truth table of the address decoder

'PS A14 AlS 'IS active memory

outDuton U3 tvne

don't care don't care don't care LOW none none

LOW LOW LOW HIGH YO EPROM

LOW LOW HIGH HIGH Y4 nroll.RAM

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH Y2 EPROM

LOW HIGH HIGH HIGH Y6 none

HIGH LOW LOW HIGH YI none

HIGH LOW HIGH HIGH YS none

HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH Y3 none

HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH Y7 data RAM
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As data RAM and program RAM are allocated in the same RAM IC's but at different address ranges

the outputs Y4 and Y7 are combined with an AND-gate. The resulting output is used as *CS (not chip

select). The output enable of the RAMs is connected to the *STROBE line.

The outputs YO and Y2 are combined to read the EPROMs. Because the EPROMs can not switch to

the high impedant state fast enough for operation at high clock frequencies, the outputs are buffered

with TIL buffers U27 and Y29. These buffers are equipped with one output-enable input only. Write

disabling with the R/*W (read / not write) signal and the output synchronization with the *STROBE

need to be combined with EPROM selection signal. The OR-gates U28A and U28D realize the

output-enable signal for the EPROM buffers.

5.2.1. Timing requirements for the static RAM

If memory access is perfonned at full speed, that is without wait-state insertion, severe timing

requirements have to be met. A complete memory access is perfonned in a single machine cycle. A

machine cycle is specified as 4Q with Q:

Q=_l
lose

(5.1)

With an oscillator frequency of 40MHz the machine cycle is 4Q=100 ns.

The timing requirements are illustrated bellow:

\\.-_~I

,.. Q

\ I: j

\ I: ~1-!__----'/r---
'--------Jit.(SL)

'l--i_,\--;_----'I \; t (A); ; l.-- _

~ !

CLKOlITl

CLKOlIT2

AI5-AO
BR, PS, DS, IS

R/W

READY

DI5-DO

Fig. 5.5. Time constrains of read cycle with zero wait-states

The time constraint for the access time of a device after the address becomes valid can be calculated

with:

(5.2)
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Here n is the number of wait-states. In case of a 40 MHz clock frequency and zero wait-states ta (A)

evaluates to 40 ns.

tJSL} < tJA}- tsu(A}
= (2Q-3S+4n·Q}-(Q-12)

=2Q-23+4n·Q

In case of a 40 MHz clock frequency and zero wait-states ta(SL) evaluates to 27 ns. This is the

available time after *STROBE goes low before data must be available.

The *CE input signal of the RAMs is derived from the address data and *PS and *IS. These used

processor signals are all valid at the same time. The propagation delay through U3 and UI8D is

5.8 +4.1 =9.9 ns leaving 30.1 ns before data must be available.

(5.3)

According to the specifications of the selected RAMs, the 7CI99-25, the data will be available 25 ns

after *CE goes low (maximum allowed is 30.1 ns) and IS ns after *OE goes low (maximum allowed

is 27 ns). The address lines need to be valid prior to or coincident with the *CE transition. The

derived timing constrains for a 40 MHz operating frequency can be met with the 7C199-25 RAMs.

When a 50 MHz clock is used with zero wait-states ta(A} evaluates to 25 ns and tJSL} evaluates to

17 ns. For the use of the 7C199-25 no gates are allowed in the signal path from the processor to the

*CE input on the RAMs. The AI5 signal could be used directly as input signal at *CE. The undesired

consequence is that two different addresses will share the same physical data in the RAM. For

example an access to 89ABh accesses the same memory location as an access to C9ABh. This

consequence is not a problem as long as no mistakes are made in the software. Note that the program

memory and the data memory remain physically separated and that bus conflicts can not occur.

5.2.2. Timing requirements for the EPROM and 10 access

For all instructions accessing 10 or EPROMs two wait-states are inserted. At 40 MHz ta (A) evaluates

to 240 ns and ta(SL} evaluates to 227 ns. The used EPROMs have an access time of lOOns so the

EPROM timing is not critical at all. The connected TTL devices used for the 10 don't require special

attention either, as with two wait states the instruction cycle rate is reduced to 4 million instruction

cycles per second.
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5.3. Wait-state generator

The wait state generator is a circuit for controlling the instruction cycle length. In the implementation

of the decimator I detector there are two types of instructions considering the instruction cycle length.

All 10 operations and EPROM reads are implemented with two wait-states making the instruction

cycle equal to 3 machine cycles. RAM access is perfonned at full speed so no wait-states are inserted.

The processor input used for the insertion of wait-states is the READY signal. If the READY signal is

low at the beginning of the second half of a machine cycle. an other machine cycle is added before the

next instruction is carried out. If the READY signal is high at the beginning of the second half of a

machine cycle then the next cycle will be used for the following instruction. The implementation of

the wait-state generator is based on two JK-flip flops as illustrated below:

R

Fig. 5.6. Implementation of wait-state generator

The two operating conditions of the wait-state generator are identified with the A15 and *IS lines. If

RAM is accessed A15 and *IS are high. The output of NAND U7B will be low within a delay of

3.4 ns after A15 and *IS become valid. At the end of every instruction cycle the wait-state generator is

assumed to be in the zero state with both Q outputs of the JK-flip-flops equal to zero. On the high to

low transition of CLKOUT2 J=low and K=high of U4A and U4B. The flip-flops will remain in the

same state and the output of U7A to the READY pin of the processor will be high. The total signal

propagation delay is 6.8 ns which is less the the maximum 8 ns allowed at 50 MHz.

If an 10-operation is perfonned *IS and A15 will be low and if the EPROMs are read only A15 will

be low. NAND U7B evaluates to high. Now the READY signal will only become high as result of the

toggled output of U4A. This takes 2 extra processor cycles extending the instruction cycle to three

processor cycles. In this case timing is not critical.
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It is possible to use only A15 for detennining to add or not to add two wait-states in the circuit design.

However the software development system (SWDS) with in-circuit emulator does not provide A15.

To be able to use the SWDS system *IS is used too.

5.4. Digital input based on FIFO buffer and IO-selection

The digital interface to the FLL / PLL is used to transfer the IQ-signals after demodulation. It is also

desirable to transfer some extra information, such as the state of the frequency and phase locked loops

and information for synchronization. A solution providing the required communication capacity is a

first-in first-out buffer (FIFO). The selected FIFO type 74S225 (U23), is a TIl.. circuit organized as

16 words of 5 bits wide. It is possible to fill the 80 bit FIFO with the four 16 bit IQ signals and 16 bits

of extra information.

The use of a FIFO eliminates the need for special synchronization between the FLL / PLL and the

decimator / detector. The FLL / PLL is able to fill the FIFO independed of what the decimator /

detector is doing in the mean time. As soon as the FIFO is filled the FLL / PLL finished its

communication task and continues its program. As soon as the FIFO is full it signals the decimator /

detector via an interrupt that IQ-signals are available. If the part of the program being executed is

allowed to be interrupted the interrupt routine is invoked and the FIFO is emptied. The IQ-signals are

put in an input software buffer for future processing. After finishing the interrupt routine the

decimator / detector continues the interrupted program. More information about the communication

behavior is found in the appropriate paragraph of the chapter describing the software.

u
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Fig. 5.7. Implementation of FIFO communication interface with 10-selection

The 10-selector (UI5) implements the selection oflO devices based on AO, AI, *IS, *STROBE and

R/*W. AO and Al specify the port address. On a TMS32OC25 16 ports are available. Here only 4 are

used but all four port have different functions on a read (IN instruction) or write(OUT instruction)

operation. An 10-device with address A1AO is only selected if both *IS and *STROBE are low.
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The port organization is found in the following table.

Table 5.2. 10-address specification

Port address IN operation OUT operation

0 read value from FIFO (00-04) send value to DA-converter #1 (DO-D13)

1 read data from AD-converter #1 (DO-D13) send value to DA-converter #2 (DO-D13)

2 read data from AD-converter #2 (DO-D13) send value to DA-converter #3 (00-013)

3 read data from parallel port (DO-D7) send value to parallel port (DO-D7)

read dip-switch setting (08-015)

Both the FIFO and the AD-converters use the same interrupt pin (*INT2) on the processor as they are

never used simultaneously. The two individual interrupt signals from the FIFO and from the AD

converters are combined with U18A.

A 5 bit word is saved in the FIFO on a low to high transition of the CLKIN input. This is repeated 16

times. The FIFO will report to be full with an high to low transition on the IR line (input ready). This

IR line causes the interrupt on the signal processor. The data is read from the FIFO by using the 10

selection line (Y4 of U15) on the not output enable (*OE) of the FIFO. As soon as the read cycle is

completed the selection line Y4 goes high. This transition is used to shift the data one place through

the FIFO memory via the CPIN input. The data sheets of the 74S225 are included in appendix 0 for

more detailed infonnation. The specification of the 16 successive 5 bit words sent to and read from

the FIFO is as follows:

Table 5.3. Specification of FIFO data fonnat

word # bit 4 bit 3,2,1 and 0

1 status data I1(n) bit 15.. 12

available

2 to be defined I1(n) bit 11..8

3 to be defined I1(n) bit 7..4

4 to be defined I1(n) bit 3..0

5 to be defined Ql(n) bit 15..12

6 to be defined Ql(n) bit 11..8

7 to be defined Ql(n) bit 7..4

8 to be defined Ql(n) bit 3..0

word # bit 4 bit 3,2,1 and 0

9 to be defined I2(n) bit 15..12

10 to be defined I2(n) bit 11..8

11 to be defined I2(n) bit 7..4

12 to be defined I2(n) bit 3..0

13 to be defined Q2(n) bit 15..12

14 to be defined Q2(n) bit 11 ..8

15 to be defined Q2(n) bit 7..4

16 to be defined Qin) bit 3..0
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In software the status data bits are gathered and form a single 16 bit word. The most significant bit

indicates if there is valid status data as not for all transmissions status data needs to be included.

The IQ data signals are split in 4 parts each. They are put together to form 16 bit words. For example

the 16 bit in-phase signal of channell is generated with:

11(n)= (word #1 AND 15)x4096+(word #2 AND 15)x256+(word #2 AND 15)xI6+(word #3 AND 15)

5.5. Analog to digital and digital to analog converters

Digital and analog components are both used in the decimator I detector design. The analog circuitry

is located at the edge of the printed circuit board to obtain as little interference as possible from the

high speed digital switching of the digital components on the analog signals. The 2 AD-converters

and three DA-converters are used as shown in the following figure.
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Fig. 5.8 DA-converters and AD-converters circuitry

To digitize analog signals connected to the input of the decimator I detector two AD-converters are

used. The selected type is the AD779 which was also successfully used in the previous prototype.

The resolution of the AD-converter is 14 bit and the conversion time is 10 Jls. The circuit is designed
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to use the AD-converter with bipolar input in the range from -5 volt to +5 volt. The I MHz full power

bandwidth of the integrated sample and hold circuit makes this device perfectly suitable for sub

sampling applications. The two AD-converters are accessible via 10 addresses PAl and PAZ.

For both AD-converters two potentiometers are added to tune the offset and the gain. All details and

the tuning procedure are found in the data-sheets of appendix 1. The analog input signal is not directly

connected to the AD-converter but passed trough a high-pass RC filter. The RC combination locates

the -3dB amplitude attenuation at 340 Hz.

A conversion cycle is invoked with the high to low transition of the *SC (not start conversion) signal

on both AD-converters. The low to high transition of the EOC (end of conversion) signal triggers a

flip-flop as soon as the conversion is completed. If both flip-flops are set an interrupt is reported to the

processor. The signals of the two flip-flops are combined by OR gate UZ8B and passed trough by

NAND U18A. The AD-converters are read in the interrupt routine. The appropriate IO-address used to

specify the AD-converter is decoded by the 10 selector and used to reset the flip-flop and to select the

AD-converter for presenting its output to the data bus. With this system only one interrupt is

generated as soon as both AD-converters report to have finished the conversion.

Identical conversion timing is obtained by using only one signal for the *SC signals on both AD

converters.

se

Eoe

INT2

Fig. 5.9Timing diagram for AD-conversion cycle

Digital to analog converters are used to output the calculated amplitudes and relative phase. These

analog output signals can be logged on strip-charts. They are also useful for tuning the analog

circuitry of the receiver.

The AD7840 is used for digital to analog conversion and its data sheets are found in appendix 1. The

AD7840 is a 14 bit DA-converter with a settling-time of 4 J.l.S and parallel interfacing is used. The

parallel data is read when both *CS (not chip select) and *WR (not write) are low. *CS originates

from the 10 selection and *WR is available directly from the processor. The AD7840 is equipped with

an internal voltage reference which is used for REF IN.

There are three independent AD7840 DA-converters available on the decimator I detector. Their 10

addresses are PAO. PAI and PAZ.
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5.6. Dip-switches and parallel bus interface

The communication interface enables the software on the decimator I detector to exchange data with

and receive commands from the acquisition computer. The decimator I detector has a communication

bus address specified by the dip-switch setting of switch I to 4. Switch 4 enables or disables the

communication with the acquisition computer. Switch 3 forms the most significant bit of the address

and switch I the least significant bit. Switch 5 to 8 determine the initial values on reset or power-up of

4 variables specifying for example the signal source and processing path. Their function is described

in the chapter about the software implementation and in the decimator I detector operation chapter.
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Fig. 5.10. Circuit for communication bus and dip-switches

The addressing of devices is checked by hardware to avoid unnecessary interruptions of the running

program. It is UI3 which compares the address specified by the acquisition computer and the setting

of dip-switch 1..4. The acquisition computer offers 3 bits and the fourth bit is hard wired to +5 volt. If

the address is found to be equal to the dip-switch setting then the data of Ul2 is put on the

communication bus via the line driver U20. This is possible as the signal level specified by the

Centronics standard is the 1TL level with +5 volt for a logical'!' and 0 volt for a logical '0'.

An interrupt request originating from the acquisition computer is handled via D-flip-tlop U32A. A

low to high transition of PINT sets the D-flip-tlop. If the device is selected the NAND U7C passes the

interrupt on to the processor.
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Early in the interrupt routine the data from the communication bus is read. The la-selector activates

Y7 of U15 giving the data bus available to U21 for communication data and to Ull for the dip-switch

setting.

5.7. DCF77 synchronization signal and XF output

The DCF77 synchronization signal originates from a time receiver. Every second a pulse is received

with a certain pulse width for encoding the actual date and time information. The property used in the

beacon receiver is that the received time is used as master clock. Directly for the time of the

acquisition computer and indirectly for the generation of the sample frequency. In the decimator I

detector the second pulse is used to enable bit-stuffing if to many or not enough sample interrupts are

processed. The signal causes an interrupt to notify that a second has passed. As soon as the interrupt is

processed the signal needs to be inactive. not to cause a second interrupt. The high level pulse-width

requires to be about 2 J.1S which can be achieved with a 74 123 TIL mono-flop. The exact pulse width

depends on the minimum time required for the processing of the DCF interrupt. The signal is passed

through a schmitt-trigger inverter (UI4D) to protect the signal processor for damage if a wrong

connection is made.

For the same reason the processor XF output signal is passed through an inverter (UI4E). The state of

the signal is easily programmed with the two instructions SXF (set XF) and RXF (reset XF).This

signal does not have a special purpose yet. It is however a very useful tool for debugging software

which is under development.

5.8. Hardware patches

The FIFO is not correctly connected on the designed printed circuit board. Pins 16 and 10 are

swapped. The mistake is corrected with two small wires and the IC pins 10 and 16 are taken out of the

IC foot.

The wait-state generator as discussed in this chapter is slightly different from the on originally

planned. The improvements concern timing requirements for the RAMs and the ability to function

with the in-circuit emulator.

The original design used a separated analog and digital ground for the AD-converters. The difference

between the two causes the AD-converters not to function correctly. The problem is solved by

connecting the grounds together on the AD-converter.
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6. Software
1his chapter describes the implemented decimator I detector software to the level of subroutines and

algorithms. The source is written in TMS320C25 assembly language and can be found in appendix A.

6.1. Structure

The basic structure of the decimator I detector software consists out of four functional sections:

• Main program with filters

1his part of the program performs the filtering ofsampled data. It calculates the amplitudes and

relative phase which are output to the DA-converters. The IQ-data is put in a buffer and is ready

to be transmitted.

• interrupt 0: DCF 77 second synchronization signal

The DCF77 signal is optional and enables bit-stuffing to force the interrupt count to the desired

number. It is a relative small part of the program only invoked by the interrupt.

• interrupt 1: Parallel port communication interrupt

The communication routines form an almost independent part of the software. The

communication protocol is designed in such a way that if a communication cycle is started all

further actions are interrupt driven and do not require attention of the main application.

• interrupt 2: Data acquisition interrupt from FIFO or AD-converters

To obtain data from the FIFO or the ADCs this interrupt is invoked. Depending on the state of

the value of the status variable ADC_FIFO the FIFO or the ADCs are read. The data is

demodulated if it originates from the ADCs. To save the data for 'future' processing it is put in a

buffer.

The main program which filters and processes the data does not work real-time. If data is available the

main routine starts filtering. 1his process is allowed to be interrupted by interrupts. Due to the bursty

character of the parallel communication it is unpredictable how much time is available for the main

program between two acquisition interrupts in worst case situations. The communication rate is also

strongly dependent of the speed of the acquisition computer and the clock frequency of the decimator

I detector. In average however, the processing capabilities are more then sufficient. The buffer which

contains data to be processed is capable of buffering 1/12 second. In practice the filtering is never

more than 10 samples behind so if buffer overflow is detected all processing is halted and the

decimator I detector enters the fatal error status.

The software structure is visualized with the following flowcharts.
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Fig. 6.2. Flowchart of acquisition interrupt.
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Fig. 6.3. Flowchart of parallel port interrupt.

The detailed software description of the next paragraphs requires considerable knowledge of the

structure and operations of the TMS 32OC25 which are found in the TMS320 user guide [12].

6.2. Initialization

On reset or power up the system is initialized and all constants and variables obtain their initial value.

The dip-switches are read and detennine the startup configuration. The reset vector at address Oh in

program memory (EPROM) points to the beginning of the initialization part of the software. There

processor state is set to:
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• Block BO is initially configured as data RAM and later as program memory

Initially DO is set programmed to be data memory. As soon as the acquisition routines are

copied to block DO this block is configured as program memory.

• Overflow mode is reset

Overflow detection is only used within the filtering routines. In all other parts of the software

the overflow mode is reset.

• Sign extension mode is reset

Default this mode is reset but in all situations where negative numbers are processed the mode

is changed locally.

• No shift on product register output

The shift feature on the multiplier output of the signal processor is never used in the decimator I

detector software. Consequently the default setting specifies no shifting on output.

1bree auxiliary registers AR5, AR6 and AR7 are used globally. AR5 is used as pointer from where

data is read in the input data buffer. AR6 is used as pointer to where data is stored in the input buffer.

And finally AR7 is used as stack pointer for saving the environment state when an interrupt routine is

invoked. In the initialization these three auxiliary registers are assigned their initial value.

The initialization routine fills all RAM with zero's. This ensures that all filter delay lines and variables

which should be equal to zero are initialized. All variables with specific values are initialized next,

possibly depending on the dip-switch setting,

After the acquisition routines are copied to block DO this memory block is configured as program

memory.

6.3. Sample interrupt

The sample interrupt is triggered as soon as both AD-converters report to have finished the conversion

or if the FIFO is filled. The invoked hardware interrupt is interrupt 2. The interrupt vector at address

3h points to 'AcquisIntr', This is the routine which reads the data from the AD-converters or the FIFO

depending on the value of the status variable 'ASC_FIFO', The routines that actually read the

infonnation are placed in on-chip memory block DO which is configured as program memory. The

routines are placed on-chip because execution of some instructions is faster and the external address

bus and data bus are only used with IN and OUT instructions and external memory accesses. The used

AD-converters do not switch to high impedant state fast enough at the end of a read cycle to be able to

use the external data bus for the instruction immediately following. As a result the instruction

following the IN or OUT does not use the external busses.
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The input from the FIFO is already demodulated to base-band and only needs to be filtered and

decimated. The input from the ADCs has a center frequency of 3072 Hz (0.25*Fa) and needs to be

demodulated. The demodulation is perfonned immediately and the results are placed in the input

buffer (SampleBuf). The auxiliary register AR6 which points to the memory location to place the next

samples, is updated and buffer overflow is checked.

The data available in the FIFO is organized as 16 words of 5 bits. The 16 most significant bits of the

16 words represent one 16 bit status word. The first word contains the most significant bit and the last

(16th) the least significant bit. The most significant bit signals if status infonnation is included. If this

bit is zero the status bits are ignored and a fast routine is used to read the FIFO. If the most significant

bit is one then the status data is collected and placed in the variable 'INStatus'. In this case a slightly

slower routine is used.

The IQ-data is organized as 16 blocks of4 bits. The first 4 blocks placed together fonns the I signal of

channell. The first block represents the most significant bits, the second represents bit 12..8 and so

on. Block 5 to 8 fonn the Qsignal of channell. Block 9 to 12 fonn the I signal of channel 2. Block

13 to 16 fonn the Q signal of channel 2.

6.4. DCF 77 synchronization interrupt

This routine is invoked by a hardware interrupt on intO. The interrupt vector on address Ih points to

DCFlntr. If the variable 'DCFAlign' is one the actual number of samples is aligned to the desired

number (default 12288). If to many interrupts are invoked then the acquisition routine already ignores

the input data. The DCFIntr only needs to append data by repeating last samples if not enough

samples are received.

This routine is not yet finished and tested and requires additional attention when implementing the

time reference system.

6.5. Main loop

After the initialization of the system the processor enters the main loop. The main loop checks if the

variable BUFCnt is greater than O. If so, data to be filtered is available in the input data buffer

(SampleBuf) and the filter routine 'Filter' is invoked. If BUFCnt is zero and if a command has been

received via the parallel port then the command processing routine is executed. If no command is

received and no data to be filtered is available then the 32 bit counter FreeTMH & FreeTML (free

time) is incremented. This counter which represents a measure for the processor occupation is

transmitted with every data packet to the acquisition computer.
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6.6. Filter routines and filter data structure

The main loop of the program executes the filter routine if samples are available in the input buffer

'SampleBuf. The auxiliary register AR5 points to the samples to filter. The oldest samples are

retrieved from the buffer and the first filter specified in the filter data structure is invoked. Four

different routines are programmed to realize the desired filter routines.

• Three coefficient haljbandfilter

The routine 'HB3CFilt' is the implementation of an optimized decimating 3 coefficient haltband

filter. The delay lines are placed in page 6 of on-chip data ram (300h-37Fh).

• Haljband filter 1

The routine 'HBFilt1' is the implementation of a general haltband filter using on-chip ram for

the delay lines. The ram used for the delay lines is located in page 7 (380h-3FFh). The location

of the delay lines in data ram enables the use of the MACD instruction which perfonns a

complete FIR stage in a single instruction. This routine should be used for the haltband filter

stages with the highest input sample rate for minimizing the computational requirements.

• Haljbandfilter 2

The routine 'HBFilt2' is the implementation of a general haltband filter using external ram for

the delay lines. The location of the delay lines in external memory disables the use of the

MACD instruction. This routine should only be used for the haltband filter stages with the

lowest input sample rate for minimizing the computational requirements.

• General FIR filter

The routine 'FIRFilt' is the implementation of a general FIR filter. The general FIR filter should

only be used for the last filter section of a decimator in which no aliasing is allowed. The delay

lines are located in external memory.

Every filter which forms a part of a decimator is specified in a data structure. For all four filter

implementations different specifications are required. The data structure starts at the location

FiltDATA in data memory. The filters use the optimized filter structure as discussed in chapter 2.

The three coefficient haltband filter is specified by 4 words:

Filter routine address: HB3CFilt.

Filter status (0 or 1) used to determine which delay line to use (initial value =I).

First address of first delay line for Il with 2 memory locations for samples to be multiplied

with 0.25. Delay lines for QI, 12 and Q2 follow immediately.

Second delay line for Il with memory location for sample to be multiplied with 0.5. Delay lines

for Q1, 12 and Q2 follow immediately.
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II QI 12 Q2

Delay line I CD CD [I] OJ
Delay line 2 0 0 0 0

Fig. 6.4. Three coefficient filter delay lines

The necessary data to specify a halfband filter type 1 with more than 3 coefficients is slightly more

complex. Let's assume the number of coefficients to be n (3, 7, II, 15, 19 ...) .The filter is specified

with 16 words.

Filter routine address: HBFiltl.

Filter status (0 or 1) used to determine which delay line to use (initial value = 1).

Address for new sample of II signal in delay line 1. First memory location of delay line.

Distance from 11 to QI, from QI to 12 and from 12 to Q2. Equal to 3 + (n-3) /2.

Pointer to even filter coefficients. All odd coefficients are zero except the center coefficient

which is always equal to 0.5.

Number of filter taps -1 with even coefficients: Equal to 1 + (n-3)/2

Last used memory location for delay line 1 for 11 signal. Note that the delay line is one memory

location longer than necessary due to MACD instruction. Last location is not used for delay line

purpose.

Pointer to memory location to oldest 11 sample in delay line 2. This is the last memory location

in delay line 2 used for 11 signal.

Distance from 11 to QI, QI to 12 and 12 to Q2 in delay line 2: (n+I)/4

Last used memory location for delay line 1 for QI signal. Note that delay line is one memory

location longer than necessary due to MACD instruction. Last location is not used for delay line

purpose.

Last used memory location for delay line 1 for 12 signal. Note that delay line is one memory

location longer than necessary due to MACD instruction. Last location is not used for delay line

purpose.

Last used memory location for delay line 1 for Q2 signal. Note that delay line is one memory

location longer than necessary due to MACD instruction. Last location is not used for delay line

purpose.

Pointer to address of first memory location of delay line 2.

Pointer to I + address of first memory location of delay line 2.

Repeat count number for RPT instruction to shift delay line: n-I

Distance from 11 to QI, QI to 12 and 12 to Q2 in delay line 2: (n+ 1)/4
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It is clear that some data is specified more than once or that data could be derived from previous

information. This structure is chosen to minimize the computational requirements and to obtain a

program as efficient as possible.

The necessary data to specify a halfband filter type 2 with more than 3 coefficients is comparable with

the previous specification of a type 1 filter. Because the delay lines are allocated in external RAM the

MACD instruction does not shift the delay lines. This is done after the filter output is calculated and

requires an additional information word.

The 18 words that specify the filter are:

Filter routine address: HBFilt2.

Filter status (0 or 1) used to determine which delay line to use (initial value = 1).

Address for new sample of 11 signal in delay line 1. First address of delay line 1.

Distance from 11 to Ql, from Ql to 12 and from 12 to Q2. Equal to 2 + (n-3) / 2.

Pointer to even filter coefficients. All odd coefficients are zero except the center coefficient

which is always equal to 0.5.

Number of filter taps -1 with even coefficients: Equal to 1 + (n-3)12

Last used memory location for delay line 1 of 11 signal.

Pointer to memory location to oldest 11 sample in delay line 2. End of delay line 2 for 11

samples.

Distance from 11 to Ql, Ql to 12 and 12 to Q2 in delay line 2: (n+1)/4

Last used memory location for delay line I for Ql signal.

Last used memory location for delay line I for 12 signal.

Last used memory location for delay line 1 for Q2 signal.

Source for delay line shift. This is the second memory location of delay line I for signal 11.

Counter for delay line shift: 6 + 2x(n-3)

Pointer to address of first memory location of delay line 2 for signal 11.

Pointer to 1 + address of first memory location of delay line 2 for signal 11.

Repeat count number for RPT instruction to shift delay line: n-l

Distance from 11 to Ql, Ql to 12 and 12 to Q2 in delay line 2: (n+1)/4

The general FIR filter used in the last section of a decimator stage requires the following data

structure. Let ne be the number of coefficients with an even number and no the number of coefficients

with an odd number. Note that ne + no equals the filter order.

Filter routine address: FIRFilt.

Filter status (0 or 1) used to determine which delay line to use (initial value = 1).

Address for new sample of 11 signal in delay line 1. First address of delay line 1.

Distance from 11 to Ql, from Ql to 12 and from 12 to Q2 which is equal to the number of

coefficients with even numbers (including Co): ne•
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Pointer to the filter coefficients with even numbers (including Co),

Distance from beginning of delay line of a signal to the end of the next delay line: 2xne•

Number of FIR stages to calculate -1: ne-1.

Source for delay line shift. 11lis is the second memory location of delay line 1 for signal 11.

Repeat count for RPT instruction. Number of shifts to perform -1: nex4-2.

Address for new sample of 11 signal in delay line 1. First address of delay line 2.

Distance from 11 to Ql, from Ql to 12 and from 12 to Q2 which is equal to the number of

coefficients with odd numbers : no'

Pointer to the filter coefficients with odd numbers.

Distance from beginning of delay line of a signal to the end of the next delay line: 2xno'

Number of FIR stages to calculate -1: no-I.

Intermediate result of 11 low (initial value =0).

Intermediate result of 11 high (initial value = 0).

Intermediate result of Ql low (initial value =0).

Intermediate result of Ql high (initial value = 0).

Intermediate result of 12 low (initial value = 0).

Intermediate result of 12 high (initial value = 0).

Intermediate result of Q2 low (initial value = 0).

Intermediate result of Q2 high (initial value = 0).

Source for delay line shift. 11lis is the second memory location of delay line 2 for signal 11.

Repeat count for RPT instruction. Number of shifts to perform -1: nox4-2.

The filter specification for the different sections which start at FiltDATA all begin with the address of

the filter routine. The specification of the filters should form a continuous block in memory. The first

filter section at the beginning and the last filter section at the end. The block is terminated with a word

equal to zero.

The filter coefficients are specified with integer numbers which are interpreted as multiple of 1/65536.

The integer number -2063 is interpreted as a coefficient with the value -0.031479. For the optimized 3

coefficient filter no coefficients need to be specified as they are known to be 0.25, 0.5 and 0.25. For

the halfband filters type 1 and 2 only the odd coefficients are required: ... Cs c3 c1 c1 c3 Cs '" . For the

general FIR filter two sequences of coefficients are required as the coefficients with odd and even

numbers are separated.

The implemented filter routines as well as the filter data structure only operate from RAM. The filter

routines use self modifying code and the filter data structure contains status and intermediate result

information. Therefore the filter routines and the filter data structure is copied from the EPROM to the

RAMs in the initialization part.
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6.7. Amplitude and phase calculation

As soon as results from the first decimator stage are available the amplitude and relative phase of both

channels is calculated. The input signal of channel 1 or 2 can be seen as a vector in an IQ surface. The

length of the vector represents the amplitude and the angle cI> with the I axis represents the phase

relative to the digital demodulation reference signal.

I

Fig. 6.5. Vector decomposition in I and Q component.

The cosine of the primary angle acould be calculated with:

As divisions on a TMS320 are not directly possible an other solution is used. The equation is

rewritten as:

A=~r2+Q2

-2.1010g(cos(e)) = lOlog(A2 ) _ lOIOg(r2 )

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

The logarithm of the cosine as function of the angle is stored in a lookup table. The primary angle is

detennined by the index of the best matching entry in the the lookup table. The angle cI> is detennined

using the primary angle and the sign information of the I and Q samples.

The two main routines for phase and amplitude calculation are:
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Amplitude

The input for this routine are the values ResultI1, ResultQl, Resu1tI2 and ResultQ2.

The output is put in Ampll and Ampl2. If Direct IQ is used PhaseLck is updated.

Phase

The input for this routine are the values ResultI1, ResulTQl, ResultI2 and ResultQ2.

The output is available in Phasel, Phase2 and PhaseDiv.

These two routines make use of some mathematical functions implemented in the routines:

Sqrt

Calculate square root of accumulator: ACC =round(.JACC )

Log

Calculate the logarithm of accumulator: LogResult =round(lOOOxlOlog(ACC))

Cos

Calculate cosine of ACC: T =round(32768 x cos(ACC))

(The result is stored in the T register.)

NegSin

Calculate sine of ACC: T =round(-32768 x sin(ACC))

(The result is stored in the T register.)

ArcCos

Calculate arc-cosine of ACC: ACC =round(lO x arccos(ACC))

6.8. Analog output

Analog output on the DA-converters is possible when the amplitude and relative phase are calculated.

The results from the Amplitude and Phase routine need to be scaled to obtain the desired voltage

swing on the appropriate DA-converter. The values for Ampll, Ampl2 and PhaseDiv are scaled by the

routine DAScaling. Just before the next values of Ampll, Ampl2 and PhaseDiv can be calculated the

values are sent to the DA-converters in the acquisition routine. Using an interrupt routine to generate

the output on the DA-converters ensures accurate timing. Then the time between all different outputs

is equal.
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is invoked by hardware interrupt 1 and starts at address 'PAR_Interrupt'. To start the sending of an

answer to the acquisition computer the routine 'Transmit' is used.

The other routines are:

CRCVal

1bis routine is used to calculate CRC check.

Timer

The Timer interrupt is used to trigger the interrupt line on PC and to detect time-outs. The

internal timer of the TMS320 is used by this routine and is not available to the programmer of

the main application.

PARCommand

This routine is used to recognize a received command from the acquisition computer. All

possible commands are specified in a data structure.

The global variable PAR_Status indicates the status of the communications. The variable may have

one of the following values:

0: No active communication

1: A command is being received

2: A command is received and ready to be processed

3: The answer is being transmitted

The variable PAR_Status should be monitored in the main loop of the program. As soon as the value

is equal to 2, the PARCommand routine should be executed. There the command is checked and

possibly recognized. If recognized, the appropriate command routine is executed and the answer string

is generated. The transmission of the answer is started with the Transmit routine and the

communication cycle is completed automatically on interrupt basis.

The data structure specifying the communication commands consists of 3 sections.

One word specifying the number of defined commands.

Pointers to the command routines and string specifications.

One word specifying the routine address belonging to the command string followed

immediately by a word specifying the length in characters of the command string. and the

command string itself.

The data structure is illustrated bellow:
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cmdCnt>@

routine

~

t"utin~ ["utin] [routin]

1
11

Fig. 6.6. Data structure for parallel bus communications

With this data structure new commands can be implemented and commands can easily be changed

without thoroughly studying the communication routines.
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7. Decimator I detector operation

7.1. External connections and switches

There are two types of connections to be made with the decimator I detector. Connections with BNC

connectors on the front of the decimator I detector and connections on a 64 pole connector on the

back.

The connections on the front are:

• The two analog input signals from an analog PLL

• The TIl.. sample signal of 12288 Hz with a low level pulse width of5~

• The three analog outputs of the DA-converter for two amplitudes and one phase difference

measurement.

• The XF output signal

The front plate of the decimator detector is organized as illustrated below:

analog input channel 1
analog input channel 2

118~:~~~~~~ TTL sample signal of 12288 Hz
amplitude output channel 1
amplitude output channel 2

Itt'lit,t!!II'ili!i'~~lli phase difference outputm XF output signal

reset switch

Fig. 7.1. The layout of the front of the decimator I detector

The connections on the 64 pole connector can be grouped as:

• Power supply

• Parallel communication bus

• FIFO input

• DCF pulse

There are 8 dip-switches and one reset switch on the decimator I detector. The reset switch is mounted

in the front panel. The dip-switches are placed on the PCB near the 64 pole connector.
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If the reset button is pressed it causes the processor to initialize and to start execution of the program

in the EPROMs from address O. Also the wait-state generator and the FIFO are reset.

Dip-switch 5 to 8 specify the default values for four system parameters of the decimator I detector.

These dip-switches are only read in the initialization procedure invoked by a hardware or software

reset.

The dip-switches have the following functions:

OFF ON

switch 1 least significant bit of the device address =0 least significant bit of the device address =1

switch 2

switch 3

switch 4

switch 5

switch 6

switch 7

switch 8

second bit of the device address = 0

most significant bit of device address =0

disable parallel port interface

select AD-converter for input

disable DCF alignment (disable bit stuffing)

(see DCF OFF command)

select direct IQ (see DIRECT IQ command)

select logarithmic scale for amplitude output

of DA-converters (see AMPLITUDE LOG

command)

second bit of the device address = 1

most significant bit of device address = 1

enable parallel port interface

select FIFO for input

enable DCF alignment (enable bit stuffing)

(see DCF ON command)

select indirect IQ (see INDIRECT IQ

command)

select linear scale for amplitude output of

DA-converters (see AMPLITUDE LIN

command)

Note that interrupts should only come from or the FIFO or the AD-converters according to the setting

of dip-switch 5.

7.2. Decimator I detector commands

The processing of the decimator I detector can be controlled with several commands. The available

commands are:

• HELLO

• RESET

• TIMEx

• AMPLITUDE LOG

• AMPLITUDE LIN
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• DCFON

• DCFOFF

• DIRECTIQ

• INDIRECTIQ

• GETDATAx

• GETDATA

The x in the commands TIME x and GETDATA x represents a 'real-world' time constant. The

interpretation ofx is the number of seconds counted from the current hour. This implies that

x e[O..3599].

The different commands are treated individually to explain their purpose and effects. If a command is

entered unknown to the decimator I detector software then the decimator I detector will reply with:

'Unknown command'.

Command: HELLO

This command, which should be implemented on all devices, identifies the device to the acquisition

computer or to the operator. The answer transmitted from the decimator I detector should be:

'Hello, I'm a decimator/detector version 1.0',

This command is also useful to test the communication link without having effects on the signal

processing of the device.

Command: RESET

The RESET command answers 'Ok' to the acquisition computer and performs a jump to address O.

The effect of this command is comparable with pushing the reset button on the device. The program is

rebooted and al variables are initialized. If dip-SWitches 5 to 8 are changed a reset is required to make

changes take effect.

Command: TIME x

The TIME x command is required to realize a link between the measured data and the 'real-world'

time. Every second indicated with 12288 interrupts or the DCF 77 interrupt the internal time is

increased. The decimator I detector is equipped with an output buffer with a length of several seconds.

Now it is possible to ask for measurement data of a specific second.

The answer of the decimator I detector on the TIME x command is 'Ok'
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Command: AMPLITUDE LOG

The measured amplitude is represented by a voltage at the output of a DA-converter. The output range

of the DA-converter is -3 to +3 volt. This command selects a logarithmic scale for the amplitude. The

output V of the AD-converter is calculated with:

v=3-..l.. x 20.10
10g(A) volt

10 5

Where A is the input amplitude in volt with a maximum of 5 volt. The output voltage saturates at

-3 volt.

If the output of the DA-converter is characterized in dB then every 10 dB attenuation of the input

amplitude is represented by a 1 volt decrease of the output V with a dynamic range of 60 dB.

The answer of the decimator / detector on the AMPUTUDE LOG command is 'Ok'

Command: AMPLITUDE LIN

(7.1)

The measured amplitude is represented by a voltage at the output of a DA-converter. The output range

of the DA-converter is -3 to +3 volt. This command selects a linear scale for the amplitude. The

output of the AD-converter V is calculated with:

6A
V=--3 volt

5
(7.2)

Where A is the input amplitude in volt with a maximum of 5 volt. Zero volt input is represented with

-3 volt output, 2.5 volt amplitude input is represented with 0 volt output and 5 volt amplitude input is

represented with 3 volt output.

The answer of the decimator / detector on the AMPUTUDE UN command is 'Ok'

Command: DCF ON

This command enables the forced synchronization with the DCF 77 second pulse to guaranty the

relation with 'real-world' time. The number of interrupts from the ADCs or tHe FIFO in one DCF

second is counted. Bit stuffing is used if the number of interrupts exceeds the desired sample rate of if

not enough samples are taken. The bit stuffing is minimized by locking the sample clock to the DCF

signal.

The internal time is increased every time the DCF interrupt is processed.

The answer of the decimator / detector on the DCF ON command is 'Ok'
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Command: DCF OFF

The command DCF OFF disables bit stuffing as described for the DCF ON command. The internal

time is increased as soon as the number of samples specified by the sample rate is received. lhis

command is useful when the measurement time is short or when the relation with real-world time is

not strictly required. In the default configuration the time is increased after 12288 interrupts.

The answer of the decimator I detector on the DCF OFF command is 'Ok'

Command: DIRECT IQ

The bandwidth of the sampled signal is reduced in two multistage decimators. The output of the first

multistage decimator is directly used as input for the second multistage decimator if direct IQ is

selected. The bandwidth of the data to send to the acquisition computer is reduced to a minimum

using only FIR filter operations. Noise outside the final pass-band is strongly rejected and nonlinear

operations which transfer noise into the pass-band at an intermediate stage are avoided.

The answer of the decimator I detector on the DIRECT IQ command is 'uk'

Command: INDIRECT IQ

After the data is filtered and decimated by the first multistage decimator the amplitude and relative

phase are calculated. Non-linear operations are involved with the calculation of the amplitude and

relative phase, which transfer noise originally outside the final pass-band into the final pass band. lbis

noise will not be rejected by the second decimator stage.

Although this processing principle in not optimal considering the noise rejection it provides the

possibility to produce measurement results when the PLL is not in lock. The frequency deviation of

the carrier however should be smaller than the bandwidth of the first decimator stage.

If the configuration with the digital PLL is used then indirect IQ should only be used if the PLL

reports to be out of lock. lhis is not yet implemented.

The answer of the decimator I detector on the INDIRECT IQ command is 'Ok'

Command: GETDATA x

This command asks the decimator I detector to transmit the measurement data of second x. If the data

of second x is not available then the following error is answered: 'Data not available in output buffer'.
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It is possible for the acquisition computer to suspend data retrieval for about 10 seconds because data

will be saved in the decimator / detector RAM. Then the acquisition computer can catch up by asking

the IQ data of the last few seconds in any order.

The answer on the GETDATA command is:

'DATAl ttiiffffxxyy...zz with

tt A word (two bytes) specifying the 'time' of the packet with the samples.

ii The number of interrupts counted (with 'DCF align off the number is always 12288).

ffff A number that gives an indication of the processor occupation. (32 bit number with MSB first

and LSB last).

xx The first 16 bit (two bytes) data sample.

yy The first 16 bit (two bytes) data sample.

zz The last 16 bit (two bytes) data sample.

With the current version of the software the number of samples in a packet is 12. As soon as the

second decimator is implemented or if one data structure from several filter data structures can be

chosen then this number becomes variable and the number of samples in the packet should be

specified in the packet.

Command: GETDATA

This command asks the decimator / detector to transmit the measurement data of last processed

second. If no data is available then the following error is answered: 'Data not available in output

buffer'.

The second number of the data is specified in the decimator /detector answer. After a GETDATA

command the time of the decimator / detector is known and GETDATA x can be used for further data

acquisitions making sure no seconds are missed or received twice.

For the answer string see above.

7.3. Fatal error condition

The sample input buffer will overflow if the samples can not be handled fast enough. This could occur

for example if the used sample rate is to high. The decimator / detector will then enter a fatal error

status. The only accepted command is the 'RESET command. All other commands will produce the

following answer: 'Command not executed due to fatal error status'.

Under nonnal conditions the fatal error status never occurs!
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8. Decimator I detector specification

8.1. Electrical specification

2 analog input signals

function:

amplitude range:

frequency range:

input impedance:

ITL sample signal

function:

repetition rate:

high level (+5V):

low level (OV):

analog signal input from analog PLL

+5 volt to -5 volt bipolar input

300 Hz to 1 MHz

10 kO (for frequencies> 2kHz)

timing signal to trigger both AD-converters simultaneously

12288 Hz

76.4 J.1s

5.0 J.1S

3 analog output signals

function: analog output of amplitudes and relative phase for strip-charts

amplitude range: +3 volt to -3 volt bipolar output

dc output impedance: 0.10

Short circuit current: 20 rnA

Delay from input to

output: 1.5 seconds

DCF 77 secondpulse

repetition period:

high level (+SV):

low level (OV):

1 second

999995 J.1S

SfJS
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8.2. Filter characteristic specification

A digital filter has a filter characteristic independent from external influences and can be calculated

analytically. The theoretical filter characteristic is compared with measurements at several frequencies

to prove no programming mistakes are made. With a synthesizer a sine wave of a specific frequency is

generated and sampled by the decimator I detector. The signal amplitude calculated by the decimator I

detector is divided by the known amplitude at the input.

The results of the first decimator section are presented in the following graph with the continuos line

for the theoretical filter transfer and the circles for the measurements.
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Fig. 8.2. The theoretical and measured filter characteristic.

The two lines match verry well for frequencies up to 6 Hz. The reason that the measurements do not

reach the same botom level of -80 dB is the quantization. The output of the filter has a noise level of

about 8 quantization units on a scale of 16384 units.

The filter coefficients are calculated with a matlah program 'FILTI.M'

The filter coefficients for the second decimator stage can be calculated with 'FILn.M' but they are

not implemented in the software yet so it is not possible to verify this characteristic.
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9. Conclusions and recommendations

9.1. Conclusions
• A redesign of the previous digital decimator I detector was perfonned and realized. The

hardware is simplified and two new digital interfaces are introduced. The decimator I detector is

capable ofprocessing 2 signals simultaneously. The sample rate is increased to 12288 samples

per second.

• To enable digital input from the FLL I PLL [2] on the decimator I detector, an interface based

on a first-in-first-out buffer (FIFO) is developed. This interface has a high data transfer capacity

and is capable of transferring the 4 IQ signals as well as FLL I PLL status infonnation.

• Input from an analog PLL is still possible. This enables comparative testing of the new

principles used in the digital implementation of the FLL I PLL. Compared to the previous

prototype which could only use an analog PLL the IQ measurement error has been eliminated.

The analog input is also extremely useful for development and testing of the software on the

decimator I detector.

• FIR digital filters are used for anti-aliasing filtering. The filters are specified in a data structure

which can easily be changed without changing the filter routines itself. The linear phase filter

routines are optimal in the sense of computational requirements and in the sense of storage

requirements.

• The required decimation factor is realized in two decimator sections. The resulting data from

the first decimator is used to calculate the amplitudes and the relative phase of the two

incoming signals. The group delay is short (default <2 sec) because the bandwidth is not fully

minimized. The second decimator reduces the bandwidth further and produces the output data

for the acquisition computer.

• If the digital FLL I PLL is used then the two stage decimation enables a new principle of

indirect IQ measurements. Simulations showed that the digital PLL looses lock in

circumstances where the FLL remains in lock. The FLL in lock limits the signal carrier

frequency deviation from the ideal frequency. This property is used to obtain measurement data

where the analog system is not capable of producing valid measurements. The practical

'advantage still needs to be verified by measurements.

• Non-integer sample rate conversion is not required any more as the sample rate is related to the

'real world' time. This reduces the time delay before data is available to the acquisition

computer to less than 10 seconds.

• A new communication bus was implemented for communication between the decimator I

detector and the acquisition computer and between the FLL I PLL and the acquisition computer.

In total 8 devices can be connected to the acquisition computer simultaneously. Device

addressing is perfonned in hardware to avoid communication overhead with unselected devices.

Software for the devices and for the acquisition computer is realized and tested. The devices are

controlled with ASCII commands originating from the acquisition computer.
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9.2. Recommendations
• In case of the use of an analog PLL new demodulation sequences have been proposed. It was

not yet possible to detennine the influence of the new sequences on the phase and amplitude
measurements concerning signal to noise ratio. Further investigations could provide certainty

about the optimum demodulation sequences.
• With the use of a digital FLL / PLL a new technique is proposed to continue measurements if

the PLL is out of lock and if the FLL is in lock. This indirect IQ principle may enable
measurements where analog PLL systems fail. The practical value of this feature is to be

verified with measurements.
• The system is designed assuming that a single master clock is used, possibly locked on the

DCF 77 time signal. The master clock is not yet realized and requires specific attention.

• The used AD-converters produce 14 bit measurement data. The printed circuit board needs to
be improved concerning its EMC properties to fully use this 14 bit dynamic range. A future
redesign of the printed circuit board could be based on a multi-layer print and have a separated

ground plane. Other possibilities to enhance the EMC properties should be evaluated too.

• For a redesign it is advisable to investigate if the use of dedicated transceivers for the parallel
port result in a lower bit error rate. Now the TI..L 74F245 is used and the alternative used for
GPIB applications is the TI 75SN160B. In the GPIB alternative impedance matching resistors
are implemented on chip and the signal levels are identical to the Centronics standard.

• The address bus and data bus lines to the RAMs are to long to use a processor clock frequency
of 50 MHz. To operate at 50 MHz a future design should not use any gates between the

processor and the RAMs as discussed in the timing requirements for the RAMs. The RAMs
should be placed in the direct neighborhood of the processor to shorten the length of the lines as
much as possible.
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Appendix A, assemble source
; ..

This program implements the decimator/detector
version 1.0, JO/10/92

: It ft ..

1l0MBO .set OFFOOh
1lAKB0 .set 200h

!lAMB1 .set JOOh

!lAMB2 .set 60h

TIM: .set 2
PIlD: .set J

IMIl: .set 4

AACK .set OCh

DACK .set OAh

EOT .set 06h
NACK .set OJh
SOH .set OOh

ATTENTION ackn""ledge 1100
DATA acknowledge 1010
End of transmit ion OliO
Not acknowledge 0011
Start of header 0000

WAITLEN
THOUTL
STACKPTIl

.set

.set

.set

125
OFFFFh

78h

le-5 sec at 50 KHz clock frequentie
Timeout length = n-90 nsec
Stack pointer. end of RAMB2

SmplPerSec .set 12

.text
B

B

B

B

• space

B

B

B
B

Begin
DeFIntr
PAR_Interrupt
Acquislntr
16'16
Timer
Begin
Begin
Begin

Reset
OCF second interrupt
Parallel port interrupt
AOC/FIFO interrupt

NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED

No communications. I Reciving command. 2 '= command avalable. 3 :I:

Memory location to save ARI
Mul t i -purpose variable
Mu I ti -purpose variable

: ft ..

; ...... BLOCK 81 ON CHIP RAM JOOh-JFFh ......

; ..

ONE .usect 'llAKBll' ,I

TEN .usect 'RAMIl11 , ,I

SignExt .usect '1lAMB11',l

'_Hex · usect 'llAKBll' .1
NOTMSB .usect '1lAKB11' ,I
Nul tConstl .usect '1lAMB11' .1
MultConst2 · usect '!lAMBII' .1

; '" Parallel port vars
AlllVAIl · usect -RAMell- ,I
VAllI .usect ·RAMall- ,I
VAIl2 .usect -RAMBll' .1
DATA .usect '1lAKB11' • 1
TIlDATA .us@ct '1lAKB11' .1
TimeOut .usect '1lAKB11' ,I
PAR_Zeroent .usect '1lAMB11' ,I
PAR_Status .usect '1lAKB11' .1
Transmitting answer
PAIl_CIlC .usect 'llAKBll' .1
PAR_llecCRC .usect 'RAMB11 , .1
PAR_RecLen .usect '1lAKB11' ,I
PAR_Recent · usect -RAMB11' .1
PAIl_TnnLen .usect 'IlAMB11 , ,I

PAIl_TnnCnt .usect '1lAKB11' ,I
PAIl_lletry .usect '1lAKB11' .1

ONE

TEN
SignExt
F_Hex
NOTMSB
Multeonstl
Multeonst2

1
10
8000h

z OFh
7FFFh
44739
2J170

(used in DAScal ingJ
(used in Amplitude)
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. ••• Filter
Temp1
Temp2
ResultIl
ResultQI
Result12
ResultQ2

input/output vars •••
· usect GRAMS11" ,I
• useet "IlAMBIl" , 1
.usect "RAMB1I·,1
.usect ·RAMBI1*.1
· usect "RAMS1I·.I
· usect *RAMS I I " .1

Multi purpose variable
Multi purpose variable
Note that ResultIl. .02 must stay in this order
No other variable is alowed in between

LogResult
AmpllL
AmpIlH
Ampll

AmpUL
AmpI2H
AmpI2

PhaseLek
Phasel
Phase2
PhaseOiv
PhaseOut
PhaseOf fset

Guess
Bit
Err

.usect

.usect

.usect

.usect

.usect

.usect

.usect

.usect

.usect

.usect

.usect

.usect

.usect

· usect
· usect
· usect

"RAMaIl" ,I
"RAMBl!" ,I
"RAMaIl" ,I
"RAMBl!" ,I

"RAMBl!" ,I
"1lAMBl!" ,I
"1lAMBl!" ,I

"RAMBll" ,I
"1lAMBl!" ,I
"RAMal 1 " ,I
"RAMBII" ,I
"RAMBl!" ,I
"RAMal!" ,I

"RAMBl!" ,I
"RAMBII",I
"RAMB I 1" ,I

Amp 11'2 low
AmpIl'2 high

Amp12 .... 2 low
AmpI2'2 high

Guess for succesive approximation
What bit to change for succesive approximation
Oistance from desired result

; .** OCF interrupt vars
OCM'emp . usect
Time .usect

"IlAMBII" ,I
"RAMBl!" ,I

Multi purpose variable
Time in seconds (0 - 3599)

; .". ReadFI FO/ReadAOC vars •••
Temp . usect • RAMBII'". I
Oemodphase . usect • RAMS I 1 • , I
INData . usect ·RAMSII", I

8UFCnt . usect 'RAMel I •• I
BUFOvI . usect ·RAMSll", I
NumOVl . usect "RAMSII".I
INStatus .usect '"RAMSII·, I

; ... System stat istics
FatalErr .usect "RAMeII",1
NrInts .usect "RAMaII",1
OecFac .usect "1lAMBl!" ,I
FreeTML .usect "RAMal!" ,I
FreeTMH · usect "RAMal I " ,I
Intr<:nt .usect "RAMal!" ,I
AOC_FIFO · usect "RAMBII",I
CCFAIign .usect "RAMaII',I

Direct IQ .usect "1lAMB11" ,I
l.inAmpi · usect "RAMBII' ,I
on linear scale

Temporary storage
n = 0 .. 3 determines (90*n+451· demod phase
Temporary storage for IN instruction
Count how many samples are in Buffer
Has an buffer overflow occured
Numerical overflow while filtering
Temporary storage for FLL/PLL Status bits

Fatal error status, only correctable by ·Reset* command or switch
Number of interrupts to expect every second (default 122991
Oecimation factor (default 10241
Counter to detemine CPU occupation
Counter to detemine CPU occupation
Counter to detemine nr of interrupts per second
(dipsw 5 I 0 ACC's 1. FIFO
ldipsw 61 0 Make sure every OCF period consists of NRINTS sU\ples

1 Ignore OCF second signal. every NrInts samples is a 'second'
(dipsw 7 J 0 calculate Ampl. and phase and convert to IQ 1 = Oirect IQ
ldipsw 9) 0 output amplitude on logarithmic scale 1 = output amplitude

; ••• output buffer vars
OutBufPos . usect
Samp IeNr . usec t

"RAMBII" ,I
"RAMBIl' ,I

; ••• optimized decimating 3 coefficient
FIRJC_l! .usect "RAMBII",9
FIRJC_12 .usect "RAMBl!" ,4
FIRJC_21 .usect "RAMBII",9
FIRJC_22 · usect "RAMBIl" ,4
FIRJC_JI .usect "RAMBIl" ,9
FIRJCJ2 .usect "RAMBIl" ,4
FIRJC_41 .usect "RAMB11",9
FIRJC_42 · usect "RAMBII",4
FIRJC_SI .usect "RAMBIl" ,9
FIRJC_S2 .usect "RAMB11',4

OelLinel .usect "RAMBI2" ,129

halfband FIR fil ter (max 5 filtersl ...
Filter 1 delay buffer

Filter delay buffer

Fi Iter delay buffer

Filter delay buffer

Filter 5 delay buffer

Oelay lines (on-chip)

; ••• Parallel port ram
PAR_Answer . usect
PAR_TmOata . usect
PAR_RecOata . usect

; ••• BUFFER RAM
BUFLen .set
SampleBuf . usect

·OataRAM· ,512
·DataRAN'.512
·OataRAM e .256

1024
"BufRAM",4095

Length/4 of SampleBuf used to detect overflow
Samples from ADC or FIFO are placed here
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SBufLast .usect 'BufRAM' .1 End of SampleBuf

FltOatRam .usect ·BufRAM·,256 Internal RAM for Fi Iter data structure
OelLine2 .usect ·BufRAM· ,512 RAM for filter delay lines (off-chipl

OutBufLen .set 8 Nwnber of seconds t ha t fit in OutputBuf
OutputBuf .usect 'BufRAM' ,2048 Output buffer of filtered data

BegBufRam .set PAR_Answer Beginning of used Buffer Ram
LenBufRam .set 12287 Clear 8K words

; .
Save environment for interrupts

Do not modify AR2-7 (Note: ARO , ARI are savedl

Do not modi fy P and T register

; .
SaveEnv SMACRO

LARP

SSTI

SST

SACH

SACL

SAR

SAR

RSXM

SENDM

AR7

ARO, .
ARl,·-

Save status registers (also ARP)

Save accumulator

Save ARO register
Save ARI register
Make sure sign extension mode is off on entry

RestoreEnv SMACRO

LARP AR7

MAR '+
LAR ARl, .+

LAR ARO, .+

ZALS '+
ADDH '+
LST '+
LSTI

EINT

RET

$ENDM

Restore accumulator

Save status registers (ook ARP)

; .
Character to send is constant
send 4 bit Character to parallel bus register
If device is selected Character will be put on the bus

LptWrtC SMACRO

LACK

SACL

OUT

ORK

SACL

ZAC

SACL

LDPK

LALK

SACL

LAC

ORK

SACL

LDPK

SENDM

Char
:Char:
TRDATA

TRDATA,PAJ

10h

TRDATA

TimeOut
o
WAITLEN

TIM

IMR
8
IMR
6

Set flag that timer interrupt is not timeout

SWitch to Memory based registers

Enable Timer interrupt to genearate interrupt signal

; .
Send character in a~cumulator

send 4 bit Character to parallel bus register
If device is selected Character will be put on the bus

; .
LptWrtA $MACRO

SACL

OUT

TRDATA

TRDATA, PAJ
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ORK
SAC~

ZAC
SAeL

~DPK

~~K

SAC~

~C

ORK
SAC~

~DPK

$ENDM

.'IIsect
• label

10h
TRDATA

TimeOut

°WAIT~EN
TIM
IMR
8
IMR
6

·Strings·.OCOOOh
ParStrBeg

Set flag that timer interrupt is not timeout

switch to Memory based registers

Enable Timer interrupt to genearate interrupt signal

.... Parallel port possible commands ......

CmdCnt .word

.word
•word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
•word
.word
. word

11

IDStr
ResetStr
TimeStr
AmpiLogStr
Amp1~inStr

OCFOnStr
OCFOffStr
DIQStr
INDIQStr
GetDatTmStr
GetDatStr

Number of commands to check

IDStr .word Identify
.string 0, S, "HE~LO' Check HE~LO

ResetStr .word Reset
.string 0, 5, 'RESET' Check RESET

TimeStr .word Timecmd
.string 0, 5, 'TIME' Check TIME

Amplc..ogStr .word t.ogARout

.string 0, 13, ' AMP~ITUDE LOG' Check AMP~ITUDE LOG
AmplLinStr .word LinARout

.string 0, 13, -AMPLITUDE LW' Check AMPLITUDE LIN
OCFOnStr .word OCFOn

· string 0, 6, 'OCF ON' Check OCF ON
OCFOffStr .word OCFOff

.string 0, 7, 'OCF OFF' Check OCF OFF
DIQStr .word DIQRout

.string 0, 9, 'DIRECT IQ' Check DIRECT IQ
INDIQStr .word INDIQRout

.strlng 0, II, " INDIRECT IQ" Check INDIRECT IQ
GetDatTrnStr .word GetDataTln

.string 0, 8, 'GETDATA Check GETDATA tUt (with time)
GetDatStr .word Get Data

.string 0, 7, 'GETDATA' Check GETDATA

: *** Parallel port possible answers ...
IOAnswStr
UnknwCmdStr
OkStr
FatErrStr
DataStr
DatN'otAvStr
TmNotVa1Str

Filt ICoef
Fi1t2Coef
Filt3Coef
Fi 1t4Coef

.string 0, 43, 'Kello, Ilm a decimator/detector version LOI

.string 0, 15, IUnknO\lrif1 command l

· string 0, 2, 'Ok'
.string 0, 46, ICommand not executed due to fatal error status·
.string 0,112, IDatal ' ,80h,O ,0,° ,0.° ,0,0 ,0,0
.string 0, 35, IData not avai lable in output buffer l

· string 0, 21, ITime string not valid l

.labe1 ParStrEnd

· text
.word -2063, 18447, 18447, -2063
.word -2109, 18493, 18493, -2109
•word 466, -3428, 19346, 19346, -3428, 466
.word -172, 1144, -4481, 19893
•word 19893, -4481, 1144, -172
•word -4, 7, 0, -19, 58, -117, 188, -249
.word 266, -198, 3, 349, -862, 1511, -2235, 2948
.word -3552, 3958, 28667, 3958, -3552, 2948, -2235, 1511
.word -862, 349, 3, -198, 266, -249, 188, -117
.word 58, -19, 0, 7, -4
•word -1O, 21, -39, 55, -58, 32, 42, -175
• word 363, -583, 782, -883, 788, -376, -S13, 2180
.word -5656, 20410, 20410, -5656, 2180, -513, -376, 788

7 coefficient HB filter
7 coefficient HB fil ter

11 coefficient HB filter
15 coefficient HB filter

37 even coefficients of 73 coef FIR filter

36 odd coefficients of 73 coef FIR filter
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. word

.word
-883.

55.
782,
-39.

-583,
21.

363.
-10

-175. 42. 32. -58

; ... Fi 1ter 1 ...
FiltDATA .word HB3CFi It

.word 1

.word FIR3C_ll

. word FIR3C_12

; ... Fi Iter 2 ...
.word HB3CFilt
. word 1
.word FIR3C_21
.word FIR3C_22

; ... Filter 3 ...
.word HB3CFilt
.word 1
.word FIR3C_31
.word FIR3C_32

; ... Filter 4 ...
.word HB3CFilt
.word 1
.word FIR3C_41
.word FIR3C_42

. *** Filter 5 ***

Optimized decimating J coefficient filter
Filter status

optimized decimating J coefficient filter
Filter status

optimized decimating 3 coefficient filter
Fi 1ter status

optimized decimating J coefficient filter
Filter status

.word

.word

. word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

. word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

HBFiltl
1
Del Linel + 8h
5
FiltlCoef
3
DelLinel • OBh
DelLinel • OOh
2
DelLinel • 10h
DelLinel • l5h
Del Line1 + 1Ah

DelLinel + OOh
DelLinel • Olh
6
2

decimating hal fband fi Iter
Fi Iter status
new value II
distance to 01, I2,Q2 in delay line 1
filter coefficients
Repeat count
+OC not used! End of delay line 11-1
location for oldest value of 11 delay line 2
distance to Ql, 12,02 in delay line 2
.11 not used! End of delay line 01-1
+16 not used! End of delay line 12-1
+lB not used! End of delay line 02-1

Beginning of delay line2
Beginning of delay line2+1
len*4-2 to repeat
distance to 01,12,02 in delay line 2 (len)

. word

.word

. word

. word

. word

. word
.word
.word
.word
. word
.word
.word

Filter 6 ***
HBFiltl
1
DelLinel • 24h
5
FiltlCoef
3
DelLinel • 27h
DelLinel • lCh
2
DelLinel • 2Ch
DelLinel • 3lh
DelLinel • 36h

decimat ing hal fband fi 1ter
Fi 1ter status
new value 11
distance to 0J.12.02 in delay line 1
filter coefficients
Repeat count
.28 not used! End of delay line II-I
location for oldest value of II delay
distance to 01.12.02 in delay line 2
.2D not used! End of delay line 01-1
+32 not used! End ot delay line 12-1
.37 not used! End of delay line 02-1

line 2

. word

.word

. word

.word

DelLinel • ICh
DelLinel • IDh
6
2

Beginning of delay Iine2
Beginning of delay Iine2.l
len"'4-2 to repeat
distance to 01. 12,02 in delay line 2 (.len)

. *"'* Filter 7 ***

.word

.word

.word

. word

.word

.word

. word

.word

.word

. word

.word

. word

.word

.word

HBFiltl
1
DelLinel • 40h
5
Filt2Coef
3
DelLinel • 43h
DelLinel • 38h
2
DelLinel • 48h
DelLinel • 4Dh
DelLinel • 52h

DelLinel • 38h
DelLinel • 39h

decimating halfband filter
Fi Iter status
new value 11
distance to 01, 12,02 in delay 1 ine 1
filter coefficients
Repeat count
.44 not used! End of delay line II-I
location for oldest value of 11 delay line 2
distance to OJ. 12.02 in delay line 2
.49 not used. End of delay line 01-1
.4E not used. End of delay line 12-1
.53 not used! End of delay line 02-1

Beginning of delay line2
Beginning of delay line2+1
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·word
.word

6
2

len'4-2 to repeat
distance to 01.12.02 in delay line 2 (=Ien)

. word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

.word

. word

.word

.word

.word

.word

Filter 8 .....
HBFiltl
1
DelLinel + 60h
7

Fi It3coef
5
DelLinel + 65h
DelLinel + 54h
3
DelLinel + 6Ch
DelLinel + 73h
DelLinel + 7Ah

decimating halfband filter
F i 1ter sta t us
new value 11
distance to 01,12.02 in delay line 1
filter coefficients
Repeat count
+66 not used! End of delay line II-I
location for oldest value of II delay
distance to 01.12.02 in delay line 2
+6D not used I End of delay line 01-1
+74 not usedl End of delay line 12-1
+1B not used! End of delay li.ne Q2-1

line 2

DelLinel + 54h
DelLinel + 55h
10
3

Beginning of delay line2
Beginning of delay line2 +1
len'4-2 to repeat
distance to 01,12,02 in delay line 2 (=Ien)

.word

.word

. word

. word

; ...
. word
.word
. word
.word
.word
•word
.word
.word
•word
•word
.word
•word
. word
.word

Filter 9 .....

HBFilt2
I
DelLine2 ....
8
f'i lt4Coef
7
DelLine2 ....
OelLine2 +
4
DelLine2 +
DelLine2 ....
DelLine2 +
DelLine2 ....
30

Ph

Ph
Oh

lFh
27h
2Fh
llh

decimating halfband filter
filter status
new value II
d,stance to 01. 12,02 in delay line I
filter coefficients
Repeat count
End of delay line II
location for oldest value of II delay
distance to 01. 12.02 in delay line 2
End of delay line 01-1
End of delay line 12-1
End of delay line 02-1
Source address for delay 1ine shi ft
repeat count for delay line shift

line 2

.word

. word

.word

.word

DeiLine2 + Oh
DelLine2 .... lh
14
4

Beginning of delay 1 ine2
Beginning of delay line2+1
len"4~2 to repeat
distance to 01. 12.02 in delay line 2 1=lenl

; +.. Filter 10 • ++

.word FIRFilt decimating fIR filter

.word 1 Filter status

. word DelLine2 + OE4h new value II

.word 37 distance to 01. 12,02 in delay line I

.word Fi ltS_lcoef filter coefficients

.word 74 distance from beginning of delay to end of next 12 + 371

. word 36 Repeat count

. word DeiLine2 + OClh source of delayline shift

. word 146 repeat count for shift operation (37+4)-2

•word DeiLine2 + OS3h new value II
. word 36 distance to 01.12,02 in delay line 2
.word Fi It5_2Coef filter coefficients
.word 72 distance from beginning of delay to end of next 12 + 361
•word 35 Repeat count
.word 0 II fi 1ter resul t low
. word 0 II filter result high
.word 0 01 filter result low
•word 0 01 fi 1ter resul t high
.word 0 12 fi 1ter resul t low
. word 0 12 filter result high
•word 0 02 fi 1ter resul t low
•word 0 02 filter result high
•word DeiLine2 + 3lh source of delayline shift
•word 142 repeat count for shi ft operation (36+41-2

FD_END •word There is no next filter

; .

: MA IN PROGRAM START

; .

Begin DINT
RXF
CNFD
ROVM

RSKM

configure BO as data RAM
Reset overflow mode
ReSet set extension mode
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Clear 1lAMB2

Clear 1lAMB1

Clear Bu f fer Ram

RAHBLKO data memory address

32768 = 8000h

7FFFh

Enable parallel and acquisition interrupts

Initialize variabele ONE (address cOaOhl begin of OataRAM

Expect 12288 samples I sec

Set software stack pointer
Set write pointer to samplebuffer
Set read pointer to samplebuffer

Initialize TIM and PRO registers

Decimating factor is 1024

No shi ft on product register output

SignExt

NOTMSB

Constant used by DAScal ing

Copy program into block BO
Configure Block BO as program memory

Constant used by CASea} ing

SPM

LRLK AR7. STACKPTR
LRLK AR6.SarnpleBuf
LRLK AR5.SarnpleBuf

LOPK 0

LAC IMR
AmlK OFFCOh
ORK 6
SACL IMR

LALK TMOU'l'L
SACL TIM
SACL PRO

ZAC
LARP ARI
LRLK ARI, 1lAMB1

RPTK 255
SACL '.
LRLK ARl.1lAMB2
RPTK 31
SACL '.
LRLK ARO.LenBufRarn
LRLK ARl, BegBufRarn

Beg_LO SACL *+,ARO
BANZ Beg_LO.'-.ARl

LDPK 6
LACK 10

SACL TEN
LACK 1
SACL ONE
LAC ONE. 15
SACL SignExt
CMPL
SACL NOTMSB
LACK OFh
SACL F'_Hex

LALK 12288
SACL NrInts
LAC ONE. 10
SACL DecFac
LALK 44739
SACL MultConstl
LALK 23170
SACL MultConst2

LRLK ARI, RAMBO

RPTK PrgLenBlkO

BLKP PrgBgBlkO. '.
CNFP

; clear D-FF's that could cause interrupts

: """ " "."" .

ARI. PARj.nswer ; Copy PARALLEL port strings
ParStrEnd-ParStrBeg-l
ParStrBeg, *+

IN

LAC
BIT
BBNZ
SACL

BEG_Ll BIT
BBNZ
SACL

BEG_L2 BIT
BBNZ
SACL

BEG_LJ BIT
BBNZ
SACL

BEG_L4 CALL
CALL

LRLK

RPTK

BLKP

LRLK
RPTK
BLKP

LARK

VARl,PAJ

ONE
VARI, 4

BEG_Ll
AOC_FIFO
VARl,5
BEG_L2
OCFAlign
VAR1,6
BEG_LJ
oireettQ
VARl, 7

BEG_L4
Lirwnpl
ClrAOC
ClrFIFO

ARl.FltOatRam
FO_END - FiltOATA

FiltDATA, *.

ARO.247

Clear parallel port D-F'F' and read dipswitches

Read dipswitch 5

Set FI F'O as data source
Read dipswi tch 6

Enable ocr alignment
Read dipswi tch 7

Enable Direct lQ signal pass-through
Read dipswi tch 8

Enable linear scale amplitude output on DAC"s
Clear AOC Flipflops, Has to be executed from ROMBO

Clear FIFO by reading 17 times

Copy filter data from ROM to Fl tOatRarn

Prepare output buffer
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MAINLOOP

ML...LI

LRLK ARI,OutputBuf CopY' header to all second buffer locations
LARK AR2,OutBufLen

LARP AR2

MAR '- ,ARI

RPTK 8

BLKD DataStr, '+

MAR 'O+,AR2
BANZ BEG_LS,'-,ARI

LALK ProgSource Initialize pointers to copy program to RAM
SACL TempI

LALK MAINLOOP

SACL Temp2

LRLK AR I , ProgLen

LAC TempI Copy the program to RAM

TBLR VARI

ADD ONE

SACL TempI

LAC Temp2

TBLW VARI

ADD ONE

SACL Temp2

BANZ BEG_L6

EINT

B MAINLOOP

• label ProgSource
oasect 'ProgRAM",8000h

• label ProgStart

LAC PAR_Status

SUBK 2

BZ PARCommand Has a command been received 7 ( PAR_Status 21

LAC FatalErr
BNZ ML_LI

LAC BUFCnt

BNZ Filter Is there any data to f i 1ter IBUFCnt <> 01

DINT

ZALH FreeTHH -nothing to do'
ADD FreeTML
ADDK

SACH FreeTMH

SACL FreE'TML
EINT

B MAINLOOP

; t ..

Filter Routine
All filter are called processed according to the filer data structure

If filter out put is generated then calculate amplitude and phase

Put samples in output buffer

; t .

Filter DINT

LRLK ARO,SBufLast+1

LARP ARS

LAC '+
SACL ResultII

LAC '+

SACL ResultQI

LAC '+

SACL ResultI2

LAC '+

SACL ResultQ2

CMPR 00

BBZ FLT~LI

LRLK ARS,SampieBuf

LAC BUFCnt

SUBK I

SACL BUFCnt

EINT

LARP AR4

LRLK AR4, FltDatRam

; No interrupts allowed when changing ARS I! 1 I

Has the end of the buffer been reached

If so load with beginning

Enable interrupts again
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LAC +,

SOVM

BACC

BNV FLT_LJ

LAC ONE

SACL Numovl

ROVM

B Amplitude

LRLK ARl,OutputBuf

LARP ARl

LAC OutBufPos,8

SACL Templ

LAR ARO,Templ

MAR +0,

SAR ARl,Temp2

LAC SampleNr

ADD ONE

SACL SampleNr
LAC SampleNr,2
SACL Templ

LAR ARO,Templ

MAR +0,

ADRK 5

LAC ResultIl

SACL +,

LAC ResultQl

SACL +,

LAC Resul tI2

SACL +,

LAC ResultQ2

SACL

LAC SampleNr
SUBK Srnp)PerSec

BLZ MAINLOOP

SACL SampleNr

LAR AR1,Temp2

ADRK 4
LAC

SUB SignExt
BZ MAINLOOP

LAC OutBufPos
ADD ONE

SACL QutBufpos

SUBK OutBufLen

BLZ FLT_L5

SACL OutBufPos

LRLK AR1,OutputBuf

LAC OutBufPos,9

SACL Temp 1

LAR ARO,Templ

MAR +0,

ADRK

LAC SignExt
SACL

B MAINLOOP

Set overflow mode
Call desired first filter

Check if filter produced numerical overflow

Calculate amplitude and phase

ACC = OutBufPos + 256

Temp2 is beginning of current block
Get sample or

Save sample nr +

ACC = Csample nr , 11 + 4

ARt OutputBuf + OutBufPos*256 + Sample_nr*4 + 9

Last sample of second 7

Ace 0, Reset SampleNr for next second

ARI points to time field

If Ace = 0 then ocr interrupt has not yet arrived because time is non existing
10 •• J599 is valid}

Make data available, second completed

Move to next buffer position

If end of buffer has been reached reset to beginning

ACC OutBufPos + 256

Set Time field to non existing time. New value will be inserted by OCF or
Acquisition interrupt

; I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I II II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Optimized decimating J coefficient halfband Filter routine for all 4 data lines
coefficients are fixed .25 .50 .25

delay lines are placed in on-chip-RAM for fastest execution

y xO + .25 xl + .5

y y, 0,5 + signlyl

y intlyl

x2 •• 25

; I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I' I I I I I I I I I I I I I II II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

KBJCFilt LAC

BZ

ZAC

SACL

ADRK

LAR

LRLK

LAC

2
AR2,+,ARJ

ARJ,ResultIl

1+ .AR2

; Get filter status

Filter status:O for next time
point to status = 1 data
Get first address of first delay location 2
insert new samples

ARP J

A = Il ARP = 2
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filurl

SACL *+,AR3

LAC *+,AR2

SACL *+.AR3

LAC *+,AR2
SACL *+,AR3

LAC *+,AR2

SACL

B MAINLOOP

LACK

SACL '+
LARK ARO,2

LAR AR2,' ,AR3

LRLK AR3,ResultIl

LAC *+,AR2
SACL ·O+,AR)

LAC *+ ,AR2

SACL ·O+,AR3
LAC *+,AR2
SACL ·0+ ,ARJ
LAC *+ .. AR2
SACL • ,AR4

LAR AR2, *+

LAR ARl, *+,ARI

SSXM

ZALS SignExt
ADD *+,lS,AR2
ADD *+,14
ADD '- ,14

BGEZ HB3cF_L2

SUBH ONE
SACH Resultll
LAC '+
SACL *+,ARI

ZALS SignExt
ADD *+,lS,AR2
ADD *+,14
ADD *-,14
BGEZ HB3CF_L3

SUBH ONE
SACH ResultOl

LAC '+

SACL *+.ARI

ZALS SignExt
ADD '+,15,AR2

ADD *+ .14
ADD '- .14

BGEZ HB3CF_L4

SUBH ONE

SACH Resultl2

LAC '+
SACL *+,ARI

ZALS SignExt
ADD ·+,15.AR2

ADD *+ .14
ADD '- ,14

BGEZ HB3CF_L5
SUBH ONE

SACH Result02

LAC '+
SACL *+ ,AR4

RSXM

LAC '+
BZ FLT_L2

BACC

Store new II value and update AR2

A =01
Store new Ql value and update AR2

A = 12
Store new 12 value and update AR2

A = 02
Store new Q2 value and update AR2

No next filter yet

Filter statu8=1 for next time

AR2 z:: mem location for new 11

ARP

Load new II value
Store new II value
Load new Ql value
Store new Ql value
Load new 12 value
Store new 12 value
Load new Q2 va 1ue
Store new Q2 value

AR2 mem location for newest II
ARl mem location for first delay location 2

Load ace with .5 rounding constant
.50 • xl

.25 • xO

.25 • x2

Store result

Load ace wi th .5 rounding constant
.50 • xl
.25 • xO

.25 • x2

Store result

Load ace with. 5 rounding constant
.50 • xl

.25 • xO

.25 • x2

Store result

Load ace with .5 rounding constant
.50 • xl
.25 • xO
.25 • x2

Store resul t

Process new output values, no next filter stage (should not be done with this

Process next filter

: lIP lIP

; Decimating Halfband Fi Iter routine for all 4 data lines

i····················································· ...
HBFiltl LAC

BZ HBFI_Ll

ZAC

SACL

ADRK 11
LAR AR2,'
LAR ARJ,*+

LALK HBF1_PTR1+1

TBLW '+

; Get filter status

Filter status:=O for next time
point to status '= 1 data
Get first address of first delay line :2
Get first address of first delay line :2
Modify code to point to delay line + 1

Beginning of delay 1ine+l
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RPT

BLKD

LRLK

LAC

LAR

MAR

MAR

SACL

LAC

SACL

LAC

SACL

LAC

SACL

B

LAC

SACL

LRLK

LAC

LAR

LAR

SACL

LAC

SAcL

LAC

SACL

LAC

SACL

LALK

TBLW

LALK

TBLW

LALK

TBLW

LALK
TBLW

SSXll

SAR

LAR

MAR

MPYK

ZALS

LAR

RPT

MACD

A PAC

LARP

LAR

LAR

ADD

BGEZ

SUBH

SACH

MPYK

ZALS

LAR

RPT

MACD

APAC

LARP

ADD

BGEZ

SUBH

SACH

MPYK

ZALS

LAR

RPT

MACD

APAC

LARP

ADD

BGEZ·

SUBH

SACH

MPYK

ZALS

LAR

RPT

MACD

- •• AR3
OOOOh,·+

ARJ.ResultIl
-.,AR4
ARO,-+,AR2

'0.
-0.,AR3
-.,AR2
-0.,AR3
-.,AR2
-0.,AR3
-.,AR2

MAINLOOP

ONE
- .,AR3

AR3 , Resu 1tIl
- •. AR4
AR2, -.
ARO,-.,AR2
-0.,AR3
-.,AR2
-0.,AR3
-.,AR2
-0. ,AR3
- •. AR2
- ,AR4

'.
AR4.Templ

AR2.Templ'.o
SignExt

AR3,- •. AR2
- ,AR3
OOOOh. '-

AR4

ARl, -.
ARO, -.,ARI
'O•• IS.AR4

HBFl_L2

ONE

Resul tIl

SignExt
ARJ. ' •• AR2

- ,AR3
OOOOh. '-

ARI

'O •• IS.AR4

HBFl_LJ

ONE
ResultQl

o
SignExt

AR3. -.,AR2
, ,ARJ

OOOOh.'-

ARI

'O•• IS.AR4

HBFl_L4

ONE

ResultI2

o
SignExt

ARJ. '. ,AR2
- ,AR3
OOOOh. '-

IAR41 = length of total delay 1 ine

Dummy address
insert new samples

ARP = J

A = 11 ARP = 4

Load ARO with len of delay line

AR2 points to mem for new II
Store new 11 value and update AR2
A = Ql
Store new Ql value and update AR2
A = 12

Store new 12 value and update AR2
A = Q2
Store new Q2 value and update AR2
No next f i 1ter yet

Filter status:=l for next time

ARP = J

Load new II value
AR2 = mem location for new II
ARO = Distance to next new value
Store new 11 value
Load new Ql value
Store new Ql value
Load new 12 value
Store new 12 value
Load new Q2 value
Store new Q2 va 1ue

Modify code to point to coefficients

Modify code to point to coefficients

Modify code to point to coefficients

Modi fy code to point to coefficients

AR2 points to repeat count

Load pointer to Last word in first delay 1ine
Load repeat counter
calculate FIR fi Iter

ARI points to second delay line oldest sample II
load distance to oldest Ql in second delay line

Store resul t

Load pointer to Last word in delay line
Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

ARI points to second delay line oldest sample Ql

Store resul t

Load pointer to Last word in delay line
Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

AR4 points to second delay line oldest s ....ple 12

Store result

Load pOinter to Last word in delay line
Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter
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APAC

LARP AR1

ADD ',lS,AR4

BGEZ HBFl_L5

SUBH ONE

HBFl_L5 SACH Resu1t02

RSXM

ADRK
LAC '.BZ FLT_L2

BACC

ARt points to second delay line oldest sample 02

Store result

skip info for status = 1 situation

Process new output values. no next filter stage
PrOCess next fi Iter

: ll' •••••• til ••• til .

; Decimating Halfband Filter routine for all 4 data lines

; .
HBFi1t2 LAC

BZ HBF2_L1

ZAC

SACL

ADRK 13

LAR AR2,·
LAR AR3,*.
LALK HBF2_PTR1.1

TBLW '.RPT t+ , A.R3

BLKD OOOOh, '.

LRLK ARJ,Resultll

LAC *+.AR4

LAR ARO, *+,AR2

MAR

MAR '0.

SACL ·O"',AR)

LAC *.,.,AR2

SACL ·O+,AR3
LAC *+,AR2

SACL ·O.,ARJ
LAC *.,..AR2
SACL

B MA1NLOOP

LAC ONE

SACL -.,AR)

LRLK AR3 ,Resul t 11

LAC *.,AR4
LAR AR2, *.
LAR ARO, *.,AR2

SACL ·O+,ARJ

LAC *.,AR2

SACL ·0. ,ARJ

LAC *.,AR2
SACL ·O+,ARJ

LAC *.,AR2
SACL .. ,AR4

LALK HBF2_PTR2.1

TBLW

LALK HBF2_PTR3+1

TBLW

LALK HBF2_PTR4.1

TBLW

LALK HBF2_PTRS.l

TBLW *.

SSXM

SAR AR4,Templ

LAR AR2,Templ

MAR *.

MPVK 0

ZALS SignExt

LAR AR3, *.,AR2

RPT * ,AP.3
HAC OOOOh,*-

APAC

LARP AR4

LAR ARl, *.
LAR ARO,*.,ARl
ADD *0.,lS,AR4

LARP AR4

BGEZ HBF2_L2

; Get filter status

Filter status:=O for next time
point to status ~ 1 data
Get first address of first delay line 2
Get first address of tirst delay line 2
Modi fy code to point to delay line + 1
Beginning of delay line+l
IAR41 = length of total delay line

Dummy address
insert new samples

ARP = 3

A = 11 ARP = 4

Load ARO with len of delay line 2

AR2 points to mem for new 11
Store new 11 value and upjate AR2
A = 01
Store new Q1 value and upjate AR2
A = 12
Store new 12 value and update AR2
A = 02
Store new Q2 value and update AR2
No next filter yet

Filter status:=l for next time

ARP = 3

Load new 11 value
AR2 • rnern locat ion for new II
ARO = Distance to next new value
Store new II value
LOl!d new 01 value
Store new 01 value
Load new 12 value
Store new 12 value
Load new Q2 value
Store new 02 value

Modi fy code to point to coefficients

Modi fy code to point to coefficients

Modify code to point to coefficients

Modify code to point to coefficients

AR2 points to repeat count

Load pointer to Last word in first delay line
Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

ARI points to second delay line oldest sample II
load distance to oldest 01 in second delay line
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SllBH

SACH

MPYK

ZALS

LAR

RPI'

MAC

APAC

LARP

ADD

BGEZ

SUBH

SACH

MPYK

ZALS

LAR

RPI'

MAC

APAC

LARP

ADD

BGEZ

SllBH

SACH

MPYK

ZALS

LAR

RPI'

MAC

APAC

LARP

ADD

BGEZ

SllBH

SACH

RSXM

LAR

SAR

LALK

TBLW

MAR

RPI'

BLKD

LARP

ADRK

LAC

BZ

BACC

ONE
Resul tIl

o
SignExt

AR3,·+ ,AR2
• ,AR3
OOOOh, '-

ARI

'O+,IS,AR4

HBF2_L3

ONE
ResultQI

o
SignExt

AR3, '+,AR2

• ,AR3
OOOOh, '-

ARI

'O+,IS,AR4

HBF2_L4

ONE
ResultI2

o
SignExt

AR3,·+ ,AR2
• ,AR3
OOOOh,'-

ARI

',IS,AR4

HBF2_LS

ONE
ResultQ2

AR3. ·+,AR3
AR3,Templ

HBF2_PI'R6+1

TempI
• - ,AR4
·+.AR3
OOOOh,'+

AR4

4
'+

Store resul t

Load pointer to Last word in delay line
Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

A.Rl points to second delay line oldest sample 01

Store resul t

Load pointer to Last word in delay line
Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

AR4 points to second delay line oldest sample 12

Store resul t

; Load pointer to Last word in delay line
Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

ARl points to second delay line oldest sample Q2

Store resul t

Load AR3 with pointer to Source address of move
Source address is AR3 -

Wri te source address in program
AR3 = Destination of move
AR4 points to repeat count

skip info for status = 1 situation

Process new output values, no next filter stage
Process next fi Iter

: .
: Decimating FIR Filter routine for all 4 data lines

....................................................
FIRFilt LAC

BZ FIR- LI

ZAC

SACL

ADRK B
LARP AR3

LRLK AR3. Resul tIl

LAC .+ ,AR4
LAR ARL

,
LAR AR2, .+
LAR ARO, ·+,AR2
SACL *O+,AR3
LAC *+,AR2
SACL ·O+,AR3
LAC *+,AR2
SACL *O+,AR3
LAC *+,AR2
SACL • ,AR4
LALK FIR_PI'R1+1

TBLW

LALK FIR_PI'R2+1

TBLW

LALK FIR_PTR3+1

TBLW

LALK FIR_PI'R4+1

; Get filter status

Filter status:=O for next time
point to status = 1 data

ARP s

Load new 11 value
ARI mem location for new II
AR2 = mem location for new 11
ARO = Distance to next new value
Store new 11 value
Load new Ql value
Store new Ql value
Load new 12 value
Store new 12 value
Load new Q2 val ue
Store new Q2 value, AR4 points to coefficients pointer
Modi fy code to point to coefficients

Modi fy code to point to coefficients

Modi fy code to point to coefficients

Modi fy code to point to coefficients
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TBLW *+,AR4

FII\..PTRl

FII\..PTR2

FIlLPTR4

FII\..P'I'R6

SSXM

LAR

SAR

LAR

MAR

HPYK

ZAC

RPT

MAC

APAC

MAR

SACL

SACH

HPYK

ZAC

RPT
MAC

APAC

MAR

SACL

SACH

HPYK

ZAC

RPT

MAC

APAC

MAR

SACL

SACH

HPYK

ZAC

RPT

MAC
APAC

MAR

SACL

SACH

RSXM

LAR

SAR

LALK

TBLW
MAR

RPT

BLKD

B

LACK

SACL

LRLIt

LAC

LAR

LAR

LAR

SACL

LAC

SACL

LAC

SACL

LAC

SACL

LALK

TBLW
LALIt

TBLW
LALIt

TBLW
LALK
TBLW

SSXM

LAR

SAR

LAR

MAR

HPYK

ZALS

RPT

MAC

APAC

MAR

ARO, *+
AR4.Templ

AR2,Templ

*+,AR2
o

* ,ARI
OOOOh,+-

*0+ ,AR4
++

*+,AR2

o

+ ,ARl

OOOOh, +-

*0+,AR4
++

*+ ,AR2

+ ,ARl

OOOOh, +-

*0+,AR4
++

*+,AR2

+ ,ARl

OOOOh. +-

*0+ ,AR4
++

++

ARJ, *+,ARJ
ARJ,Templ

FIR_PTRS +

Temp 1

*-, AR4
*+,ARJ
OOOOh. ++
MAINLOOP

*+,ARJ

ARJ,ResuitIl
*+ ,AR4
ARl,*
AR2, *+
ARO,*+,AR2
*O+,ARJ
*+,AR2
*O+,ARJ
*+ ,AR2
*O+,ARJ
*+,AR2
+ ,AR4

FIR_PTR6+1

++

ARO. *+
AR4;Templ

AR2,Templ

*+;AR2
o
SignExt
* .ARI
OOOOh. +-

*0+ ,AR4

AR2 points to repeat count
AR4 = AR4 + 1

Load repeat counter
calculate FIR filter

ARl points to next delay line Ql

Store result

Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

ARl pointa to next delay 1 ine 12

Store result

Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

ARl points to next delay line Q2

Store result

Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

Store result

Load ARJ with pointer to Source address of move

Write source address in program
ARJ = Destination of move
AR4 points to repeat count

No next filter yet

Filter status::l for next time

ARP = J
Load new 11 value
ARI mem location for new 11
AR2 == mem locat ion for new 11
ARO = Distance to next new value
Store new II value
Load new Ql value
Store new Ql value
Load new 12 value
Store new 12 value
Load new Q2 value
Store new 02 value
Modi fy code to point to coefficients

Modi fy code to point to coefficients

Modi fy code to point to coefficients

Modify code to point to coefficients

AR2 points to repeat count
AR4 = AR4 + 1

Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter
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ADRK

ADDS "+

ADDH 'It. ,AR2

BGEZ FlR_L2

SUBH ONE
SACH Resul tIl

MPYK

ZALS SignExt
RPI' .. ,ARt

MAC OOOOh, "-

APAC

MAR ·O.,AR4
ADDS "+

ADDH *+,AR2

BGEZ FlR_L3

SUBH ONE

SACH Resul tQl

MPYK 0

ZALS SignExt

RPI' .. ,ARl

MAC OOOOh, "-
APAC

MAR ·O.,AR4
ADDS "+

ADDH ·.,AR2
BGEZ FIR_L4

SUBH ONE

SACH Resultl2

MPYK 0

ZALS SignExt

RPI' " ,ARI

MAC OOOOh,"-

APAC

MAR *0+ ,AR4

ADDS "+

ADDH "+

BGEZ F1R_L5

SUBH ONE

SACH ResultQ2

RSXM

SBRK 15

LAR AR3, *+,AR3

SAR AR3,Templ

LALK F1R_PI'R10 +

TBLW Tempi

MAR .. - ,AR4

RPI' *.,AR3
BLKD OOOOh,·+

LARP AR4

ADRK 15

LAC "+

BZ FLT_L2

BACC

AR4 = AR4 + 6 AR4 points to result from other half of FIR filter

Store result

Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

Store result

Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

Store result

Load repeat counter
Calculate FIR filter

Store result

Load AR3 with pointer to Source address of move

Write source address in program
AR3 =- Destination of move
AR4 points to repeat count

Process new output values, no next filter stage
Process next filter

: ....................•••.••••..•....••...•••••••••.......••.••.••.••

Respond to parallel port interrupt
confirm reception or continue transmission depending on PAR_Status

; .

PAR_Interrupt SaveEnv
LDPK 0

LAC IMR

ANDK OFFF5h

SACL IMR

EINT

LDPK 6
LARP ARI

LAR AR1,AR1VAR

IN DATA,PA3

LAC DATA
ANDK OOFFh

SAC~ DATA

BNZ PAR_Ll

LAC PAR_ZeroCnt
ADDK 1

SACL PAR_ZeroCnt
SUBK 5

Switch to register space

Disable parallel and Timer interrupt

Enable OCF en FIFO/AOC interrupt depending on previous state

Restore ARI
Get Data from parallel interface

Remove dip-switch setting

Received character not SOH

Increment zero_count

Compare wi th 5
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Statue = J

CRC refused

Reset zero count

Command rece i ved

17

Rece i veCoun t 1?

compare status

Status = 2 ?
no character should have been received. ignore char

EOT expected

Initialize eRe
Initialize receive buffer pointer

Test if PAR_Status=O

Get last received character
Ignore everything except SOH
SOH rece i ved
New status:}

High order Byte of eRe received

ACC = 0

PAR_Status = 0

Low order Byte of eRe received
Add high order byte

Compare with calculated eRe
Equal 7

eRe accepted

Add end of string character

BLZ PAR_L2

SACL PAR_ZeroCnt

SACL PAR_Status

B PAR_L2

ZAC

SACL PAR_ZeroCnt

LAC PAR_Status

BNZ PAR_LJ

LAC DATA

BNZ PAR_EndOfInt

LACK I

SACL PAR_RecCnt

SACL PAR_Status

ZAC
SACL PAR_CRC

LRLK AR I, PAR_RecData

LptWrtC MCK

B PAR_EndOflnt

SUllK I

BNZ PAR_LIO

LAC PAR_Recent
SUBK I

BNZ PAR_L4

CALL CRC'Val
LAC DATA

SACL PAR_ReeLen
LACK 2

SACL PAR_RecCnt

LptWrtC DACK

B PAR_EndOflnt

ADDK J

SUB PAR_RecLen

BGEZ PAR_L5

CALL CRCVal

LAC DATA

SACL .+

LAC PAR_Recent

ADDK

SACL PAR_Recent

LptWrtC DACK

B PAR_EndOflnt

BNZ PAR_L6

LAC DATA, B

SACL PAR_RecCRC

LAC PAR_Recent

ADDK I

SACL PAR_Recent

LptWrtC DACK

B PAR_EndOflnt

SUllK I

BNZ PAR_LB

LAC PAR_Recent

ADDK

SACL PAR_Recent

LAC DATA

ADD PAR_RecCRC

SUB PAR_CRC

BNZ PAR_L7

LptWrtC EOT

B PAR_EndOflnt

ZAC

SACL PAR_Status

LptWrtC NACK

B PAR_Endoflnt

LAC DATA

SUBK EOT
BZ PAR_L9

ZAC

SACL PAR_Status

LptWrtC NACK

B PAR_Endoflnt

LACK 2

SACL PAR_Status

ZAC

SACL

B PAR':"EndOflnt

SUBK I

BZ PAR_EndOf Int

LAC PAR_TrmCnt

SUBK I
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BNZ PAR_LI2 Transmi tCount I 7

LAC DATA

SUBK AACK

B~Z PAR_LII Is the received character AACK
LAC PAR_TnnCnt

ADDK I

SACL PAR_TrmCnt

LARP ARI

LRLK ARI.PAR_TnnData+1

LAC '+

LptWrtA

B PAR_EndOflnt

MAR p'i rat character used as counter
LAC

ADDK

SACL '+
SUBK J Try three times wi thout error
BZ PAR_Ret ryTrm

LptWrtC SOH

B PAR_EndOflnt

ADDK I

SUB PAR_TrmLen
BGEZ PAR_LIJ TransmCount < TransmLen ?

LAC DATA

SUBK DACK

BNZ PAR_RetryTrlII Transmitted DATA not acknowledged

LAC PAR_TrmCnt

ADDK I

SACL PAR_TrlIICnt

LAC '+

LptWrtA

B PAR_EndOflnt

LAC DATA

SUBK EOT
B~Z PAR_Ret ryTrm

ZAC

SACL PAR_Status

LptWrtC EOT

B PAR_EndOfInt

LAC PAR_Retry

ADD OOE

SACL PAR_Retry

SUBK J

BZ PAR_LI4

ZAC

LARP ARI

LRLK ARI. PAR_TrlIIData

SACL '+

LACK I

SACL PAR_TrlIICnt

LptWrtC SOH

B PAR_EndOflnt

SACL PAR_Status

SAR ARI.ARIVAR

DWT

LDPK 0
LAC IMR
ORK 2

SACL IMR
RestoreEnv

if data = l'JACK then C'Re not accepted, No EOT received. any case retry!

Answer transmitted. everything OK!

Ret ry procedure

Three retries
Give up 7

Needed if retry is invoked by Timeout

First character is set back to zero

Try again

Three transmit retries fail1ed. give UP!

SaVe ARI

Switch to register space

Enable parallel interrupt, leave other interrupts as they are

End Interrupt

;** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• **** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

On entry:

ARO points to answer STRI~G

; .

Transmit LACK

SACL

ZAC

SACL

SACL
SACLo

LARP

LRLK

SACL

LAR

MAR

LAC

PAR_Retry

PAR_CRC

·PAR_ZerOCnt

ARI

ARI. PAR_TrlIIData
.+ ,ARO

AR2,·,AR2
• - ,ARO

·+,l,ARl

SOH

Repea t coun t - 1
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TRM...Ll

TlUt..LJ

ADDK B

SACL PAR_TrmLen
LAC PAR_TrmLen, B

SACH '.
ANDK OFOOOh

SACH *•• 4
LAC PAR_TrmLen

ANDK OFh

SAeL *+,ARO

LAC to, 4 ,ARt

SACH '.
ANDK OFOOOh

SACH *.,4,AR2
llANZ TRM...L2, '-,ARO

B TRM_LJ

LAC ·.,12,ARl

ANDK OFFOOh,4

SACH '.
/lNDK OFOOOh

SACH *+.4,AR2

BANZ TRM_Ll, '-,ARO

LARP AR2

LAR AR2, PAR_TrmLen

SBRK 6
LARP ARI

LRLK ARt, PAR_TrmData+l

LAC *.,AR2
SACL DATA

CALL CRCVal

BANZ TRM_L4,'-,ARl

LAC PAR_CRC.4

SACH '.
""OK OFOOOh

SACH *.,4
LAC PAR_CRC ,12

ANDK OFFOOh.4

SACH '.
ANDK OFOOOh

SACH .,4

LAC Or<E

SACL PAR_TrmCnt

LptwrtC SOH

RET

Store High nibble

Store Low nibble

Store High nibble

Store Low nibble

Length of data. to calculate CRe from

CalculatE' CRe with next character and previous result

Split CRC check in 4 nibbles

Send SOH, first character of every transmi t
The rest is transmitted On interrupt basis

; 1111 t ..

Algorithm with lookup table from BYTE magazine November 1987 page 339

CRC = CRCTabie [(CRC » B I A Character] A (CRC « BI

Assumed:
PAR_cRe contains previous cRe result (first time should be set to 01
Data page pointer = 180

; """ .. "" .. ,, "" " .. "" ~ .. "" .. """"""" "" .. """ " " ,,,, ..

CRCVal LAC

SACH

SACL

LAC

KOR

AOLK

TBLR

LAC

KOR

SACL

RET

PAR_CRC,B

VARI

VAR2

VARI

DATA

CRCTable

VARI

VARI

VAR2

PAR_CRC

Get old CRC and shift B places

Save High order byte eRe 8
Save Low order byte eRe« 8

Calculate (eRe » 8) "'Character
Add offset

Save new eRe

: ...•.......•....................................••.•••••

Parallel PORT timer for interrupt signal generation and
reception timeout detection

Timer SaveEnv
LOPK

LAC

Bm
OUT

LAC

TimeOut
TI_LI

TROATA, PA3

Or<E

; Interrupt : Timeout occured

Generate interrupt on acquisi tio" computer
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SACL TimeOut
LAC PAR_Status
LDPK 0

BNZ TI_LO

LAC

ANDK

SACL

IMR

OFFF7h

IMR

Disable Time-out interrupt
Last transmission completed, no answer expected

RestoreEnv

LALK

SACL

TMOUTL
TIM

o
IMR

OFFF7h

IMR

6
PAR_Status
3
PAR_RetryTrm

RestoreEnv

LDPK

LAC

ANDK
SACL

LDPK

LAC

SUBK

BZ
ZAC

SAcL PAR_Status
RestoreEnv

Disable Time-out interrupt

If transmitting, then retry

; *••••••••••• * ••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PARCommand routine

Find subroutine for received command
on entry PAR_RecOata contains received command

if no command is recognized ·Unknown command· message is transmitted

if command is recognized ARO points to character after last checked character
in receive buffer. (usefull to retrieve time information following command 10 string)

; ••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '*. '* •••

PARCommand LARP AR4

LRLK AR4,cmdCnt

LAR AR4, '*
MAR '-,AR3

LRLX AR3,CmdCnt . I

LAR AR2, ·+,AR2
LAC '.
SACL Temp2

LAR ARl, ·+,ARl
MAR '*-,AR2
LRLX ARO, PAR_RecData

LAC ',9,ARO

SACH Templ
LAC ·+,ARl
SUB Tempi

em I'C_L4

BANZ I'C_L3,' - ,AR2

LARP ARO

LAC Temp2

BACC

LAC .+ .ARO
ANDK OFFh

SUB ·+,ARI
BNZ I'C_L4

BAm I'C_L2,' - ,AR2

LARP ARO

LAC Temp2

BACC

LARP AR4

BAm I'C_LI, • - ,AR3

LRLX ARO, UnknWCmdStr

CALL Transmit
B MAINLOOP

Number of commands to check

First command 10 address

AR2 points to command 10
subroutine address

Number of characters to check
ARl : number of characters to check - I

AR2 points to known command character
Save high byte
ARO points to received character
compare wi th known character
equal 7

equal yes, more characters to check?

command found
goto subrout ine

AR2 points to known command character
get low byte

compare with received character
equal 7

equal yes, more characters to check?

Command found
Goto subroutine

Command not recognized!
Transmit ·Unknown command·

: •••••• *••••• * '* '* •• '* '* •••••• '* •••••••••• * ••••••••••••• '* ••••• '* '*

Asc21nt converts string with number to integer
ARO points to string
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used for cime string conversion

accepted range 0.. 3599
output ACC : 80000000h 1<01 if illegal input string

; .

I\sc2Int LT TEN
LAC
SUBK 57
BGZ A2S_L2
LAC '+

SUBK 48
BLZ A2S_L2
SACL TempI

LAC
BZ A2S_LI
SUBK 57
BGZ A2S_L2
LAC '+

SUBK 48
BLZ A2s_L2
MPY TempI
APAC
SACL TempI

LAC
BZ A2S_LI
SUBK 57
BGZ A2S_L2
LAC '.
SUBK 48
BLZ A2S_L2
MPY TempI
APAC
SACL TempI

LAC
BZ A2S_LI
SUBK 57
BGZ A2S_L2
LAC '.
SUBK 48
BLZ A2S_L2
HPY TempI
APAC
SACL TempI
LAC TempI
SBLK 3600
BGEZ A2S_L2
LAC TempI
RET

ZALH SignExt
RET

Compare with '9'

Com~are with ·0·

End of string
Compare with 19'

Compare with ·0·

End of string
Compare wi th '9'

Compare with '0'

End of string ?

Compare wi th '9'

Compare wi th I 0 .

Max accepted value is 3599

Illegal time (negative)

~ .

: Time variable is initialised (0 .. 3599)

: ....•.........................................•

Timeaad LAC FatalErr
BZ 'I'CMD_LI
LRLK ARO,FatErrStr
CALL Transmit
B MAINLOOP

CALL Asc2Int
BGEZ 'I'CMD_L2
LRLK ARO, TmNotValStr
CALL Transmic
B MAINLOOP

DINT
SACL Time
LARK ARO.~47

LRLK ARl,OUtputBuf
LARK AR2:,OutBufLen
LARP AR2
MAR • - ,ARI
RPTK 8
BLKD DataStr, .+
MAR ·0+,AR2
BANZ 'I'CMD_L3. '-,ARI

Command not executed due to fatal error status

Time str not val id

Disable intterupts to avoid collision with acqusition interrupt

Prepare output buffer
Copy header to all second buffer locations
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EINT

LRLK ARO ,OkStr

CALL Transmi t
B MAlNLOOP

;* •• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Complete reboot is executed after transmission of ·Ok*
Same as pressing reset button except that FIFO is not reset by hardware

(Only software option in case of is fatal error status I

; ...............................................................••..•....

Reset LRLK ARO,OkStr

CALL Transmit
RS_Ll LAC PAR_Status

BNZ RS_Ll

RPI'K 255
LAC 300h

B OOOOh

00 nothing, give timer chance to generate last interrupt of ·Ok· transmission

: •••••••• 1111 ••••••••••••••• 11 11 •••••••••••••• 11 •••••••••••••••••••••

: Identification string is transmitted

Identi fy LAC

BZ
LRLK

CALL

B

LRLK

CALL

B

FatalErr
ID_Ll

ARO,FatErrStr
Transmit
MAINLOOP

ARO.IOAnswStr
Transmit
MAINLOOP

Command not executed due to fatal error status

"'He110, I'm a decimator I det@ctor version 1.0·

i················· ...... ·········· ... ···········
LinAmpl variable is set to 1

amplitude output on CAC has linear scale

LinARout LAC

BZ

LRLK

CALL

B

LRLK

CALL

LAC
SACL

B

FatalErr
LIA_Ll

ARO,FatErrStr
Transmit
MAINLOOP

ARO,OkStr

Transmit
ONE
LinAlnpl

MAINLOOP

command not executed due to fatal error status

: .

LinAmpl variable is set to 0

amplitude output on CAC has logarithmic scale

: .

LogARout LAC

BZ

LRLK

CALL

B

LRLK

CALL

ZAC

SACL

B

FatalErr
LOA_Ll

ARO,FatErrStr
Transmit
MAINLOOP

ARO,Okstr

Transmi t.

LinAmpl

MAINLOOP

command not executed due to fatal error status
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; •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••

DCFAlign variable is set to 1

DCF second pulse is time reference

: .

DCFOII LAC

BZ

LRLK

CALL

B

LRLK

CALL

LAC

SACL

B

FatalErr
OON_Ll

ARO,FatErrStr
Transmit
MAINLOOP

ARO,OkStr

Transmit
ONE

DCFAlign
MAINLOOP

Command not executed due to fatal error status

; - .
DeFAl ign variable is set to 0

Accept Nrlnts as second time re ference

; ~ .. ~ .

tlCFOff LAC

BZ

LRLK

CALL

B

LRLK

CALL

ZAC
SACL

B

FatalErr
OOF_Ll

ARO,FatErrStr

Transmit
MAINLOOP

ARO,OkStr

Transmit

DCFAlign
MAINLOOP

Command not executed due to fatal error status

: ~ .
nirectIQ variable is set to

IQ signals are filtered and sent to the acquisiton computer

: ~ ~ .
DIQRout

DI~Ll

LAC

BZ

LRLK

CALL

B

LRLK

CALL

LAC

SACL

B

FatalErr
OIR_Ll

ARO,FatErrStr
Transmit
MAINLOOP

ARO,OkStr

Transmit
ONE

OirectIQ
MAINLOOP

Command not executed due to fatal error status

: .
DirecttQ variable is set to

IQ signals are filtered and from Phase and Amplitude
information to signals are calculated

; .
lNOIQRout LAC

BZ

LRLK

CALL

B

LRLK

CALL

ZAC

SACL

B

FatalErr
lNO_Ll
ARO,FatErrStr

Transmit
MAINLOOP

ARO,OkStr

Transmit

OirectIQ
MAINLOOP

Command not executed due to fatal error status
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: .
GetDataTm routine transmits measurement data to the acquisition computer

Need second number as time reference 10 .. 3599)

: .
GetDataTm DINT

LIIC FatalErr
BZ GDT_LI
EINT
LRLK ARO,FatErrStr
CALL Transmit
B HAlNLOOP

CALL Asc2Int
SACL Temp2
BGEZ GDT_L2
EINT
LRLK ARO ,TmNotValStr
CALL Transmit
B MAINLOOP

SUB Time
BLZ GDT_L3
SBLK 3600
SACL Tempi
ADDK OutBufLen
BGZ GDT_L4
EINT
LRLK ARO,DatNotAvStr
CALL Transmit
B MAlNLOOP

SSXM
LIIC OutBufPos
ADD Tempi
RSXM
BGEZ GDT_L5,ARI
ADDK OutBufLen

SFL
SACL Temp!, 7
LIIR ARO,Templ
LRLK AR1,OutputBuf
MAR '0+
SAR AR!,Templ
ADRK 4
LIIC
SUB Temp2
BZ GDT_L6
EINT
LRLK ARO,DatNotAvStr
CALL Transmit
B MAINLOOP

EINT
LIIR ARO,Templ
CALL Transmit
B MAINLOOP

command not executed due to fatal error status

Time str not valid

Time - StringNwnber
hour border correct ion

ACC < 0 and ACC + OutBufLen > 0

Data not available in output buffer

TempI < 0 so sign extension mode must be active

Data not available in output buffer

; .
GetData routine transmits measurement data to the acquisition computer

The data belonging to the last completed second is transmitted

; .
Get Data LIIC

BZ
LRLK
CALL
B

LIIC
SUB:

BGEZ
ADDK

SFL
SACL
LIIR

FatalErr
GD_LI
ARO,FatErrStr
Transmit
MAINLOOP

OutBufPo.$
ONE
GD_L2,ARl
OutBufLen

Tempi ,7
ARO,Templ

command not executed due to fatal error status

Get previous buffer position and activate ARl
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LRLK
MAR
SAR

ADRK
LAC
SUB
BLZ

LRLK
CALL

B

LAR
CALL

B

AR1,OutputBuf
'0+
AR1,Tempi

4

SignE:.xt
GD_LJ

ARO,DatNotAvStr

Transmit
MAINLQOP

ARO ,Tempi

Transmit
MAINLQOP

ARl points to time

Data not available in output buffer

calculate amplitude for both channels

Branch t:o Phase calculation and DA~output subroutines

: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t •••••••••••

Amplitude LAC AOC_FIFO

BNZ AMP_L8

LT MuitConst2

ZAC
MPV ResultIl

A PAC

SACH Resul tI L 2
ZAC
MPV ResultQl

APAC

SACH Resul tQL 2

ZAC
MPY ResultI2

APAC

SACH Resul tI2, 2

ZAC

MPY ResultQ2

APAC

SACH ResultQ2,2

B AMP_L7

LAC Resul tI L 1

SACL Result 11

LAC ResultQl,1

SACL Resultol

LAC ResultI2,l

SACL ResultI2

LAC Resul tQ2 ,I

SACL Resul t02

SORA ResultIl

ZAC

SQRA Resul tOI

APAC

SACL AmpllL

SACH AmpllH

CALL Log

LAC LogResult
SACL Amp 1 1

SQRA ResultI2

ZAC
SQRA Result02

APAC
SACL Ampl2L
SACH Amp12H

CALL Log

LAC LogResult

SACL Ampl2

B Phase

LAC Li nA1Ilp 1

BZ AMP_Ll

LAC Amp11L

ADDH Amp 11 H

CALL Sqrt

SACL AmpllL

SACL Ampll

LAC Ampl2L

Scale Result with 2/Sqrt 12) if
AOC input is selected
correction for Sqrtf2J • Cosf.2S·Pi·n) 8equ@nce

Square II, p-register: =1 .... 2

Square Ql, P-register:=Q....2. acc:=I .... 2
Ace =: 1.... 2 + Q.... 2

Square 12, p-register:=I .... 2

Square 02, P-register:=Q.... 2. 4cc:=1 .... 2
ACC c 1'2 + 0'2

ACC = SORTII'2 + 0'2)

replace log value by linear value
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ADDH Amp12H

CALL Sqrt

SACL Amp12L

SACL Amp12

B OASealing

LAC oi rectIQ
BNZ AMP_L6

LAC LinAmpl

BNZ AMP_L3

LAC AmpllL
ADDH AmpllH

CALL sqrt

SACL AmpllL

LAC Amp12L

ADDH Amp12H

CALL sqrt

SACL Amp12L

LAC PhaseLck
CALL Cos

LAC ONE,14

MPY AmpllL

APAC

SFL
SACH ResultIl

LAC PhaseLck
CALL NegSin
LAC ONE,14
MPY AmpllL
APAC

SFL

SACH Resul tOl

LAC phaseLck
SUB PhaseOiv
BGEZ AMP_L4

ADLK 3600

CALL Cos

LAC ONE. 14

MPY Amp12L
APAC

SFL
SACH Resul t12

LAC PhaseLck
SUB PhaseOiv
BGEZ AMP_L5

ADW< 3600

CALL NegSin
LAC ONE,14

MPY Amp12L
APAC

SFL

SACH Result02

B FLT_L4

LAC Phase1

SACL phaseLck

B FLT_L4

ACC = SORTI1'2 + 0'21

replace log value by linear value

convert Amplitude and phase in IQ data?

ACC = SORTU'2 + 0'21

ACC SORTII'2 + 0'21

T = Cos I PhaseLck I

Load ACC with 0.5 roundoff

T = -Sin I PhaseLckl

Load ACC wi th O. 5 roundo f f

PhaseLck - Phase! + Phase2

T ~ coslPhaseLck - Phasel + Phase2)
Load ACC wi th 0.5 roundo f f

PhaseLck - Phasel + Phase2

T = -SinlPhaseLck - Phasel + Phase21

Load ACC with 0.5 roundoff

Back to fi Iter subroutine

Set PhaseLck = Phase I in case PLL looses lock in near future
If PLL looses lock and indirectIO values are wanted then Phasel
(last -locked* phasell

PhaseLock

; .
Calculate phase for both channels

1000 • 101oglAmplitude'21 has allready been calculated

(exception: if I and Q are zero then Phase = 0'

; .

Phase LAC Ampll

BZ FA_L5
LAW< 900
SACL. PhaseOffset

SORA ResultIl

ZAC

SORA ResultOl
SPAC

BGZ FA_Ll

ZAC

SACL PhaseD f f set

I f I and Q are zero phase
Load accumulator with 900
Set Offset to 90 degrees

square I, P-register : = 1"2

Square Q, P-register := 0"2, acc ._ 1"2
ACC := 1'2 - 0'2

If 1I I > 101. jump to FA_Ll

Set Offset to 0 degrees
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ACC = Phase 1 - Phase2

Save result

angle := 360· - angle

save resulting angle

360' - angle

If I > 0, kwadrant = 4
angle 180' + angle

angle

I f I and 0 are zero phase :lI: 0
Load accumulator with 900
Set OFFSET to 90 degrees
Square I, p-register 1"'2

Save Phase difference (0 <= PhaseOiv <= 36001

Back to amplitude subroutine

If I > 0, kwadrant • 4

angle 180· + angle

Square lq p-register:.:::I A 2
Copy P-register to accumulator
Calculate 10Iog
Subtract log (1"'2+Q"'2)

Make ACC > 0
Detennine angle
Subtract Offset

Primairy angle is found
Test signbi t from 0
If 0 > 0, kwadrant 3 or
Test signbit from I
If 0 < a and I > 0, kwadrant I, so ready
angle := 180' - angle

Square 0, p-register QA 2, ace I A 2
ACC := I A2 - OA2
If I I 1 > 101. jump to FA_L6

Set Offset to 0 degrees
Square I, P-register: =1"'2
Copy P·register to accumulator
calculate 10Iog
Subtract logII-2+0-21
Make ACC > 0
Determine angle
Subtract Phase-Offset
Primairy angle is found
Teat signbit from Q

If 0 > O. kwadrant 3 or
Test signbit from I
If 0 < 0 and I > O. Jcwadrant
angle := 180· - angle

SORA ResultIl

PAC
CALL Log
SUB Ampll
ABS
CALL ArcCos
SUB PhaseOf f set
ABS
BIT ResultOI. 0
8BZ FA_L3
8IT ResultIl.O
BBZ fA_L5
SBLK 1800
ABS
B fA_L5
BIT ResultIl,O
8BZ fA_L4
ADLK 1800

B FA_L5
SBLK 3600
ABS

SACL Phasel

LAC Ampl2
BZ FA_I.10
LALK 900
SAC I. PhaseO f f set

SORA ResultI2
ZAC
SORA Result02
SPAC
BGZ FA_L6
ZAC
SACL PhaseOffset
SORA ResultI2
PAC
CALL Log
SUB Ampl2
A8S
CALL ArcCos
SUB PhaseOffset
ABS
BIT Resul t02. 0
BBZ FA_L8
BIT ResultI2,O
BBZ FA_LIO
SBLK 1800
ABS
B FA_LIO
BIT ResultI2,O
BBZ FA_L9

ADLK 1800
B FA_LIO
SBLK 3600
ASS

SACL Phase2
SUB Phase!
NEG
BGEZ FA_I.I 1
ADLK 3600
SACL PhaseDiv
B AMP_LO

FA.-LIO

FA.-LII

FA.-L8

; ....•.............••..•..•...•....................................•..••

Scale AmpIl. Ampl2 and Phaseoiv for best possible use of OA range.

If Amp 1i tude
o <= Amp! <-=

Result in =
in
in

output
16384

o
8192

16384

has linear scale
pro j ec ted by DA
represented by
represented by
represented by

= Ampl - 8192
DA -3. 00 Volt
DA 0.00 Volt
DA 3.00 Volt

If Amplitude output has logarithmic scale
o <= Ampl <= 2428 projected by DA -8192

9632 <= Ampl <= 8430 projected by DA = 8192
2429 <= Ampl <= 8429 projected by DA = IAmpl - 54291 • 2.7306666
Result in 0 .. 3031 ,; -60dB 1 represented by DA -3.00 volt

in 2429 -60dB 1 represented by DA -3.00 Volt
in 5429 -30dB ) represented by DA 0.00 Volt
in 8429 OdB I represented by DA = 3. 00 Volt
in = 9632 .. 8430 ( < OdB I represented by DA 3.00 Volt

INote: 1.81143964 represented by 44739 I 163841
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o <= PhaseDiv <= 3600 projected by DA = IPhasediv - IBOO/'2.7306666
Result 0.0' represented bY -LBO Volt

I B0 • O' represen ted by O. 00 vol t
360.0· represented by LBO volt

(Note: 2.7306666 represented by 44739 / 163B41

; ••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OAScaling LT Muitconsti
LALK 03FFFh
ADLK OFB33h,IS
ADLK OFBJJh,lS
MPYU PhaseDiv

APAC
SACH PhaseOut.2
LAC LinAmpl

BZ DA_L4

BIT Amp11,l
BBZ DA_Ll

LALK IFFFh

SACL Amp11

B DA_L2

LAC Amp11

SUB ONE,lJ

SACL Amp 11

BIT Ampl2,l
BBZ DA_L3
LALK IFFFh
SACL Amp12
B AMP_L2
LAC Amp12

SUB ONE,I3
SACL Amp12

B AMP_L2

LAC Ampll
SBLK B429
BLZ DA_LS

LALK IFFFh

SACL Amp11

B DA_L7

LAC Ampll
SBLK 2429
BGZ DA_L6
LAC ONE, 13
SACL Amp 11
B DA_L7

SACL Ampll

LT MultConstI
LALK 03 FFFh
ADLK OFBOOh,lS
ADLK OFBOOh,lS

MPYU Amp 11

APAC
SACH Ampll. 2

LAC Amp12

SBLK B429
BLZ DA_LB
LALK IFFFh
SACL Amp12
B AMP_L2

LAC Amp12
SBLK 2429
BGZ DA_L9

LAC ONE,lJ
SACL Amp12

B AHP_L2

SACL Amp 12

LT Muitconsti
LALK 03FFFh
ADLK OFBOOh,lS
ADLK • OFBOOh,lS

MPYU· Amp12

APAC
SACH Ampl2,2
B AHP_L2

2.730666 = 44739/163B4
ACC = OFB333FFFh

when multiplied by 4 the result is found in the high ACC

clip DA output if AHPL is > 163B4

ACC = Ampll - BI92
-Bl92 <= ACC <= BI92

clip DA output if AHPL is > 163B4

ACC = Ampll - BI92
-B192 <= ACC <= BI92

Minimum OA output value

2.7306666 = 44739 / 163B4

ACC = OFB003FFFh

P = 44739' Ampll
ACC IAmp11 - 60311 ' 44739
ACCH= IAmp11 - 60311 ' 2.73066

2.7306666 = 44739 / 163B4

ACC = OFB003FFFh

P = 44739 ' Ampll
ACC IAmpll - S4291 ' 44739
ACCH= (Ampll - S4291 ' 2.73066

; "' .
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Calculate square root of ACC

ACC should be is an integer 0 <= ACC <= 3FFFOOOI

The returned result varies from 0 <= ACC <= 7FFF

; ......•.................•...........................

sqrt SACL 'tempi , calculate square root of X
SACH Temp2

ZAC
SACL Guess
LAC ONE,14 A 4000h

Sqrt_Ll SACL Bit
OR Guess
SACL Guess
SQRA Cuess
LAC Tempi

ADDH Temp2
SPAC A X - Guess"2
BGZ Sqrt_L2

LAC Guess
XOR Bit
SACL Guess

Sqrt_L2 LAC Bit
SFR

BNZ Sqrt_LI

SQRA Guess
LAC TempI
ADDH Temp2
SPAC A X - Guess"2
SACL Err

LAC Guess
ADD ONE
SACL Guess
SQRA Guess
ZAC
APAC A A"2

SUB Tempi

SUBH Temp2 A (Gu@ss+I)"2 - X

SUB Err A IIGuess+II"2 - Xl - (X - Guess"21
BLZ Sqrt_L3

LAC Guess
SUB ONE
SACL Guess

SQrt_L3 LAC Guess
RET

; .

1000 • 10LogiACCl subroutine

The logarithm of 32 bit ACC is calculated

The result is saved in LogResult

IACC is considered unsigned )
lexception: if ACC = 0 then Log = 0 I

: .........................•........•........•........•........•.........

Log LARK
LARP

SFL

Be
BANZ

BHZ
SACL
RET

SACH

LAC

SACH

LAC
AOLK

TBLR

SAR

LAC

AOLK

TBLR
LAC

ARl, J1
I

LO_L2
LO_LI

LO_L2

LogResult

TempI
Templ,e

Tempi

TempI
LOGCOR

LogResult

ARI,Templ

TempI

LOGBASE

TempI
TempI

Initialise the counter
ARP = ARI

Shift most significant bit in carry
If carry=l jump
Decrese counter and try again
If ACC<>O calculate correction factor
Else Log=O (Exception value LoglOI=OI

The next four instruction realize:
Ace (7 •• OJ =Acc!31. .24)

Add base address of correction table
Read table

Copy ARI in ACC

Add base address of logbase table

Read Table
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ADD
SACL
RET

LogResult
LogResult

Add first table resul t
Save Log va 1ue

; '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '* '*. '* '*. * '* '* '* '* '* ••• '* '*. '* '* •••••••••••••••••••••• '*.

Cosine subroutine needed to convert Amplitude and phase into IQ signal

T = 32768 • CoslACCI in :
out:

o <= ACC <= 3600
-32767 <= T <= 32767

; •• '* •••••••••••• '* '* ••••••••••••••••••••••• '* ••••••••••••••••••••••• '* ••••••

Cos SACL TempI
SBLK 900
BGZ CS_LI
LAC TempI
ADLK COSTAB
TBLR TempI
LT TempI
RET

SBLK 900
BGZ CS_L2
LALK 1800
SUB TempI
ADLK COSTAB
TBLR TempI
LAC TempI
NEG
SACL TempI
LT TempI
RET

SBLK 900
BGZ CS_L3
LAC TempI
SBLK 1800
ADLK COSTAB
TBLR TempI
LAC TempI
NEG
SACL TempI
LT TempI
RET

LALK 3600
SUB TempI
ADLK COSTAB
TBLR TempI
LT TempI
RET

; .
Sine subroutine needed to convert Amplitude and Phase into IQ signal

T = -32768 • sinlACCI in :
out:

o
-32767 <=

ACC <= 3600
T <= 32767

: .

NegSin

NSLLI

SACL TempI
SBLK 900
BGZ NSLLI
LALK 900
SUB TempI
ADLK COSTAB
TBLR TempI
LAC TempI
NEG
SACL TempI
LT TempI
RET

SBLK" 900
BGZ NSI_L2
LAC: TempI
SBLK 900
ADLK COSTAB
TBLR TempI
LAC TempI
NEG
SACL TempI
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LT Tempi
RET

SBLK 900
BCZ NSI_L3
LALK 2100
SUB Tempi
ADLK COSTAB
TBLR Tempi
LT Tempi
RET

LAC Tempi
SBLK 2100
ADLK COSTAB
TBLR Tempi
LT Tempi
RET

; ..................•............................•.........•...•••...••.....••.•..••..

ARcCosine-subroutine (used by FASE).

The primary angle between the IQ-vector and the I-axis or the Q-axis is determined
by the difference between the logarithm of I or Q and the l~arithm of the
amplitude. The angle corresponding to the difference is found in a lookuptable.
(note that the returned angle varies froft' 45.0' to 90.0')

; ....................••......................................••.....••...........•...

I\rcCos ABS
SACL Tempi
ZAC
SACL Guess
LAC ONE,8
SACL Bit
OR Guess
SACL Guess
ADLK ARCCOSTAB
TBLR Temp2
LAC Temp2
SUB TempI
BLZ AC_L2
LAC Guess
XOR Bit
SACL Guess
LAC Bit
SFR
BCZ AC_LI
LAC Guess
ADLK 450
RET

Save Ace in temporary variable

Initialise Bit to 25,6'

Add table base address
Read value from table
copy to accumulator
Compare with desired value
If Phase> Table value, jump to AC_L2

Add 45· degrees

; .........................................•................•..•..•..••.•.

LOOKUP TABLES

; .........................................................•........••....

; ............•.....•..•...............................

Table used t.o calculate eRC-check

The algorithm to generate this table can be found in
BYTE magazine November 1987 page JJ9

; ...................•...........•.....................

CRCTabie . word 0, 4129, 8258, 12381, 16516, 20645. 24714, 28903
.. word 33032, 31161. 41290, 45419, 49548, 53611. 51806. 61935
.word 4651, 528, 12915, 8186, 21113, 11044 , 29431, 25302
.word 31689, 33560. 45941, 41818. 54205, 50016, 62463, 58334
.word 9314, 13319, 1056, 5121. 25830. 29895, 11512, 21631
.word 42346, 46411. 34088, 38153. 58862, 62921. 50604, 54669
.. word 1390.1, 9842, 5649, 1584, 30423, 26358, 22165, 18100
. word 46~)9 , 42814 , 38681, 34616, 63455, 59390, 55191, 51132
.. word 18628, 22151, 26158, 30881, 2112. 6241. 10242, 14311
. word 51660, 55189, 59190. 63919, 35144. 39213. 43214 , 41403
.word 23285, 19156, 31415, 21286, 6169. 2640 • 14899, 10110
. word 56311, 52188, 64441, 60318, 39801. 35612 , 41931, 43802
.word 21814, 31819, 19684, 23149, 11298. 15363, 3168. 1233
.word 60846, 64911. 52116, 56181. 44330. 48395. 36200, 40265
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.word 32407, 28342, 24277 , 20212, 15891. 11826, 7761, 3696

. word 65439, 61374, 57309, 53244 , 48923, 44858, 40793, 36728
•word 37256, 33193, 45514, 41451. 53516, 49453, 61774 , 57711
•word 4224, 161. 12482, 8419, 20484, 16421, 28742, 24679

.word 33721, 37784, 41979, 46042, 49981, 54044, 58239, 62302

. word 689, 4752, 8947, 13010, 16949, 21012, 25207, 29270

. word 46570, 42443, 38312, 34185, 62830, 58703, 54572, 50445

. word 13538, 9411. 5280, 1153. 29798, 25671, 21540, 17413
•word 42971, 47098, 34713, 38840, 59231, 63358, 50973 , 55100
. word 9939, 14066, 1681, 5808, 26199, 30326, 17941, 22068
. word 55628, 51565, 63758, 59695, 39368. 35305, 47498, 43435
. word 22596, 18533 • 30726, 26663, 6336, 2273, 14466, 10403

.word 52093, 56156. 60223. 64286. 35833, 39896, 43963, 48026

•word 19061. 23124, 27191, 31254. 2801, 6864, 10931, 14994

•word 64814. 60687, 56684, 52557. 48554, 44427. 40424, 36297
.word 31782, 27655, 23652, 19525. 15522, 11395. 7392. 3265
.word 61215, 65342. 53085, 57212, 44955, 49082, 36825. 40952
•word 28183. 32310, 20053, 24180. 11923. 16050, 3793. 7920

; ...............................................

Table with 1000 . log C2'xl, o <= x <= 31

; ...............................................

LOGBASE: . word 0, 301, 602, 903, 1204, 1505. 1806, 2107, 2408, 2709
. word 3010, 3311. 3612, 3913, 4214, 4515, 4816, 5118. 5419. 5720
.word 6021, 6322, 6623. 6924. 7225. 7526. 7827, 8128, 8429, 8730
.word 9031, 9332

; .

Correction t4ble for logarithm

: .
LOGCOR: . word

.word

.word

.word

. word

.word

. word

. word

.word

.word

.word

. word

.word

.word

. word

.word

.word

.word

.word
. . word

.word

.word

.word

.word

. word

.word

0, 2, 3. 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15
17, 18, 20, 22. 23. 25, 26, 28, 30, 31
33, 34, 36, 37, 39. 40. 42, 44, 45, 47
48, 50. 51, 53, 54, 56, 57, 59, 60, 62
63, 65, 66. 67, 69, 70, 72. 73. 75, 76
77. 79, 80, 82, 83. 85, 86, 87, 89. 90
91, 93. 94. 96, 97, 98,100.101,102,104

105,106,108,109,110,112,113.114,116,117
118,119,121,122,123,125,126,127,128,130
131,132,133,135.136.137,138.140,141,142
143,144.146,147,148,149,150,152.153,154
155,156,158,159,160.161.162,163.165,166
167,168,169.170,172,173.174,175,176,177
178,179,181,182,183.184,185,186,187,188
189.191,192,193,194,195,196,197.198,199
200,201,202,203.205,206.207.208,209.210
211,212,213.214.215,216,217,218,219.220
221,222,223.224,225,226,227.228,229.230
231,232,233,234.235,236,237.238,239,240
241, 242.243,244,245,246,247.248,249,250
251, 252,253,254,255.255.256,257.258,259
260,261, 262,263,264,265,266,267.268,268
269,270.271,272,273,274.275,276,277 ,278
278,279.280,281,282,283.284.285.285,286
287,288.289,290.291,292,292,293.294,295
296,297,298,298,299,300

; .

T4ble for 4rccoa routine.

Table[x-450J = -2000 • 10LoglCoslx/l011 450 <= X <= 900
<=> 45.0' <= X <= 90.0'

: .

ARCCOSTAB: . word 301. 303, 304, 306. 307, 309, 310, 312, 313, 315
.wora 316, 318, 320, 321, 323, 324, 326, 328. 329. 331
.word 332, 334, 336, 337. 339, 341, 342, 344 • 346, 347
. word 349. 351. 352, 354, 356, 357. 359, 361, 363. 364
. word 366 • 3.68, 370, 371, 373. 375, 377, 378, 380 • 382
. word 384, 386, 387, 389. 391. 393, 395, 397, 399 • 400
. word 402, 404 • 406, 408, 410, 412, 414, 416. 417. 419
. word 421, 423, 425, 427, 429, 431, 433, 435, 437, 439
. word 441. 443, 445, 447, 449. 451, 453, 455, 457, 459
.word 462, 464, 466, 468, 470, 472, 474, 476, 479. 481
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·word 483, 485, 487, 489, 492, 494, 496, 498, 500, 503

.word 505, 507, 509, 512, 514, 516, 519, 521, 523, 525

.word 528, 530, 532, 535, 537, 540, 542, 544, 547, 549

.word 552, 554- 556, 559, 561, 564, 566, 569, 571, 574

.word 576, 579, 591, 594, 596, 599, 592, 594, 597, 599

.word 602, 605, 607, 610, 613, 615, 619, 621, 623, 626

. word 629, 632, 634, 637, 640, 643, 645, 649, 651, 654

.word 657, 660, 663, 665, 669, 671, 674, 677, 690, 693

.word 696, 699, 692, 695, 699, 701, 704, 707, 710, 713

.word 716, 719, 723, 726, 729, 732, 735, 739, 742, 745

.word 749, 751, 755, 759, 761, 765, 769, 771, 775, 778

.word 791, 795, 799, 792, 795, 799, 902, 906, 809, 913

•word 916, 920, 923, 927, 931, 934, 839, 942, 945, 949

.word 953, 857, 860, 964, 969, 972, 976, 990, 993, 997

.word 991, 995, 999, 903, 907, 911, 915, 920, 924, 929

. word 932, 936, 940, 944, 949, 953, 957, 962, 966, 970

. word 975, 979, 994, 999, 993, 997, 1002, 1006, 1011 , 1015

.word 1020, 1025, 1029, 1034, 1039, 1044, 1049, 1053, 1059, 1063

. word 1069, 1073, 1079, 1093, 1099, 1093, 1099, 1104, 1109, 1114

. word 1119, 1125, 1130, 1135, 1141, 1146, 1152, 1157, 1163, 1169

.word 1174- 1190, 1195, 1191, 1197, 1203, 1209, 1215, 1221, 1227

.word 1233, 1239, 1245, 1251, 1257, 1264, 1270, 1276, 1293, 1299

.word 1296, 1302, 1309, 1316, 1323, 1329, 1336, 1343, 1350, 1357

.word 1364, 1371, 1379, 1396, 1393, 1401, 1409, 1416, 1423, 1431

.word 1439, 1447, 1455, 1463, 1471, 1479, 1497, 1495, 1504, 1512

.word 1521, 1529, 1539, 1547 , 1556, 1565, 1574, 1593, 1592, 1602

.word 1611 , 1621, 1631, 1641, 1651, 1661, 1671 , 1691, 1692, 1702

.word 1713, 1724, 1735, 1746, 1757, 1769, 1790, 1792, 1904, 1816

. word 1929, 1941, 1953, 1966, 1979, 1992, 1906, 1919, 1933, 1947

.word 1962, 1976, 1991, 2006, 2021, 2037, 2053, 2069, 2095, 2102

.word 2119, 2137, 2155, 2173, 2192, 2211, 2230, 2250, 2271, 2291

. word 2313 , 2335, 2357, 2390, 2404. 2429, 2454, 2490, 2506, 2534

.word 2562, 2592, 2622, 2654, 2697, 2721, 2756, 2793, 2932, 2972

.word 2914, 2959, 3006, 3055, 3109, 3164, 3224, 3299. 3359, 3434

. word 3516. 3609, 3710. 3826, 3960, 4118, 4312, 4562. 4914, 5516

.word 19999.32767,32767,32767.32767,32767,32767.32767,32767 ,32767

. word 32767,32767,32767,32767.32767,32767,32767,32767.32767. 32767

.word 32767.32767,32767,32767.32767,32767.32767,32767,32767,32767

.word 32767,32767,32767.32767,32767,32767.32767,32767,32767 •32767

.word 32767.32767,32767,32767.32767,32767,32767.32767,32767 ,32767

.word 32767,32767.32767,32767,32767.32767,32767,32767,32767 .32767

. word 32767,32767,32767

: •••••••••••••• * •••••••• fl ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Table for Cos and Sin subroutine .

Table(x] = 32769 • Coslx/l011 0 <= x <= 900
<:=:> 0.0' <= x <= 90.0'

(max output value 32767 and not 32769)

•••• * •••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,. •••••••••••••••

COSTAB .word 32767. 32767, 32767. 32767, 32767, 32767, 32766, 32766
.word 32765. 32764. 32763, 32762. 32761, 32760. 32759, 32757
.word 32755, 32754, 32752, 32750, 32748, 32746, 32744 , 32742
.word 32739, 32737, 32734. 32732, 32729. 32726, 32723. 32720
.word 32717, 32714, 32710, 32707, 32703, 32700, 32696, 32692
.word 32699, 32694, 32680, 32676, 32671, 32667. 32662. 32659
.word 32653, 32649, 32643. 32639, 32633, 32629, 32623, 32617
.word 32612, 32606, 32600, 32594, 32599, 32582, 32576, 32570
.word 32564. 32557. 32551, 32544 , 32537, 32531, 32524, 32517
.word 32510. 32502, 32495, 32498, 32490, 32473, 32465, 32457
. word 32449, 32441, 32433, 32425, 32416, 32409, 32400, 32391
. word 32382, 32373, 32365. 32356. 32346, 32337. 32329, 32319
.word 32309. 32300, 32290, 32290, 32270, 32260, 32250, 32240
.word 32230, 32219, 32209, 32199, 32199, 32177, 32166, 32155
.word 32144 • 32133, 32122, 32110, 32099, 32097, 32076, 32064
.word 32052, 32040, 32029, 32016, 32004, 31991, 31979, 31966
. word 31954. 31941, 31929, 31915, 31902, 31999, 31976 • 31963
.word 31949, 31936, 31922, 31809. 31795, 31781, 31767, 31753
•word 31739 • 31724. 31710, 31695, 31691, 31666, 31651, 31637
. word 31622, 31607, 31591, 31576, 31561, 31545, 31530. 31514
•word 31499, 31493, 31467, 31451, 31435, 31419, 31402, 31396
•word 31369, 31353, 31336, 31319, 31303, 31296, 31269, 31251
. word 31234, 31217, 31199, 31192. 31164. 31146, 31129, 31111
.word 31093, 31075. 31056, 31038, 31020, 31001, 30993, 30964
. word 30945", 30926, 30909, 30999, 30969. 30950, 30931, 30911
•word 30792., .30772, 30753, 30733, 30713, 30693, 30673, 30653
.word 3063'2, 30612. 30592, 30571 , 30550, 30530, 30509, 30499
.word 30467, 30446, 30425. 30403, 30382, 30360, 30339, 30317
.word 30296, 30274 , 30252. 30230, 30209, 30195, 30163, 30141
.word 30118, 30096, 30073, 30050, 30027, 30004, 29991, 29959
•word 29935, 29912, 29999, 29965, 29841, 29919, 29794, 29770
.word 29746, 29722, 29698, 29674 , 29649, 29625, 29600, 29576
.word 29551, 29526, 29502, 29477, 29452, 29427, 29401, 29376
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•word 29351, 29325. 29300. 29214 • 29248. 29222. 29197. 29170

. word 29144 • 29118. 29092. 29066. 29039. 29013. 28986. 28959

. word 28932 • 28906. 28879. 28851, 28824. 28797. 28770. 28142

. word 28715 • 28687. 28660. 28632. 28604. 28576. 28548. 28520

. word 28492 • 28463. 28435. 28406. 28378. 28349. 28321, 28292

. word 28263 • 28234. 28205. 28176. 28146. 28117. 28088. 28058

.word 28029. 27999. 27969. 27939. 27909. 27879. 27849. 27819

. word 27789 • 27758. 27728. 27698. 27667. 27636. 27605. 27575

. word 27544 • 27513 • 27482. 21450. 21419. 27388. 27356. 27325

•word 27293 • 27261. 27230. 27198. 27166. 27134. 27102. 27070

. word 27037 • 27005. 26973. 26940. 26907. 26875. 26842. 26809

.word 26776 • 26143, 26710. 26677. 26644. 26610. 26577 • 26543

. word 26510 • 26476. 26442. 26409. 26375. 26341, 26307. 26273

. word 26238 • 26204. 26170. 26135. 26101. 26066. 26031, 25997

. word 25962 • 25927. 25892. 25857. 25822. 25786. 25751, 25716

. word 25680 • 25645, 25609. 25573. 25537. 25501. 25466. 25429

. word 25393. 25357. 25321, 25285. 25248 • 25212. 25175. 25138

. word 25102 • 25065. 25028. 24991. 24954. 24917. 24880. 24843

•word 24805 • 24768. 24730. 24693. 24655. 24617. 24580. 24542

•word 24504 • 24466. 24428. 24390. 24351. 24313 • 24275. 24236

•word 24198, 24159. 24120. 24082. 24043. 24004. 23965. 23926

. word 23887. 23848. 23808. 23769. 23730 • 23690. 23651, 23611

•word 23571 • 23532. 23492. 23452. 23412. 23372 • 23332 • 23291

. word 23251 • 23211, 23170. 23130. 23089. 23049. 23008. 22967

. word 22927 • 22886. 22845. 22804, 22763. 22721, 22680. 22639

. word 22597. 22556, 22514. 22473. 22431, 22390. 22348. 22306

. word 22264 • 22222. 22180. 22138. 22096. 22053. 22011. 21969

.word 21926. 21884. 21841, 21798. 21756. 21713. 21670, 21627

.word 21584. 21541, 21498. 21455. 21411, 21368. 21325. 21281

•word 21238 • 21194. 21150. 21107. 21063. 21019. 20975. 20931

.word 20887. 20843. 20799. 20755. 20710. 20666. 20622. 20577

. word 20533. 20488 • 20443. 20399. 20354. 20309. 20264. 20219

.word 20114 • 20129. 20084. 20039. 19993. 19948. 19902. 19857

.word 19812. 19766. 19720. 19675. 19629. 19583. 19537 • 19491

.word 19445. 19399. 19353. 19307. 19261, 19214 • 19168. 19121

.word 19075, 19028, 18982. 18935. 18889. 18842. 18795. 18148

.word 18701, 18654. 18607. 18560. 18513. 18466. 18418. 18371

. word 18324 • 18276. 18229. 18181, 18134. 18086. 18038, 17990

.word 17943. 17895. 17847. 17799. 17751, 17703. 17654. 17606

. word 17558. 17510. 17461. 17413. 17364. 17316. 17267 • 17219

. word 17170 • 17121, 17072. 17024. 16975. 16926. 16877 • 16828

. word 16779. 16729. 16680. 16631. 16582. 16532 • 16483. 16434

.word 16384. 16334. 16285. 16235. 16185. 16136. 16086. 16036

.word 15986. 15936. 15886. 15836. 15786. 15736. 15686. 15636

. word 15585, 15535. 15485. 15434. 15384. 15333. 15283. 15232

. word 15181. 15131, 15080. 15029. 14978. 14927. 14876 • 14825

•word 14714 • 14723. 14672. 14621. 14570. 14519. 14467. 14416
. word 14365 • 14313. 14262. 14210. 14159. 14107. 14055, 14004

. word 13952. 13900. 13848. 13797. 13145. 13693, 13641. 13589

. word 13537. 13485. 13432. 13380. 13328. 13276. 13223. 13171

. word 13119 • 13066. 13014- 12961, 12909. 12856. 12803. 12751

•word 12698 • 12645. 12593. 12540. 12487. 12434. 12381. 12328

.word 12275. 12222. 12169. 12116. 12063. 12010. 11956. 11903

.word 11850. 11796. 11143. 11690, 11636. 11583. 11529. 11476

. word 11422. 113 68. 11315. 11261, 11207. 11154 • 11100. 11046

. word 10992 • 10938. 10884. 10830. 10776. 10722. 10668. 10614

. word 10560 • 10506. 10452. 10397. 10343. 10289, 10235. 10180

. word 10126. 10071. 10017 • 9963. 9908. 9854. 9799. 9144

. word 9690. 9635, 9580. 9526. 9471. 9416. 9361 • 9307

. word 9252 • 9197. 9142. 9087. 9032. 8977. 8922. 8867

. word 8812, 8757. 8702. 8647. 8591, 8536. 8481 • 8426

. word 8370. 8315. 8260. 8204. 8149. 8094. 8038 • 7983

. word 7927. 7872. 7816, 7761. 7705. 7650. 7594 • 7538

. word 1483 • 1427. 7371. 7315. 7260. 7204. 7148. 7092

. word 7036 • 6981, 6925. 6869. 6813. 6757. 6701, 6645

. word 6589 • 6533. 6477 • 6421, 6365. 6309. 6252. 6196

. word 6140 • 6084. 6028. 5971. 5915. 5859. 5803. 5746

•word 5690. 5634. 5577. 5521. 5465. 5408 • 5352. 5295
. word 5239 • 5183. 5126. 5070. 5013. 4957. 4900. 4843
. word 4787 • 4730. 4614. 4617. 4560. 4504. 4447. 4390

•word 4334 • 4277. 4220. 4164. 4107. 4050. 3993. 3937
. word 3880 • 3823. 3766. 3709. 3653, 3596. 3539. 3482

•word 3425. 3368. 3311, 3255 • 3198. 3141, 3084. 3027

•word 2970. 2913 • 2856. 2799. 2142. 2685. 2628. 2571
. word 2514. 2457 • 2400. 2343. 2286. 2229. 2172. 2115
. word 2058 • 2000. 1943. 1886. 1829. 1772. 1715. 1658
. word 1601. 1544. 1486. 1429. 1372. 1315. 1258 • 1201

•word 1144. 1086. 1029. 972. 915. 858 • 801, 143
. word 686 • 629. 572. 515. 458, 400, 343. 286

. word 229 • 172. 114. 57. 0

; .............................................................••..•

Fatal error occuredJ!

- Buffer overflow
: - more than 16 samples to many in a DCY second IDCFAlign is ONI
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; - more than 16 samples to 11 t tIe in a. OCF second IDCFAI ign is ON)

; .••••....•...•..••••.•..•••.•.......•.•...........................

FatalError LOPK 0

LAC IMR

ANIlK 0 FFCBh

SACL IHR

LOPK 6

LAC ONE

SACL FatalErr
RestoreEnv

Disable acquisition interrupt lbit 2 of 15 .. 0)

Set Fatal Error Flag

Communications remain possible

; .

DCF interrupt
Increase time counter
Operation depending on status of ocFAlign

Store Proccea.sor occupation
Store Number of interrupts

; .
DeFlntr SaveEnv

LDPK 6

LAC DCFA1ign

BZ DCF_L4

LAR ARl,OutputBuf

LARP AR1

LAC OutBufPos# 9
SACL Temp
LAR ARO, Temp

MAR '0.
AORK 4

LAC Time
SACL '.
ADDK

SACL Time
SBLK 3600
BNZ DCF_LO

SACL Time

LAC !ntrCnt

SACL '.
LAC FreeTMH
SACL '.LAC Free'I'ML
SACL

MAR

ZAC

SACL IntrCnt
SACL Free'I'ML"
SACL FreeTMH
SACL BUFOV1

LAC NrInts
SUB

BLEZ DCF_L4

SACL DCFTemp

SUBK 16
BGZ FatalError
LAC DCFTemp

SACL DCF'Temp

LARK ARO,16

LARP AR6

MAR '0-
LAC '0.
SACL '.MAR ' 0-
LAC '0.
SACL '.MAR '0-
LAC '0.
SACL '.
MAR ·0-"

LAC '0.
SACL '.
LRLK ARO,SBufLast.1

CHPR 00
BBZ OCF_L2

LRLK AR6,Samp1eBuf

LAC BUFCnt

A 1 is align NRINTS to DCF second

ACC OutBufPos' 256

An other second has ellapsed

End of the hour

Reset time

Store the nr of the actual interrupts that came in

Save CPU occupa t i on

Reset counter

Reset CPU occupation counter

ARI points to nr of int9 that have been received

More than 16 samples to apend?

Nr of samples to append

Has the end of the buffer been reached

If so load with beginning
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ADDK 1
SACL BUFCnt

SBLK BUFLen
BNZ DCF_L3

LAC BUFCnt

SUBK 1

SACL BUFCnt

LACK I
SACL BUFOVI

LARP AR5
ADRK 4
CMPR 00
BBZ FatalErr
LRLK AR5.SampleBuf
B FatalErr
LAC DCFTemp

SUBK I
BNZ DCF_Ll

RestoreEnv

I f zero then bu f f er over f1 ow I

Set overflow bit

Oldest sample is lost I (should not occur!)
Has the end of the buffer been reached

If so load with beginning

more samples to do ?
no more samples to add

; ...••........•.........•.••...•...••.•.....••••••••..••••

Acquisition interrupt
Interrupt routine that preforms input from FIFO or AOC's

; ........•.........................•.•••••......•.••••••••

ACC OutBufpos' 256

End of the hour

Reset time to zero

Save CPU occupation

IntrCnt

Never sample more than Nrlnts in a second

ARO AR6 + 4

IntrCnt = IntrCnt + 1

DCFAI ign if OFF

ACC = decimation factor Idefault 10241

3FFh 110231

Copy AR6 to ARO

If Intrcnt < NrInts then sample new values

if zero decimation (factor mod 10241 = 0 (occurs 12 times a second)
Send Ampll, Ampl2 and Phaseout to CAC
extra delay of 1/12 second ensures correct output timing

No jump if Nrlnts

Store the nr of the actual interrupts that came in

An other second has ellapsed

Reset interrupt counter
Reset CPU occupation counter

SaveEnv

LDPK 6

SAR AR6,Temp

LAR ARO,Temp

LARP 0

ADRK 4

LAC IntrCnt
ADDK

SACL IntrCnt
SUB NrInts
BGZ AC(LL4

LAC DecFae

SUBK

AND IntrCnt
BNZ AC(LLO

OUT Ampll,PAO

OUT phaseOu t , PA 1

OUT Ampl2, PA2

LAC ADC_FIFO

BZ ReadADC ,ARI

B ReadFIFO.AR6

LAC DCFAlign

BNZ AC(LL3

LAC IntrCnt
SUB NrInts

BLZ ACQ_L3

LRLK ARI,OutputBuf

LARP ARI

LAC outBufPos,8

SACL Temp
LAR ARO,Temp

MAR '0+

ADRK

LAC Time
SACL '+
ADDK

SACL Time
SBLK 3600

BNZ AC(LL2

SACL Time

LAC tntrCnt
SACL '+

LAC FreeTMH

SACL' '+
LAC FreeTML
SACr;

ZAC

SACL Intrcnt
SACL FreeTML
SACL FreeTMH
SACL BUFOVl

AcquisIntr

AC(LLO

AC(LLI

AC(LL2
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ACQ....L) RestoreEnv

ACQ....L4 SUBK

BGZ
CALL

CALL

16

FatalError
ClrAOC

clrFIFO

More than 16 samples to much so stop
Clear interrupt and ignore data
Clear interrupt and ignore data

RestoreEnv

ProgLen

• label

.set
ProgEnd Program end to be executed from internal memory
ProgEnd - ProgStart - I

; .
Read AOC'S and perform lQ demodulation
Carrier 1s assumed to be 1/4 of the sMpl@ frequency

COS sequenCe

S IN sequence

-I -I 1
I -I -I

Do not use external databus after IN instruction because
AOC does not release databus fast enough.

(Note that the amplitude is increased by 2'Srgt(2))

; .
.asect
. label

·ROMBO· I ROMBO ; Program begin to be executed from internal memory
PrgBgBlkO

ACC = 2 ' PA2

store next phase

Extend sign bi t
Store II
Store QI

Extend sign bi t
Store 12
Store 02

SIN45' COS

• PAl
Phase
ACC =

1
DemodPhase
RFNS_L2

ARl,DemodPhase
RDAOC_L) , ' 

AR6
Temp, PAl
Temp. I
NOTMSB

Temp, 2

RDAOC_LI

signExt
'+

'+
Temp.PA2
Temp, I
NOTMSB

Temp. 2
RDAOC_L2

SignExt
'+
'+

LAR
BANZ

LARP
IN

LAC
AND
BIT

BBZ

OR
SACL

SACL
IN

LAC

AND
BIT
BBZ

OR
SACL

SACL
LACK
SAC!.
B

ReadADC'

BANZ

LARP
IN

LAC

AND

BIT
BBZ

OR
NEG

SACL
NEG

SACL
IN

LAC

AND
BIT
BBZ

OR
NEG

SACL
NEG

SACL

LACK
SACL

B

BANZ

IN

LAC

AND
BIT

BBZ
OR

ftDAOC_L6,·

AR6
Temp, PAl
Temp, I

NOTMSB
Temp,2
RDAOC_L4

SignExt

'+

'+

Temp. PA2
Temp, I

NOTMSB
Temp, 2
RDAOC_LS

SignExt

'+

'+

RDAOC_L9, • - ,AR6
Temp, PAl

Temp. I
NOTMSB

Temp. 2
RDAOC_L7

SignExt

Phase 135' COS -I SIN = I

ACC = · PAl

Extend sign bit

Store -I I

Store QI

ACC = 2
, PA2

Extend sign bit

Store -12

Store Q2

Store next phase

Phase 22S' COS -I SIN = -I

ACC =2 • PAl

Extend sign bi t
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NEG
SACL '. Store -11

SACL '. Store -01

IN Temp,PA2

LAC Temp, I ACC = 2 , PA2

AND NOTMSB

BIT Temp, 2

BBZ RDADe_La

OR signExt Extend sign bit

NEG
SACL '. Store -12

SACL '. Store -02

LACK 3
SACL OemodPha.se Store next phase

B RFNS_L2

IN Temp,PAI Phase == 315 ' cos SIN -I

LAC Temp, I ACC = , PAl

AND NOTMSB

BIT Temp,2
BBZ RDADe_LIO

OR signExt Extend sign bi t

SACL '. Store 11

NEG

SACL '. Store -01

IN Temp,PA2

LAC Temp, 1 ACC = 2 , PA2

ANO NOTMSB
BIT Temp, 2

BBZ RDADe_L11

OR SignExt Extend sign bit

SACL '. Store 12
NEG

SACL '. Store -02

ZAC

SACL OemodPhase Store next phase
B RFNS_L2

;****** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Read FIFO 116 samples with

116 samples wi th
AR6 Buffer Write pointer
ARS Buffer Read pointer

bits sample DATAl

bit status DATA if MS8 set)

: .
ReadFIFO LDPK

ZAC

SACL INStatus

IN INOata,PAO

LAC INData
AND F_Hex
SACL Temp

B RFNS_LI

BIT INOata,11

.BBZ RFNS_Ll

LACK I
SACL INStatus

B RF_L3

IN INOata, PAO

LAC INData

AND F_Hex

SACL Temp

LAC INStatus,l

BIT INOata,l1

BBZ RF_L2

ADDK 1
SACL INStatus

IN INOata,PAO

LAC INCata

AND F_Hex

ADD Temp, 4
SACL Temp

LAC INStatus.l
BIT INOata,l1

BBZ RF_L4

ADDK 1

SACL INStatus

IN INOata, PAO

LAC INData

AND F_Hex

Reset bit 5

!!!! l!!! III! I test ! I! I! I!!!!!!!! I! t

Test bit 5

First Status bit O?

Reset bit 16-5

Test bi t 5

Status bi t 0 7

Reset bit 16-5

Test bi t 5
Status bi t 0 1

Reset bit 16-5
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ADD Temp. 4

SACL Temp

LAC INStatus, .1

BIT INData.ll

BBZ RF_L5

ADDK 1
SACL INStatuB

IN INData,PAU

LAC INData

AND F_Hex

ADD Temp. 4

SACL '+

LAC INStatus.l

BIT INData.ll

BBZ RF_L6

ADDK I

SACL INStatus

CMPR 00
BBZ RF_LI

B RFNS_L2

Test bit 5
Status bi t 0 7

Reset bit 16-5

Save value in SampleBUF and inc AR6

Test bit 5

Status bit O?

: READ FI FO WITH NO STATUS DATA
: First (H58l status bit was 0 so all other status bits are assumed to be 0
: •••••••••••••••••• *** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IN

LAC

AND
SACL

IN

LAC

AND

ADD

SACL

IN

LAC

AND

ADD

SACL

IN

LAC

AND
ADD

SACL

CMPR

BBZ

LRLK

CMPR

BBZ

LRLK

LAC

ADDK

SACL

SBLK

BLZ

LAC

SUBK

SACL

LACK

SACL

LARP

ADRK

CMPR

BBZ

LRLK

B
B

INData. pAD

INData
F_Hex
Temp

INData. PAD

INData
F_Hex
Temp, 4

Temp
INData, PAO

INCata
F_Hex
Temp, 4

Temp
INData, PAD

INCata
F_Hex
Temp. 4

'+

ARO,SBufLast+1

00
RFNS_L3

AR6.SampleBuf

BUFCnt

I
BUFCnt

BUFLen

RFNS_L4

BUFCnt

I
BUFCnt

I
BUFOVI

AR5

4
00
FatalErr
AR5. SampleBuf

FatalErr
ACQ....LI

Save value in ScUllpleBUF and incr. AR6

Has the end of the buffer been reached

If so load with beginning

If zero then buffer overflow!

Set overfl ow bi t

Oldest sample is lost! (should not occurl)

Has the end of the buffer been reached

If so load with beginning

Go back

i·*···**···*········*·······*·········*··*·*····*··
Clear ADC flipflop to avoid interrupt

Has to be executed fro~ internal memory
because AOC does not release databus fast enougho

ClrADC IN Temp. PAl Clear ADC D-FF

NOP

IN Temp,PA2 Clear ADC D-FF
NOP

RET
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ClrFIFO

PrgLenBlkO

RPTK

IN
RET

• label
.set

16
Temp, PM

Clear FIFO

PrgEndBlkO Program end to be executed froln internal memory
PrgEndBlkO - PrgBgBlkO - 1
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Appendix B, hardware design
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Appendix C, PCB layout and component list
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Component id. Type Description

U5, U6 27C256 32Kx8 UV erasable PROM

U22 TMS32OC25 Digital signal processor

U28 7432 Quad 2-input OR

UIO, U32 7474 Dual D-type FF

U7 74FOO Quad 2-input NAND

U14 74HC14 Hex inverters

Ul8 74F08 Quad 2-input AND

U4 74Fl14 Dual J-K negative edge FF

U3, U15 74Fl38 3 to 8 line decoder

U11,U20, U21, U27, U29 74F245 Octal bus transceiver

U12 74LS374 Octal D-type FF

U13 74F85 4-bit comparator

U24 AD779 14-bit sampling ADC

U25 AD7840 14-bit DAC

J1,12, J3, 14,15, 16,17 BNC BNC connector

Din conn 64 2/3 of 96 pin connector

S2 Dip-sw, 8 pos 8 position dip switch

JP1 1umper Jumper

RP1 RPAK 1K5 Ohm, 9 pin sip

X2 XTAL 20 MHz

U19 XTAL 20 MHz oscillator block

U23 74F225 FIFO

U1, U2 7C199 25 ns static RAM

Sl Switch Make switch

R1,R18 lOOK Resistor

R5, R6 10K Resistor

R4, R9, RIO, R11, R12, R13, Rl4 1K Resistor

R15, R16,R17 1K Resistor

R7, R8 3.3K Resistor

P2,P3,P4,P4 100 Variable resistor

C1,C61 470n Capacitor

C9, C10 47n Capacitor

C5,C6 lOp Capacitor

C25,C26,C27,C33,C34,C35,C36 IOn Capacitor

C37, C53, C54, C57,C58,C62,C63 IOn Capacitor

C28, C29, C30, C31, C32, C38, C39 15~ Tantalum capacitor

C40, C55, C56, C59, COO, 15~ Tantalum capacitor
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Appendix D, data sheets

r-II ANALOG 14-Bit 100 KSPS
IA DEVICES Complete Sampling ADC
[ AD7_79_1

FEATURES
AC and DC Characterized and Specified
100k Conveniona per Second
1 MHz Full Power Bandwidth
500 kHz Full Unear Bandwidth
80 dB S/N+D (K Grlldel
Twos Complement Data Format (Bipolar Model
Stnlight Binary Dati Format (Unipolar Model
10 MO Input Impedance
'6-Bit BUI Interface (See AD679 for lI-Bit InterfaceI
On·Board Reference and Clock
'0 V Unipolar or Bipolar Input Range

AD779 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

II

PRODUCT DESCRIPllON PRODUCT IDGHLlGIITS
The AD7i9 is a complete, muJtipUfllOSe 14-bit monolithic I. COMPLETE INTEGRATION: The ADn9 minjmizes
malog-lo-digital converter, consisting of a sample-hold amplifier external component requin:mena by combining a hiih speed
SHAl, a microprocessor compatible bus interface, a voltage sample-hold amplifier (SMA), ADC. 5 V reference, clock and

reierence and clock genention circuitry. digital interf-ell1 uingle chip. This provides a fully speci-

The ADm is similar to the ADln9 in thaI it is specified for ac ~eQosamPinl AID fuDEtion unattainable with disaete
,,\ th.ilO.S-' ~ • -,or "dynamic": paramelCl'S such as SIN+D ~tio, 11ID andr~ ,.., ,- ~

L\lD which are imporwll in signal processin~liclltioaa,. m." "j a SPECIFICATIONS: The ADn9 is specified for both de and
~dition, !he ,\On9 is fully s~fcraa~eurs ~c:Il ac.p_~specifiations (such as INL, pin and off
Me importanl in measurement ap~adS'~·\ :..... -- .. '\ ~ 'sci,) Ire~~ ilt't'onuol and ~urement appliations.

The I.- data bits are accessed by a 16-bit busin.~~~, \ ·t<;s~a~ons (such ~ SIN+!? ~t10, 1lID and IMD) are
opmtion. Dall formal is str.ligllt binary'~modll&lid' of valu\ID signal protesslDl appliatloos.
lWOS complemenl binary for bipolar mode. The iJIIIIlliB"I full- , 31"I«5E OIl USE: The pinout is desipled for easy board lay
saJe range of 10 V with a full power bandwidth of I MHINIIl. . '. OIit, ..a~diIe single cycle read outpUt provides compatibility
I full linear bandwidth of 500 kHz. Higll input impedan~ 1 ~ with 16-bit buses. Factory trimmiDI diminates the need for
10 MOl allows direct connection to unbuffered sources widIbI1i' alibration modes or mcmal trimminc to achieve rated

\IIIW degndation. performance.

This product is fabricated on Analog Devices' BiMOS process, 4. RELIABILITY: The AD779 utilizes Analog Devices'
.:ombining low power CMOSI. with higll precision,low monolithic BiMOS technology. This ensures 10111 term
IlOISC bipolar circuits; !aser-aimmed thin-film resistors provide reliability compared to muJtichip and hybrid designs.
hich accuracy. The converter utilizes a recursive subranainl
Ilcorithm ~hich includes error correction and flash convener
.:vtuitry 10 achieve higll speed and resolution.

The ADn9 operates from +5 V and ~12 V supplies aDd dissi·
;Illes 720 mW. A 28-pin plastic DIP and I 0.6" wiele ceramic:
DIP are available. Cootact factory for surface-mount package
OPOons.

Screening to .\UL·STD-883C Class B is avaiJable.

':'!lis ,nformation applies to a product under developmem. Its characteristics and specifications are lubject to change without notice.
"'nllog Devices assumes no obligation regarding future manufacture uniesl otherwise agreed to in writing.

ANALOG-TO·OIGITAL CONVERTERS 3-135
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SPECIFICATIONS

AC SPECIFICATIONS
IT. til T_ Va: =+12 V ~5~. Va =-12 V =:5%. V. =+5 V =:10%. fu.u; =100 IlSPS,
f,~ =10.009 kHz unless othennse noted)1

AD779JIS AD779Ktr
Parameter Mia TJP Mas Mia Typ M.a Uaial

SIGNAL·TO·NOISE AND DISTORTION (SIN+D) RATIO
-0.5 dB [nput (Rdem:d to -0 dB [nput) 78 79 10 II dB
- 20 dB [npur (Rderml 10 -20 dB [nput) 51 59 60 61 dB
-60 dB Input (Rderml to -60 dB [nput) 18 19 20 21 dB

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (1l{D)
@ -ZS'C -90 -84 -90 -84 dB

0.003 0.006 0.003 0.006 'It
T_IOT_ -88 -0 -88 -0 dB

0.004 0.008 0.004 0.008 'It

PEAK SPURIOUS OR PEAK HARMONIC COMPONENT -90 -84 -90 -84 dB

FULL POWER BANDWIDTIl I I MHz
FULL LINEAR BANDWIDTIl 500 :.~ 500 kHz
INTERMODULATION DISTORTION (!MDt

: ....
2Dd Order Produca -~ '.-84 -90 -84 dB
3rd Order Produca ~ -90 -84-. -90 -84 dB;

SOTES .... .' ....... ""'.
'f,,, amplitude. -0.5 dB (9.44 V POP) bipol;·....full .,..mil: odlerwise alicamd. AIIl11<:U111'111le mcmd III • -0 dB (9.997 V pop)
input .ipol W1lea od><rwue 1IOIed. ". _ '. •.....

'fA • 9.08 kHz. f•• 9.58 kHz, wid! f.......... 100 KS~a..rorSpKDlCMiaaI sectiaL
SpeciflC8llOllS subject '" cIwlac widlouIlIIICicc. ....,....~. .. ..., ",,- .. .

.-'P'I.

DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONS (All device types r_tD T~ Ycc ,;. +12 V ~5%. Va = -12 V ~5%. V. =+5 V :10%1'

Puamerer Test CoDClitiou Mia Mas Uaits

LOGIC INPUTS
VIH High Level [nput Voltage 2.4 V
VIL Low Level Input Volage 0.8 V
IIH High Level Input Current VIN - 5 V 10 IIA
IlL Low Lcvd Input Current VIN - 0 V 10 IIA
CII"

[nput CapaciWl~ 10 pF
LOGIC OUTI'UTS
VOH High Lcvd OutpUt Voltage IoH - 0.1 InA 4.0 V

IoH - 0.5 InA 2.4 V
VOL Low Lcvd OutpUt Volage IoL - 1.6 InA 0.4 V
Ioz High Z Leakaae Current VIN ·00r5V 10 IIA
Co. High Z Output CapaQWI~ 10 pF

NOTES
SpeciflClllioal oIIowa ill boW... me IeIUd 011 all ci<¥ica "' fJllll dcctriaI ten wid! __ supply woIapa "' I7'C, +25"C IIld +7O'C. RaW.. &tim
Ibaoe ..... me IIIed 10 cala&i1cc oullOial qUllity 1ncII. All mill IIld _ 1pCICificaa- me lIOed. IIdlouP oaIy Ibaoe ....... ill bolde- me taood.

Specilialllllll IUbiecl '" dwIp widlou. 1IIICicc.

This information applies to a prOduct under development. Its characteristics and specifications are subjact to change without notice
Analog Oevic:es assumes no obligation regarding future manufae:ture unless otherwise agreed to in writing.
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DC SPECIFICATIONS
(1'. to T_. Vee =+12 V:5%, Va = -12 V:~%, VII =+5 V:Int
unless otbllrwise indicatlld)

AD779

- ADm) AD7791t
,..meIer Mia TJP Mas Mia TJP Mas Vaits

;i\U'ERATIJRE RANGE 0 +70 0 "'70 'C

ACCURACY
JtcsolulioD 14 14 Bits
l.ategra! LiDeuit)' Enor

(ii· "'25'C ~1 =1 LSB
T_toT_ ~2 =2 LSB

Differential LiDeuicy 14 14 Biu
I:nipolar Zeto Error (@ + 25'C) :8 =4 LSB
Bipolar Zeto Error @ ... 25'C) :8 =4 LSB
Gain Errorl,l (@ ·25'C) :16 =8 LSB
Tcmpenture Drift (Coefficients)

I:nipolar Zero) :8 (10) :6 (8) LSB(ppmI'C)
Bipolar Zero) :8 (10) =6(8) LSB (pptUfC)
Gain) :36 (SO) ~

. =24 (33) LSB(ppmI'C)
1

Gain' :8 (10) , ..... ". =6 (8) LSB (pptUfC)

,\NALOG INPtrr 1 '., ~ ",
.!!.

Input Ranges ~ ,
1+10 .... 0"\Unipolar Mode

~"""
0,"

~ -10 V.., ~

Bipolar Mode
....,

;:IO••S~- +~ -""" ",. -5 V....-
IDput Resistancc ."'" ..,10\ • '. v 10 MIl\
Input UpaCWlCC ..;.-. 10 '••... ;: 10 pF
IDput Settling Time "r' -.,,>

V 1 oM-.- 1l. 1 jJ.S

Apel'lW'e Delay !
,~ ... :".~ 20 as

ISae'\ :s '
,

,\pel'lW'e Jitter 150 PI

r.rrERNAL VOLTAGE REFERENCE .-
Output Voleage' 4.95 5.OS 4.98 5.01 V
Extcmal Load

Unipolar Mode +1.5 +1.5 mA
Bipolar Mode +0.5 +0.5 mA

POWER SUPPLIES IT...... 10 T.....)
Power Supply Rejection

Va:. os "'12 V :5%· :4 =4 LSB
VEE os -12 V:5% :4 =4 LSB
VDO = +5 V:IO% :4 =4 LSB

OpentiDg Cum:nt
Icc 18 10 18 10 mA
lEE 25 31 25 32 mA
IDo 8 12 8 U mA

Power CoosumptioD S60 720 560 no mW

SOTE
~.\diusublc 10 zero. See F'apra , aad 6.
'!Dcludcs iIlu:rllal ""'mae rcf_ mar.
'1Del_ iIltoniai ""'mae rcf_ drilL
'&<1_ iAlcnl&1 ""'mae rcf_ drilL
'Titb lIlbimlllD o:mmaI 10Id Ipplied.
·u V bc.drooaI is nquind '*- Va: aad AIN.
Speaf.............. ill baIdfKe 1ft tared oa III cIcYica It filial cIectri<:aI !at witll __ ClIO supply W'Oltqe It ere. ..25'C UId .7O'C. Raub &am dIaIe
.... an: IISOd 10 <::IIclJIuI! outlOiDl qualily 1cftII. All miD aad _ sperifjcaQonlIft .-reed, IItbou111 oaIy dIaIe ...... ill baidlaIlo 1ft....

Spea(lCaIioaIsubica 10 c:baqe witboutllOCice.

Thil informalion applies 10 a product under developmenl. Its characteristics and specifications are subject 10 change withoul notice.
Analog Devices assumes no obligation regarding fulure manufacture unless olherwise agreed 10 in writing.
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DC SPECIFICATIONS
(T1IIiII to T_ Vee =+12 V:d%. Va =-12 V:d%. V. =+5 V:111%
unless otherwise indic:atldl

AD779S AD779T
Puamcter Mia Tnt Mu Mia Tnt Mu u.
TEMPERA111RE RANGE -55 +125 -55 +125 'C

ACCURACY
Raolution 14 14 Bits
Intqnl~tY EmIr @ +25'C :2 :1 LSB

T_toT_ 1'8D 1'8D LSB
Diffemltial LinearitY

(@ +25"0 14 14 Bits
T.... to T_ 13 14 Bits

Unipolar Zero Emlrl (@ +25'C) :8 :4 LSB
Bipolar Zero Emsrl (@ +25"0 :B :4 LSB
GaiA Errorl • Z (@ +25"0 :16 ~8 LSB
Tcmpcmurc Drift (Coefficiellcs) .,

Unipolar ZeroJ :: 16 (10) .".16(10) LSB(ppmI'C)
Bipolar ZeroJ ::16 (10) ~ ~R(10) LSB (ppmI'C)
GaiAJ ::82 (50), .~1 ~. ·lI't(SO) LSB (ppmI'C)
GaiA' , ::sL6 (11) '. • :: 16 (10) LSB (ppmI'C)

ANALOG INPUT n,~\-.\\11~ . ~ ~ '\..-Input Ranges .-. "'. ~Unipolar Mode """. ~ .... f\~ \V' +10 V
Bipolar Mode .. -5 ..... rf:; l . • -5 +5 V

Input Resistancc ~~
'" 10

Mn
InPUt CapacitaDCC ..~ . f-\ ~10 pF
Input Settling Time \ ~ ~

l 5
. 1 .....

ApcrtUJ'C Delay 5 2~ j 20 lIS

ApcrtUJ'C Jitter 150 150 II'

INTERNAL VOLTAGE REFERENCE
Output VolageS 4.95 5.05 4.98 5.01 V
ExtcmaI Load

Unipolar Mode +1.5 +1.5 IDA
Bipolar Mode +0.5 +0.5 IDA

POWER SUPPUES (T__ to T-J
Power Supply Rejection

Va:; = +12 V::5%" ::4 ::4 LSB
VEE '" -12 V :5% =4 :4 LSB
Voo = +5 V::IO% ::4 ::4 LSB

OpcmingCurmlt
lex:; 18 20 18 20 IDA
lEE 25 32 25 32 IDA
100 8 12 8 U IDA

Power Consumption 560 720 560 720 mW

NOTE
'Adiustable CD zero. Sec F;,ura 5 IUId 6.
'lDdudcl iIIunaa1 >OItqc refCftIII:C em>r.
'lDduda ill....... >01. rcf..- cIri!t.
·Ezdudcl iIIunaa1 YDI. ref_ drift.
'With masimwa Cltenlll Iood appliocl.
'1.4 V bacIroom is ftCIuired bcnoaeD Vcc IUId AIN.
SpeaficaDoas abDwII ill lIoIdf8ca 1ft IatIld oa all dnica at fiDal dcctricaI _ widl ..... CIIIC IIIPPIY ........ 1& -55-c, +2S"C 1UId+1~ Rau1a r.- m
taa an: aua:d to c:aIaaIal. o"lII>iDI qualiry 1neIJ. AlII11i1lIU1d IIII6Z &peei6caliollO 1ft~. a11boq1s 0lIIy m- ......... iIIllol11Dct 1ft .-L
Spoci~."biect to cbmp: wilhoulllOCice.

This information applies to a product under development. Its ch8rlleteriltics and specifications are subject to ch8nge without notice.
Analog Devices assumes no obligation regarding future manufacture unless otherwise agreed to in writing.
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Timing - AD779

Panme'lef S)'lDbot Mill Mu Uaits
CollvenioD Rate l rca 10 jl.S

CoIlYUt PuIsc Width fcp ISO as
Aperture DcIay tAD S 20 as
CollvenioD Time Ie 8.5 jl.S

StalUS Delay tSD 0 400 as
AcccssTuncl tllA 100 as
FtoatDelaY! tpo 10 80 as
Update Delay tUD 200 as
OE Delay foil 20 as
Read PuIsc Width tl'P ISO as
Collvtnioll Delay leo 400 as •

100 ~
'0 ~
100 ~
10 ~

IV
IV
ov
ov

TEST

Figure 3. EOC Timing

ACCESS TIME HIGH Z TO LOGIC LDW
R.OAT TIME LOGIC HIGH TO HIGH Z
ACCESS T1M£ HIOH Z TO LOGIC HIGH
Roon TIME LOGIC LOW TO HIGH Z

.....~... ,.-a
---""'\

...

iii'

SOTES
'IDelucla Acqllis.iliocl '1IIlO. _ __ .
'.\{ouwed from !be UIIiDa cdac of OElEQCEN (0.' V) to !be u- It wbicb !be dam liDaIEOC aaoitZ.O' Vor 0.' V.
SeeFicurc 4;Cou,..IOOpF. --- . --.

',\{CIIW'cd from !be risiDI cdIC of OElEOCEN (Z.O V) to !be u- It wIJi<:bIbe~ ......~by0.5 V.
See Ficurc 4; Cou,. • 10 pF. .l. -. • .• • '.

Specifiati_ IUb;ca 10 cbaDac Without llOtice. ~ "

..~.••~ t,

~I--t-...-~- ...-._.__~-_....__-;':;~=:=~:::F-

....:*

TllACIl 1__"_0Ul TlIACIl -:"_._,·I--HOI.D--

.~. ~Y-~-:;1 'I Ir
'J!--.~/I '- I I

CONnHTOf' ---'I ....;.~.......-t;--~-----
1I=~ DA_T_A_O -JX"'__':"DA_T_A_' _

I

Figure 4. Load Circuit for Bus Timing Specifications

NOTtS
'i6CiN • LOW.
'DATA SHOULD NOT IE ENAILIll_ A CONVEIISION.

Figure ,. Conversion Timing

Ci --1",--:-~1__
~~~

.. 1-~1 t j
01'1-0lIO ( DATA ):....---

0""'_-.....-< v..

Figure 2. Output Timing

This information applies to a product under development. Its cheracteristics and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Analog Devices assumes no obligation regarding future manufacture unless otherwise agreed to in writing.
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.
14-lrr MODE CODING FORMAT (l LSI -UIIDV)

POWER·UP
A conversion scqucnc:c, consistior of one SC instruction, is
requited after~-up to reset intenIIJ Josie.

END-OFooCONVERT
End-of-Conven (EOC) is a three-stlte output wbich is enabled
by End-of-Conven ENable EOCEN.

Ullipolar Codiq Bipolar Codiq
(Strai&fatB~ ,~ (1'- ColDplemeat)

¥1Ht ... OlIqIat Cbde VIN OatpatCode

0 -~ ••• O -5.00000 V 100 ••• 0... ~...
s:oooOo V !OO.:.•• O -0.00061 V 1I1 ••• 1
9~ ~l: ~-.J 0 000 ... 0
\ \ ...2.50000 V 010 .•• 0
.~ \ --" +4.99939 V 011 .•. I

OUTPUT ENABLE OPERATION
The data bits (DB I3-DBO) are thtee-state outputs that are
enabled by Chip Select (CZ) and Output Enable (lm). CZ
should be LOW foE before l>E is brought LOW. lm mllR be
togIed to update the output rqister. The output is RId ill •
siqIe cycle as • 14-bit word.

In unipolar mode (BIPOFF tied to AGND), the output c:odiDc
is straight biDuy. In bipolar mode (BIPOFF tied to REFOUI'),
output c:odiog is twoS-<:OtIIplemcot biDuy.

CONVERSION CONTROL
Before a conversion is started, End-oC-Convcrt (EOC) is HIGH
and the sample-hold is in trICk mode. A convenion is started by
bringing SC LOW, reprd1ess oC the state of CZ.
Mu:r a convcnion is started, the sample-hold goes into hold
mode and EOC goes LOW, sigoif'yios that a convenion is in
progress. During the convenion, the sample-hold will go back
into trICk mode and start acquiring the nm sample.

In trICk mode, the sample-hold will setde to ~0.003" (14 bits)
in 1.5 f.LS muimum. The acquisition time docs not aft'ect the
throughput rate as the AD779 goes back into trICk mode more
thaD 2 f.LS before the next c:oovcnion. In multic:han.od systems,
the input chanDd can be switehed as soon as EOC goes LOW if
the muimum throughput rate is needed.

Whco the conVU1ion is finished, EOC goes HIGH and the
result is loaded into the ourput rqister after a period of time
tl.'D' Bringing OE LOW maItes the outpUt rqister contents
available on the output data bits (DBI3-DBO). A period of time
teD is required aiu:r DE is brought HIGH before the nm SC
instrUction is issued. This is to allow intemal logic states to
reset and to guarantee minimum apertUre iiner for the Dezt

conversion.

U SC is hdd LOW, convenioDS will occur continuously. EOC 'l'
will go HIGH for approltimatdy l.S f.LS between con~io... '\. .: \. '1'

...... \ ..' I •~~ ~ ~~ os..-' •

--",~ ,,,'..- ....... 'r~ \
-('..... '-.i ~. -r

CONVERSION TRUnI ~AB:: r"'. ~ \, , -.
INPUI'S OUTPUTS

Mode SC EOCEN CS OE EOC DBU .•. DBO Statu

Stan CoDvenioD I X X X No Convenioa
l. X X X Stan CoDvenioD
0 X X X CoDtiDUOUI Convenion

CoDversioD Status X 0 X X 0 Convening
X 0 X X 1 NotCoDvening
X I X X High Z Ether

Dati Access X X X 1 HighZ Thtee-Stlte
X X I X HighZ Thtee-State
X X 0 0 MSB ... LSB Data Out

NOTES
lJ • LasiaJ OR.
I • HIGH cqc 1cwI.
o • LOW II8" Ievd.
X • Doa'l CIft.

l. ffiGH 10 LOW trlDSicioa. MUll 'laY LOW for I - lc:P-

This information applies to a product under develoPment. Its characteristics and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Analog Devices assumes no obligation regarding future manufacture unless otherwise agreed to in writing.
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AD779 PIN DESClUPTION

SJ1llbol PiD Noo Type

AGND 7 P

•.uN 6 Al

BIPOFF 10 Al

Name lIDCI FlIIICtioa

AD779

cs
DGND

DBIl-OBO

EOC

12

14

28-15

2

DI

P

DO

DO •
Type: AI • ADaIoIlDpIlL ~ ',.. \ J \ ' •

AO • ADaIoI Oulpllt. \'........ ~ ~
DI • DipEliIDpIlt (TTL IDd ~ v c.\lQS c:oIi1iittiblel. il.' 0__ \

DO • OiIiEII Ou~ (TTL IIIld ~ V CMOS compotib~DO ~ areUratttate iIriftn.
p. Power. V -'\ .

AD779 ORDERING GUlDE1

Plaatic DIP Ceramic DIP Ceramic DIP
(No28A~ (D-28A~ (D-28A~ Iatepal
o to +7O"C o to+7O"C -55"<: to +US"<: NoDliDcarity SIN+I)I

ADmIN ADmID AD779SD :2LSB 79 dB
AD779KN AD779KD AD779TD :1 LSB 81 dB

NOTES
'For two cydc tmd (1+6 biD) iDtaface to '-bit buIa..... AD679.
'See S<ctiaD 14 (or PKbce OlItliDe iDt"ormatiocL
~ypicaI.t 10 kHz. -o.~ dB iDpIlt.

This information applies to a product under development. Its characteristics and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Analog Devices assumes no obligation regarding future manufacture unless otherwise agreed to in writing.
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PIN CONFIGUUnON

• 08'3

lOC D812

i5i 0811

0810

Va 081

AIN 081

AGND ADm 087
TO' VIEW

(No, to Scale' 081

085

BlI'OR' D8-4

VOl: D83

cs DIZ

'iCSWi. 081...
DGND DIO

"

ABSOLUI'E MAXIMUM RATINGS·
With
Raped

Spec:ifieatioo To Mill Mu Voiu

Vrx. AGND -0.3 +18 V
VEE AGND -18 +0.3 V
Va:. Vo -0.3 +26•• V
VDD DGND 0 +7 V
AGND DGND -1 +1 V
AIN'. REFDl AGND -12 +12 V
REFDl Va 0 Va:. V
IlEFDl Vrx. Va 0 V
Dicira1lnpub DGND -0.5 +7 V
Digital. Outputs DGND -0.5 VDD +0.3 V
.\lax ]unaioa

TemperaNre 175 -c
Operating TemperaNre

] and K Grades 0 +70 -c
Sand T Grades -55 +125 -c

Sto~ TemperaNre -65 +150 -c
Lead TemperaNre

!to see mu) +300 -c

;=:-=:IOIi~c:: ~~U.Ie.=::: ~~=:..." , ~,'
opcntioa of !be dnlCI: II tbac or IDY CKber c:oaditioas .~ t-.e iidi-',', 1
Cited ill !be opcnlioll&l ICI:tioIII of tbis specificalioD ;- iIIIpIicd.~ \ 1
...... to .baolUlC mazimum ntilll COllditioas (OI'-.w.,....;ads IIl&J a&cr' -.

~ rdiabili ~"- -"" --t)'. .,; _. .....~' .
. ' _.i \'.~ -....,.,.. ~ .....", ..-'. " ."-•.•.__ ,,4"JI'

ESD SENSITIVITY ! 4 t
The ADn9 featureS inPUt protection c:irCuiay consi~oCC~ "diRnbuted" diodes and
polysilicon series resistors to dissipate both high enerJY c1iIcIIa'pS (Ffuman Body .\\odd) and fast,
low CIlerJY pulses (Charged Devitc Model). Per Method 3015.2 of MIL·STD-883C. the ADn9
has been classified IS a CategOry A device.

Proper ESD prccaUtiOIlS are strongly m;ommended to avoid functional damage or performance
degndation. Charles as high IS 4000 volts readily ac:cumulate on the human body and test equip-
ment and disc:harge without detection. Unused devices must be stored in condw:ti~ foam or
shunts, and the foam should be discharged to the destination socltet before devices are removed.
For further information on ESD preautiollS. refer to Analog Devices' ESD Prrwnzion MII1DUII.

Definition of Specifications
NYQUIST FREQUENCY
An implication of the Nyquist samplin& theorem. the "Nyquist
Frequency" of a converter is that input frequency which is one
half the samplin& frequency of the converter.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE AND DISTORTION (SIN+D) RAnO
SIN+D is the ratio of the rma value of the measured inpUt sig.
nal to the nIlS sum of all other specual components below the
Nyquist frequency. including harmonics but aduding dc.

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (THD)
1HD is the ratio of the nIlS sum of the tint six harmoDic: com
ponCllts to the nIlS value of a full-scale input signal and is
apressed IS a percentile or in decibels. For input sipW.s or
harmoDic:s that are above the Nyquist frequency, the aliued
componCllt is used.

PEAK SPURIOUS OR PEAK HARMONIC COMPONENT
'The peak spurious or peak harmoaic compollCllt is the larp:st
spectral compollCllt aduding the input signal and dc. 1bis
vwJue is apressed in decibels relati~ to the nIlS value of a full
scale input signal.

This information applies to a product under development. Its characteristics and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Analog Devices assumes no obligation regarding future manufacture unless othetwise agreed to in Writing.
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Definition of Specifications - AD779

•

INTEGRAL I.JNEARrrY ERROR (INL)
The ideal traDJCer fimttioD Cor a IiDear ACe is a IU'&iaht !iDe
drawn betwceD "zero" aDd "full scaJe." The point uacd as
"zero" OCXUI'I 112 LSS before the fint todc trutsitioa. "Full
scaJe" is ddiDcd as a lcvd I 112 LSS beyond the lase todc trail

sitiOD. IntqralliDearity crtor is the wont c:asc dniatioa of a
code from the IU'&ilht line. The dc'riatiOD oC each todc is
measured from the middle oC that todc•

Note that the IiDearity error is DOt \IJCI' adjUl~ble.

POWER SUPPLY REJECTION
VariaOODS in power supply will aHca the Cull scaJe alibratiOD.
nw. will result in a IiDear cbanp in all lower order codes. The
specifications show the muimum cbanp in the full scaJe traDSi
lioD point due to a cbanp in power supply V'Oltqe from the
IIOIDiDaI value.

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION (IMD)
Wilb inputs c:onsistinl oC sine waves at twO Crequcacies, fa
aDd Ib, any device with DODliDearitics will create distortiOD
prodUClS' of order (m + D), at sum and diffcrcDCe CRqueDCies
of mea ~ Dfb, where m, D - 0, I, 2, 3 .•• Intermodulaticm
lerms are lbose Cor which m or Dis DOt equal to zero. For eum·
pic, the second order tenDS are (Ca + Ib) aDd (Ca - Ib) aDd the
third order tenDS are (2 fa + Ib), (2 Ca - Ib), (Ca + 2 Ib) aDd
.fa - 2 Ib). The IMD products are ezprcssccl as the decibel
ratio of the nos sum oC the measured input sigDals to the nos
sum of the distortioD terms. The twO signals applied to the COD

.cner are 01 equal amplitude and the peak value oC their lum is
-O.S dB from full scaJe (9.44 V pop). The IMD products are
normalized to a 0 dB input Iipal.

BANDW1D11I
The full-power bandwidth is that input CRqucocy at which the
amplitude oC~e recoDStructed CuDdamcotal is reduced by 3 dB TEMPERA~EFFICIENT

for a full-scale lDput. This~~~ in the parameter Crom the initial

The full-liDear bandwidth is the input Crequcocy at;:.'i:\\~(~~ die value at T_ or T_.
slew rolle limit oC the sample-hold·amplifier (SHA) . \." j .

....1 this point, lbe amplitude oC the recoDSt:IjiI'Ietlfun~ '. . UNiPOLAIl Z!lRO ERROR
has degraded by less than -O~I..-~~_~' ciis- In lDIfiIlllaa~~ rust trutsitiOD should occur at alcvd
IOniOD oC lbe sampled input mr~:=dY.'-\~'1.SB,a~c1oaroI~. Unipolar~~ is the dnia-
The ADm has bceD designed' optimize~ IIfll' i ~~ OPuie ac.nw ~110D from that potD~. This error.caD ~
a1Iowinl il 10 UDdenample inputsi~~~ . adl~~as discussed lD the Input CotlDCCUODS aDd Calibral10D
candy above lbe C:ODVerter's NyquistC~ i!lr'input ~'.-etti\ca.
w is suitably band-limited, the spccual t\,Dtcot oC meot I
signal caD be recovered. BIPOLAR ZERO ERROR

J In the bipolar mode, the major any lJ'aDSitiOD (11 llli llli
APERTURE DELAY lllito 00 0000 0000 0000) should occur at an &DaioI value 112
Apenure dday is a measure oC the SHA's perCOrtDSDCC aDd is LSS bcIow~~ ground. Sipo~ zero ~r is the dc'ria~OD oC
lIIt2$urcd Crom lbe CalliDg edae oCS~ CoDvert (SC> to wbeD the~ tra;zwI1OD from that ~t. This ~r~ be ad,~ted
lbe input signal is hdd Cor C:ODftniOD. as discussed lD the Input CotlDCCUODS aDd CalibraDOD SCCtIOD.

APERTURE jITI'Ell
Apenure jitter is the variatioD in apenurc dday for successive
samples aDd is manifested as DOisc OD the input to the NO.

INPUT SETIUNG TIME
ScttliDa time is a functiOD oC the SHA's ability to track Cut
slewing signals. This is specified as the muimum time Rquired
in traek mode alter a full·scaJe step input to guuurcc rated
conversioD accuracy.

GAIN ERROR
The last trutsition should occur at aD &D&loc value I 1/2 LSS
below the DOminal full scaJe (9.9991 volts Cor a ~IO V fIDIC,
4.9991 volts Cor a ~~ V fIDIC). The pin error is the dc'riatiOD
of the aaua1 level at the last trutsitiOD from the idca11cve1 with
the zero crtor trimmed out. This crtor CUI be adjusted u shown
in the Input CoDDCCliODS aDd CalibratioD scctiOD.

DIFFERENnAL LINEAlUTY (DNL)
In an idea! ACe, code trutsitiODS are I LSS apan:. Di1rcreDtial
liDearity is the dc'riatioD from this ideal value. It is oCteD lpeci
fied in tenDS oC reso1utiOD Cor which DO misIiDa codes (NMC)
~guuutecd.

This SpecificatiOD is 14 bits Cor the AD779I, K aDd T Jr&da,
which guuutces that all 16,384 codes are preseIlt. The AD779S
cnde specifies 13 bits NMC, which meaDS that missiDa codes
do DOt occur adjaceDt to each other.

Thil information applies to a product under development. Its characterilties and lpecifications Ire subject to chlnge without notice.
Analog Devicel assumes no obligatio!:' regarding future manufacture unlell otherwise agreed to in writing.
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Figure 6. Unipolar Input Connections with Gain and
Offset Trims

BOARD LAYOlTI'
Designing with hi&h resolution data CODveners requires c:arduI
attentioo to board layout. Trace impedana: is the fint issue. A
1.22 IDA e:urrent through a O.S n traa will develop a voItqe
drop of 0.6 mV, which is I LSB at the 14-bit 1eveI for a 10 V
full scale span. In additioD to ground drops, iDd~ and
capacitive coup1iDg need to be considered, espec:ia11y when hiP
accuracy ana10g signals share the same board with diaitallil·
na1s. FinaUy, powa' supplies need to be decoupled ill order to

ftllet out ac: noise.

REFERENCE OECOUPLING
It is recommended that a 10 ...F tantalum capacitor be
conneaed betwecD REF(N (Pin 9) and ground. This has the
effect of improvina the SIN+D ratio through fillering possible
broad·band noise contributions from the voltqe referena:.

....:ta......V'.... :

AD17I
G.....

..DJuSt

al V NUT

INPlTI' CONNECTIONS AND CALIBRATION
The hi&h (10 MO) input impedance of the A0779 eases the
wk of interfaci.ns to high source impedances or multip1acr
channel·to<lwmei mismatches of up to 300 n. The 10 V pop
full scale inPUt range accepts the majoritY of sigoal voltages
without the Deed for voltage divider DetWOrks which could
deceriol1llle the accuracy of the ADC.

The AD779 is factory trimmed to minimize offset, pin and liD·
earitY errors. In unipolar mode, the ooIy aterDa1 component
that is required is a SO n = 1% raistor. Two resistors are
required ill bipolar mode. If offset and pin are DOt critical,
even these components can be elimiDated.

111 some applications, offset and pin errors Deed to be more
prccisdy trimmed. The foUowiDg sections describe the comet
procedure for these various situations.

Application Information

UNIPOLAR RANGE INPtrrS
BIPOLAR RANGE INPtrrS Offset and pin errors an be trimmed out by using the conficu-
The connections for the bipolar mode are shown ill Figure S. In I1IItion shown ill Figure 6•. 'Ibis circuit aLlows approximately
this mode, data output coding will be twos complement binary. =2S mV of o"seMriDi raiIF (=40 LSB) and =O.S% of pin
This tirc:uit will aLlow approximately = 2S mV of offset trim trim '!U1F (:::81 LSBr. ' :
raDJe (=40 LSB) and =O.S% of pin trim range (=80 LSB)., '4. l\ne~6fi~ ~ IIi LSB so that the analog~ that cor
Either or both of the trim potS can be replaced wittI'1lYn =-i,...· respoDds to each QOde will be centered ill the middle of that
fw:d resIstors if the A0779 aceuracy.1iaits''-~suffitiena.IllI' .i' code (ha1£RjIbe~ the Q'lIDSitions to the codes above and
applicaooD. If the pills are shoned loted!er,t't5i6.adIItliooaloffset , bdow it). ThUi the fiisr tiinsition (from 00 0000 0000 0000 to
and pin errors will be approximately 80 LSB. .-. ;~ 00 00!l0-C)()(JPOOOI) should nomiDa1.ly occur for an iIIput level of
To aim bipolar zero to its nominal value, awt'-ts~ ~s;. ~ +I.!Z·LSB (~S ~V a~ve ground for a 10 V range). ~o aim
below midrange (-0.30S mV for a :::S V range) anc1~t 1{1 UDI~ this no~ value, a~~y a ~.30S mV signa1 to
until the maior carry transitioD is located (1111111111 1111'111-' ItlN~~"lll until the first transloon IS located.
00 0000 0000 0000). To trim the pin, apply a signal I 1/2 LSB nt.pin trim is dooe by adjusting R2. If the nominal value is
below full scale (_4.9997 V for a =S V range) and adiust R2 tf/'" required, apply a signal I 1/2 LSB below full scale (9.9997 V for
give the last positive transitiOD (011111 11111110 to 01 1111 a 10 V range) and adjust R2 until the last transition is located
1111 1111). These trims are iIIteractive so seven! itel1lltions may (11 111111111110 to 11111111111111).
be necessary for CODvergence. If offset adjustment is DOt required, BIPOFF should be COD-
A siogle pass calibratioD can be dooe by substituting a bipolar Deaed direaly to AGNO. If pin adjustment is not required,
offset aim (error at miIIus full scale) for the bipolar zero trim R2 should be replaced with a fixed SO n ::: 1% metal ftlm rem-
(error at midscale), using the same circuit. Firsl, apply a signal lor. If REFotn' is COnnected directly to REFIN, the additional
1/2 LSB above miIIus full scale (-4.9997 V for a =S V~) pin error will be approximately 1%.
and adiust RI until the miIIus full scale traDSitioD is located
(100000 0000 0000 to 10000000 0001). Then perform the pin
error trim as outlined above.

Figure 5. Bipolar Input Connections with Gain and
Offset Trims

This inforrNtion applies to a product under development. Its c:heracteristics and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Analog Devices assumes no obligation regarding future manufacture unless otherwise agreed to in writing.
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Figure 8. AD779 to 80786 DMA Int"rftlctl

;'. Figure 7. AD779 to TMS32OC25Int"rftlctl
'-"~"
I

1I'lii1----~

~~:;::::;::l- ,

ADm TO TMS3%0C5
In Figure 7 the AD779 is mapped iDeo the TMS320C25 I/O
space. AD779 conversions are initiated by issuing an OUT
insuuctioA co Pon 1. EOC stanas and the c:oDYersioD mult are
read in with an IN insauetion co Port 1. A single wail suce is
insened by generating the processor READY inPUt from B".
Pon 1 and ~. This configuration supports processor dock
speeds of 20 MHz and is capable of supporting processor dock
speeds of 40 MHz if I NOP inslnlc:tion followa each AD779.
read insauetion. L. , -i~ ,...u.".we I

a ~ _ .. .t-...f.
i;; ( : •

~I====~
..1----001

"'"""
.\lIaIol and digital signals should noc share I common path.
Each signal should have an appropriace analog Ol" digital mum
rouled dose 10 il. Using this approach. signal loops enclose I
oIII&1l area. minimizing the inductive coupling of noise, Wide PC
~, large gauge wire, and ground planes are highly recom·
IIIL'IIded 10 provide low impedance signal paths. Separate analog
MId digital ground planes are also desirable. with I single inter
"llGDec:tion poinc 10 minimize ground loops. AIIalog sigDab
\IIOUld be routed u far u possible from digital sigDab and
>boUld aoss them al righc anaJes.

The ADm inCOrplnces several feacum 10 bdp the user's lay·
oNI••-\naIog pins (VEE' AIN. AGND, REFQUT. REFDI,
BIPOFF. Va:J are adjacenl 10 help isolate analog from digiCll
upals. In addition. the 10 Mn inpul impedance of AIN mini·
IDIZCS inpul tnee impedance erron. Finally, ground currents
have been minimized by careful circuil architee:nlR. Currenl
Ilu'aUgh AGNO is 200 .,.A. with DO code dependenl variation.
The currenc through DGNO is dominaled by the mum currenl
(or DBB-OBO and EOC.

SUPPLY DECOUPUNG ~-.. \
The AOn9 plwa' supplies should be well fJ.!lered, wdl'~",
laled, and fn:c from high frequency_~~ 5~lching pl_dup-

plies arc noc recommended due~dRir:ceDd=T'~erale ... '. LL,.'~~:'~~=:""s="===t,;.=E~iL=~l:::_~....... • ~ . D.fAIUS
spikes which an induce noise in-thc:snalog SYSlem;...~ .'..... " ""' t.
Decouplinl capacilon should ~ u~clotI 1a)'Olll pru"': '
IIlI.icy between all power supply pinsanlt.~. A ~
10 ...F llDtaium capaciCOl" in panillel wilh.. o:r"".,..F~, "\
""pacilor provides adequace dec:oupling. \ ) ~. i

.. . '... AD779 TO SOl86
.u effort.should be made co = the tnee length betWeen Figure 8 shows the ADm inlerfaced 10 the 80186 miaoproces-
Ihe capaalOl" l~ and ~ ~pea1veconvener power supply sor. This interface allows the 10186's buill.in DMA conuoller co
aDd common ptDS: The CU'CUIl. Iayouc.sho~ att~pI 10 locale tnnsfer the AD779 OUtpUI inlo a RAM based FIFO buffer of
lIIc AD779, assoaaled analog mpuc arcwuy and mlerCOlUIeC' any length with no miaoproc:essor incervention.
lions u far u possible from logic circuiuy. A solid analog ,
cround plane around the AOn9 will isolate large switching
cround currents. For chcse reasons, the use of wire wrap circuic
.:onsuuc:tion is noc recommended; careful prinled circuil con·
struction is preferred.

rNTEllFAClNG TIlE AD779 TO MICROPROCESSORS
The L'O capabilities of the AD779 allow direct interfacing CO
aenml purpose and OSP microprocessor buses, The asynchro
IIOUs convenion conuol feallU"e allows complele flaibilicy and
roacrol with minimal external hardware.

The following eumples illustrace typical AD779 inlerface
'''OD!iguntions.

GROUNDING
If a single ADm is used with separate analog and digital
cround planes. connect the analog ground plane co AGND and
Ihe digital ground plane co DGND keeping lead lellIths as shon
as possible. Then connect AGND and DGND logether al the
"On9. If lDultiple A0779s are used or die 1.0779 shares ana- ~ (.
101 supplies with other components. connect the analog and dig. ;
ital mums cogether once al the power supplies nther than II :'
each chip. This prevents large ground loops which inductively ~

.:ouple noise and allow digital currents co Qow through the ana·
101 SYSlem.

This informallon applies 10 a produce under developmenl. lIS charlCleristics and specifiClllions are subject 10 change withoul nOlice.
~nalog Devices assumes no obligalion regarding fUlure manufaceure unless olherwise agreed 10 in wriling.
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The ADm is asynchronous which allows coavcn.ioas to be ini
tiated by an aternal miller SO\II'tC independmt of the micro
processor doc:k. After each convusion, the A0779 EOC sicnal
geneRtes a OMA request to Owmd 1 (DRQ1). The subse
quent OMA READ resets the interrUpt latch. The sy$taD

designer must assign a sufficient priority to the OMA c:lwmel to
ensure that the OMA request will be serviced before the com·
pletion of the nat conversion. 1lIis configuration caD be used
with 6 MHz and 8 MHz 80186 processors.

AD779TO Z80
The ADm caD be interfaced to the zao processor in an 110 or
memory mapped configuration. Figure 9 illustrateS an 110 COD

figuration, where the AD779 oa:upies several. port addresses to
allow separate pllliDg of the EOC StaNS and rcadinc of the data.

A useful fcarure of the Z80 is that a aiDgle wait state is automat
ically inserted during 110 operations, allowing the ADm to be
used with Z80 processors having dock speeds up to 8 MHz.

.-'

Figure 9. AD779 to Z80 Interlace

AD779 TO ANALOG DEVICES ADSP·2100A
Figure 10 demoostrates the ADm intcrfllCcd to an ADSP
2100A. With a clock frequCIICY of 1.25 MHz, and instructiOIl
execution in one 80 os cycle, the digital sicnal processor will
support the ADn9 data memory intcrfKc with two wait stateS.

The COIIverter nms asychroDOUSly using a sampling clock. The
EOC output to the ADm &eta asserted at the end of each COD

version and causes an interUpt. Upon intemlpt, the ADSp·
2100A starts a data memory reid by providing an addras on the
OM!. bus. The decoded addras .-rateS DE for the COII~.
CE, together with logic and lard1cs, is used to fon:c the ADSP·
2100A into a two cyde wait state by geucratinl OMACK. The
reid opcntion is thus started and complcted within three pr0

cessor cycles (240 os).

-f----,

ADm

iIilIil-------O<j----.-;
--'I- ......:=~;.... __;D'I...

"'-_.....

Figure 10, AD779 to ADSP·2100A Interlace

...

This information applies to a product under development. Its characteristics and specifications are subject to change without notice,
Analog Devices assumes no obligation regarding future manufacture unless otherwise agreed to in writing.
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FEATURES
Complete 14-Bit Voltage Output DAC
Parallel and Serial Interface Capability
80dB Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Interfaces to High Speed DSP Processors

e.g., ADSP-2100, TMS32010, TMS32020
45ns min WR Pulse Width
low Power - 70mW typo
Operates from ±5V Supplies

2. Dynamic Specifications for DSP Users
In addition to traditional dc specifications, the AD7840 is
specified for ac parameters including signal-to-noise ratio and
hannonic distortion. These parameters along with important
timing parameters are tested on every device.

3. Fast, Versatile Microprocessor Interface
The AD7840 is capable of 14-bit parallel and serial interfac
ing. In the parallel mode, data setup times of 21ns and write
pulse widths of 45ns make the AD7840 compatible with
modem 16-bit microprocessors and digital signal processors.
In the serial mode, the part features a high data transfer rate
of6MHz.

DGND

R

V~S

R

D13/SDATA 00

CONTROL
LOGIC

AD7840

AGND6--4-----------'

REF OUT REF IN

lDAC
CS/SERIAL

WR/SYNc

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7840 is a fast, complete 14-bit voltage output D/A
converter. It consists of a 14-bit DAC, 3V buried Zener refer
ence, DAC output amplifier and high speed control logic.

The pan features double-buffered interface logic with a 14-bit
input latch and 14-bit DAC latch. Data is loaded to the input
latch in either of two modes, parallel or serial. This data is then
transferred to the DAC latch under control of an asynchronous
LDAC signal. A fast data setup time of 20ns allows direct paral
lel interfacing to digital signal processors and high speed 16-bit
microprocessors. In the serial mode, the maximum serial data
clock rate can be as high as 6MHz.

The analog output from the AD7840 provides a bipolar output
range of ±3V. The AD7840 is fully specified for dynamic per
formance parameters such as signal-to-noise ratio and hannonic
distortion as well as for traditional dc specifications. Full power
output signals up to 20kHz can be created.

The AD7840 is fabricated in linear compatible CMOS
(LCZMOS), an advanced, mixed technology process that com
bines precision bipolar circuits with low power CMOS logic.
The pan is available. in a 24-pin plastic and hennetic dual-in-Iine
package (DIP) and is also packaged in a 28-terminal plastic
leaded chip carrier (PLCC).

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Complete 14-Bit D/A Function

The AD7840 provides the complete function for creating ac
signals and dc voltages to 14-bit accuracy. The pan features
an on-chip reference, an output buffer amplifier and 14-bit
D/A convener.

AD7840 Functional Block Diagram
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SPECIFICATIONS (Voo=+sv ±S%. Vss=-sv ±S%, AGND=DGND=OV. REF IN =+3V. RL=2kn, CL=100pF.
All specifications Tmin to Tma1 unless otherwise noted.)

Parameter I,AI K,BI L, C l 51 T ' Units Test Conditions/Comments

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE2

Signal to Noise Ratio) (SNR) 76 78 80 76 78 dB min VOUT = 1kHz Sine Wave, fSAMPLE = 100kHz
Typically 82dB at +25"C for 0 <VouT<20kHz·

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) -78 -80 -84 -78 -80 dB max VOUT = 1kHz Sine Wave, fSAMPLE= 100kHz
Typically -84dB at +25·C for 0 <VouT<20kHz·

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise -78 -80 -84 -78 -80 dB max VOUT = 1kHz Sine Wave, fSAMPLE= 100kHz
Typically -84dB at + 25·C for 0 <VouT<20kHz·

DC ACCURACY
Resolution 14 14 14 14 14 Bits
Integral Nonlinearity ::t2 ::tl ::t112 ::t2 ::tl LSB max
Differential Nonlinearity ::to.9 ::to.9 ::to.9 ::to.9 ::to.9 LSB max Guaranteed Monotonic
Bipolar Zero Error ::tl0 ::tl0 ::t5 ::t10 ::t 10 LSB max
Positive Full Scale Error' ::t1O ::tl0 ::tl0 ::tl0 ::t10 LSB max
Negative Full Scale Erro~ ::tl0 ::tl0 ::tl0 ::tl0 ::t10 LSB max

REFERENCE OUTPUTf'
REF OUT @ + 25·C 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.99 V min

3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 V max
REFOUTTC ::t6O ::t6O ::t35 ::t60 ::t35 ppmf'C max .-
Ref~nce Load Change
(~REF OUT vs. ~I) -1 -I -1 -1 -1 mVmax Reference Load Current Change (0-5OOJLA)

EFERENCEINPUT
Reference Input Range 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 V min 3V::t5%

3.15 3.15 3.15 3.15 3.15 V max
Input Current 50 50 50 50 50 JLAmax

LOGIC INPUTS
Input High Voltage, V1NH 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 V min Voo =5V:t5%
Input Low Voltage, V1NL 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 V max Voo =5V::t5%
Input Current, lIN ::t1O ::tl0 ::t10 ::tl0 ::tl0 JLAmax V1N = OV to Voo
Input Current (CS Input Only) ::tl0 ::tl0 ::tl0 ::t10 ::t10 !LA max V1N =Vss to Voo
Input Capacitance, CIN

7 10 10 10 10 10 pF max

ANALOG OUTPUT
Output Voltage Range ::t3 ::t3 ::t3 ::t3 ::t3 V Nom
de Output Impedance 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 n typ
Short-Circuit Current 20 20 20 20 20 mA typ

AC CHARACTERISTICS7

Voltage OUtPUI Seltling Time Settling Time to within ::t 1I2LSB of Final Value
Positive Full-Scale Change 4 4 4 4 4 JLs max Typically 2JLs
Negalive Full-Scale Change 4 4 4 4 4 JLs max Typically 2.5JLS

Digital-to-Analog GlilCh Impulse 10 10 10 10 10 nV secs typ REF IN=OV
Digital Feedt~rough 2 2 2 2 2 nV sees typ

OWER REQUIREMENTS
VDO +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 V nom ::t5% for Specified Performance
Vss -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 V nom ::t5% for Specified Performance
100 14 14 14 15 15 mAmax Output Unloaded, SCLK= +5V. Typically 10mA
Iss 6 6 6 7 7 mAmax Output Unloaded, SCLK= +5V. Typically 4mA
Power Dissipation 100 100 100 110 110 mWmax Typically 70mW

NOTES
ITempcralure Ranges are as follows: J, K, L Versions, 0 to +70"<:; A, B, C Versions, -25"C to +85·C; S, T Versions, -55"C to +125·C.
zVouor (pk'pk)= ~3V.

JSNR calculation includes dislorlion and noise components.
·Using external sample-and-hold (see Tesling the AD7840).
'Measured Wilh rcspect to REF IN and includes bipolar offsel error.
6For capacitive loads grealcr than 50pF, a series resislor is required (see Internal Reference section).
7Sample lested (a 25"C to ensure compliance.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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TIMING CHARACTERISTICS1
,2(Voo =+5v :t5%, Vss =-5V :t5%. AGND=DGND=OV.)

Limit at T min' T ma>< Limit at T min' T ma><

Parameter a, K, L, A, B, C Versions) (S..T Versions) Units Conditions/Comments

t l 0 0 nsmin CS to WR Setup Time
t2 0 0 ns min CS to WR Hold Time
tJ 45 50 ns min WR Pulse Width
t.. 21 28 nsmin Data Valid to WR Setup Time
ts 10 15 ns min Data Valid to WR Hold Time
t6 40 40 ns min LDAC Pulse Width
t, 50 50 ns min SYNC ~o SCLK Falling Edge
t/ 150 200 ns min SCLK Cycle Time

~ 30 40 nsmin Data Valid to SCLK Setup Time
t lO 75 100 nsmin Data Valid to SCLK Hold Time
til 75 100 ns min SYNC to SCLK Hold Time

NOTE
'Timing specifications in bold prinl are 100% production tested. All other times are sample tested at +25"<: to ensure compliance. AU inpul signals are
specified with lr = tf = 5ns 00% to 90% of 5V) and timed from a voltage level of J.6V.

lSee Figures 6 and 8.
5SCLK mark/space ratio is 40/60 to 60140.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS*
VDO to AGND -O.3V to + 7V
V55 to AGND +O.3V to -7V
AGND to DGND -O.3V to VDO +O.3V
VOUT 10 AGND ,Vss to VDD
REF OUT to AGND OV to VDO
REF IN 10 AGND -O.3V to VOf) +O.3V
Digilal Inputs to DGND -O.3V to Voo +0.3V
Operating Temperature Range

Commercial (1, K, L Versions) 0 to +70°C
Industrial (A, B, C Versions) -25°C to +85°C
Extended (S, T Versions) -55°C to + 125°C

ORDERING INFORMATION!

-----r - I Temperature Range and Package

·1 Relative r !-25°C to -55°C to
SNR (dBs) Accuracy ~;o..;?O°C I +85°C +125"C------r---- I Pbslic DipTHennetic DIP' jH;r-m-e--:ti-c-D-J--:P':-
78 min I~2 max IAD7840JN IAD7840AQ I I\D78405Q'
80 min ',:r I max IAD7840KN IAD7840BQ I AD7840TQ'
82 min :r 1/2 max AD7840LN ,AD784OCQ

,PLC~·5 i )'
78 min ~2 max jAD7840JP I'
flO min ~ I max AD7840KP !
82 min I ~}!2 ".l~_ _ ~,!>7840~ --,IL' _

NOTES
'To orlkr MIL·STO·SS3, Class 8 procc5scd pans, add /8S38 '0 pan nl1R1bcr. Conla,-c your local
..I.. ocr"", Cor mili..ry d.la sh""I.

'Analog o.:vicn re,",rves Ihe right 10 ship eilher ceranli<: (O·2~AJ or cerdip (Q·2~) hccmclic P3<kages.
'Av.ilable 10 1ll~38 processing unly.
'PLCC: Pla51ic Leaded Chip Carrier.
'CoolJlCI your local sal.. ortice Cor LCCC .vailabilily.

Storage Temperature Range -65°C to + 150°C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, lOsec) + 300°C
Power Dissipation (Any Package) to + 75°C ,450mW
Derates above +75°C by 10mWfC

·Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause
permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those listed in
the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure
to absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

CAUTION:
ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. The digital control inputs are diode protected;
however, permanent damage may occur on unconnected devices subject to high energy electro
static fields. Unused devices must be stored in conductive foam or shunts. The protective foam
should be discharged to the destination socket before devices are inserted.
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Function
Pin
Mnemonic

PIN FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

DII'
Pin
No.

2 WRISYNC

3 D13/SDATA

4 D12/SCLK

S DIIIFORMAT

6 DIO/JUSTIFY

11 D9-D5

12 DGND

13-16 D4-01

17 DO

18 Voo

19 AGND

20 'VOUT

21 Vss

22 REF OUT

23 REF IN

24 LDAC

1 CS/SERIAL Chip Select/Serial Input. When driven with normal logic levels, it is an active low logic input which is
used in conjunction with WR to load parallel data to lhe input latch. For applications where CS is perma
nendy low, an R, C is required for correct power-up (see LDAC input). If this input is tied to Vss, it
defines the AD7840 for serial mode operation.

Write/Frame Synchronization Input. In the parallel data mode, it is used in conjunction with CS to load
parallel data. In the serial mode of operation, this pin functions as a Frame Synchronization pulse with
serial data expected after the falling edge of this signal.

Data Bit 13(MSB)/Serial Data. When parallel dala is selected, this pin is the DB input. In serial mode,
SDATA is the serial data input which is used in conjunction with SYNC and SCLK to transfer serial data
to the AD7840 input latch.

Data Bit 12/Serial Clock. When parallel data is selected, lhis pin is the DI2 input. In the serial mode, it
is the serial clock input. Serial data bits are latched on the falling edge of SCLK when SYNC is low.

Data Bit 11IData Formal. When parallel data is selected, this pin is the D II input. In serial mode, a logic
I on this input indicates that the MSB is the first valid bit in the serial data stream. A logic 0 indicates
that the LSB is the first valid bit (see Table I).

Data Bit 10/Data Justification. When parallel data is selected, this pin is the DIO input:In serial mode,
this input controls the serial data justification (see Table I).

Data Bit 9 to Data Bit 5. Parallel data inputs.

Digital Ground. Ground reference for digital circuitry.

Data Bit 4 to Data Bit I. Parallel data inputs.

Data Bit 0 (LSB). Parallel data input.

Positive Supply, +5V± 5%.

Analog Ground. Ground reference for DAC, reference and output buffer amplifier.

Analog OUlput Voltage. This is the buffer amplifier output voltage. Bipolar output range (± 3V with REF
IN = +3V).

Negative Supply Voltage, -5V :':5%.

Voltage Reference Output. The internal 3V analog reference is provided at this pin. To operate the
AD7840 with internal reference, REF OUT should be connected to REF IN. The external load capability
of the reference is 500f.l.A.

Voltage Reference Input. The reference voltage for the DAC is applied to this pin. It is internally buff
ered before being applied to the DAC. The nominal reference voltage for correct operation of the AD7840
is 3V.

Load DAC. Logic input. A new word is loaded into the DAC latch from the input latch on the falling
edge of lhis signal (see Interface Logic Information section). The AD7840 should be powered-up with
LDAC high. For applications where LDAC is permanently low, an R, C is required for correct power-up
(see Figure 19).

LAST BIT IN
DATA STREAM

MI

M2

M3

M4

FIRST BIT IN
DATA STREAM

FORMAT JUSTIFY MODE

0 0 MI

0 1 M2

1 0 M3

1 1 M4

.....-------- 16 BITS --------...

• =DON,. CARE

Table I. Serial Data Modes
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS
DIP PLCC

o

AD7840
TOP VIEW

CNoc 10 Scalel

432'212726

07 11

NC • NO CONNECT

AD7840
TOP VIEW

tNol 10 Scale'

CS/SERIA1.

D/A SECTION
The AD7840 contains a 14-bit voltage mode D/A converter con
sisting of highly stable thin film resistors and high speed NMOS
single-pole, double-throw switches. The simplified circuit dia
gram for the DAC section is shown in Figure I. The three
MSBs of the data word are decoded to drive the seven switches
A-G. The IILSBs switch an II-bit R-2R ladder structure. The
output voltage from this converter has the same polarity as the
reference voltage, REF IN.

The REF IN voltage is internally buffered by a unity gain am
plifier before being applied to the D/A converter and the bipolar
bias circuitry. The D/A converter is configured and scaled for a
3V reference and the device is tested with 3V applied to REF
IN. Operating the AD7840 at reference voltages outside the
::!: 5% tolerance range may result in degraded performance from
the part.

AD7840

TEMPERATURE
COMPENSATION

REF OUT

Figure 2. Internal Reference

EXTERNAL REFERENCE
In some applications, the user may require a system reference
or some other external reference to drive the AD7840 reference
input. Figure 3 shows how the AD586 5V reference can be
conditioned to provide the 3V reference required by the
AD7840 REF IN. An alternate source of reference voltage for
the AD7840 in systems which use both a DAC and an ADC
is to use the REF OUT voltage of ADCs such as the AD7870
and AD7871. A circuit showing this arrangement is shown in
Figure 20.

REF IN·-+-.........-~>-------+-+--I- +~_.....-f-I
AGNO .....+--.......---~ ..........~+- -4-i-.J

• BUFFERED REF aN VOLTAGE
+15V

Figure 3. AD586 Driving AD7840 REF IN

RR

14·BIT
DAC

·ADDITIONAL PINS OMITIED FOR CLARITY

AGND

lUI <4--0---1

5klt

Figure 1. DAC Ladder Structure

INTERNAL REFERENCE
The AD7840 has an on-chip temperature compensated buried
Zener reference (see Figure 2) which is factory trimmed to 3V
::!: lOmV. The reference voltage is provided at the REF OUT
pin. This reference can be used to provide both the reference
voltage for the D/A com'erter and the bipolar bias circuitry.
This is achieved by connecting the REF OUT pin to the REF
IN pin of the device.

The reference \'oltage can also be used as a reference for other
components and is capable of providing up to 500,...A to an ex
ternal load. The maximum recommended capacitance on REF
OUT for normal operation is 50pF. If the reference is required
for external use, it should be decoupled to AGND with a 200n
resistor in series with a parallel combination of a lO,...F tantalum
capacitor and a O.I,...F ceramic capacitor.
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Table II. Ideal Input/Output Code Table

2xNxREFIN
VOUT = 16384 -8192 :sN:s+8191

The output voltage can be expressed in terms of the input code,
N, using the following expression: .

Analog Output, VOUT*
+2.999634V
+2.999268V
+0.OOO366V
OV
-0.000366V
-2.999634V
-3V

I oc/o2000
t

DAC Latch Contents
MSB LSB

011 IllfTi"l'l11 I
01111111111110
00000000000001
00000000000000
11111111111111
10000000000001
10000000000000

·Assuming REF IN =·d\'.

OP AMP SECTION
The output from the voltage mode DAC is buffered by a non
inverting amplifier. Internal scaling resistors on the AD7840
configure an output voltage range of ::!:3V for an input reference
voltage of +3V. The arrangement of these resistors around the
output op amp is as shown in Figure 1. The buffer amplifier is
capable of developing ::!: 3V across a 2k!l and 100pF load to
ground and can produce 6V peak-to-peak sine wave signals to a
frequency of 20kHz. The output is updated on the falling edge
of the LDAC input. The amplifier settles to within 1I2LSB of
its [mal value in typically less than 2.5J-l.s.

The small signal (200mV pop) bandwidth of the OUtput buffer
amplifier is typically IMHz. The output noise from the ampli
fier is low with a figure of 30nVlYHz at a frequency of 1kHz.
The broadband noise from the amplifier exhibits a typical peak
to-peak figure of 150J-l.V for a IMHz output bandwidth. Figure
4 shows a typical plot of noise spectral density versus frequency
for the output buffer amplifier and for the on-chip reference.

+5V

INTERFACE LOGIC INFORMATION
The AD7840 contains two 14-bit latches, an-' input latch and a
DAC latch. Data can be loaded to the input latch in one of two
basic interface formats. The first is a parallel 14-bit wide data
word; the second is a serial interface where 16 bits of data are
serially clocked into the input latch. In the parallel mode, CS
and WR control the loading of data. When the serial data for
mat is selected, data is loaded using the SCLK, SYNC and
SDATA serial inputs. Data is transferred from the input latch
to the DAC latch under control of the LDAC signal. Only the
data in the DAC latch determines the analog output of the
AD7840.

Parallel Data Format
Table III shows the truth table for AD7840 parallel mode opera
tion. The AD7840 normally operates with a parallel input data
format. In this case, all 14 bits of data (appearing on data inputs
DB (MSB) through DO (LSB» are loaded to the AD7840 input
latch at the same time. CS and WR control the loading of this
data. These control signals are level-triggered; therefore, the
input latch can be made transparent by holding both signals at a
logic low level. Input data is latched into the input latch on the
rising edge of CS or WR.

The DAC latch is also level triggered. The DAC output is nor
mally updated on the falling edge of the LDAC signal. How
ever, both latches cannot become transparent at the same time.
Therefore, if LDAC is hardwired low, the part operates as fol
lows; with LDAC low and CS and WR high, the DAC latch is
transparent. When CS and WR go low (with LDAC stilI low),
the input latch becomes transparent but the DAC latch is dis
abled. When CS or WR return high, the input latch is locked
out and the DAC latch becomes transparent again and the DAC
output is updated. The write cycle timing diagram for parallel
data is shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the simplified parallel
input control logic for the AD7840.

lOOk

v••

R

AD7840·

-5V
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R

14·81T
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FREQUENCY - H.

-ADDITIONAl. PINS OMlnED FOR CLARITY

so 100 200

Figure 4. Noise Spectral Density vs. Frequency

AGND

TRANSFER FUNCTION
The basic circuit configuration for the AD7840 is shown in Fig
ure 5. Table II shows the ideal input code to output voltage re
lationship for this configuration. Input coding to the DAC is 2s
complement Wilh ILSB =FS/16,384 =6V116,384= 366J-l.V.

Figure 5. AD7840 Basic Connection Diagram
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Figure 6. Parallel Mode Timing Diagram

Figure 7. AD7840 Simplified Parallel Input Control Logic

Serial Data Format
The serial data format is selected for the AD7840 by connecting
the CS/SERIAL line to -5V. In this case, the WRiSYNC,
DI3/SDATA, DI2ISCLK, DII/FORMAT and DlO/jUSTIFY
pins all assume their serial functions. The unused parallel inputs
should not be left unconnected to avoid noise pickup. Serial
data is loaded to the input latch under control of SCLK, SYNC
and SDATA. The AD7840 expects a 16-bit stream of serial data
on its SDATA input. Serial data must be valid on the falling
edge of SCLK. The SYNC input provides the frame synchroni
zation signal which tells the AD7840 that valid serial data will
be available for the next 16 falling edges of SCLK. Figure 8
shows the timing diagram for serial data format.

Although 16 bits of data are clocked into the AD7840, only 14
bits go into the input latch. Therefore, two bits in the stream
are don't cares since their value does not affect the input latch
data. The order and position in which the AD7840 accepts
the 14 bits of input data depends upon the FORMAT and
JUSTIFY inputs. There are four different iriput data modes
which can be chosen (see Table I in the Pin Function Descrip
tion section).

The first mode (M I) assumes that the first two bits of the input
data stream are don't cares, the third bit is the LSB and the
last (or 16th bit) is the MSB. This mode is chosen by tying
both the FORMAT and JUSTIFY pins to a logic O. The
second mode (M2; FORMAT =0, JUSTIFY = I) assumes that
the first bit in the data stream is the LSB, the fourteenth bit is
the MSB and the last two bits are don't cares. The third mode
(M3; FORMAT = I, JUSTIFY =0) assumes that the first two
bits in the stream are again don't cares, the third bit is now the
MSB and the sixteenth bit is the LSB. The tinal mode (M.f;
FORMAT = 1, JUSTIFY = I) assumes that the first bit is the
MSB, the fourteenth bit is the LSB and the last two bits of the
stream are don't cares.

As in the parallel mode, the LDAC signal controls the loading
of data to the DAC latch. Normally, data is loaded to the DAC
latch on the falling edge of LDAC. However, if LDAC is held
low, then serial data is loaded to the DAC latch on the sixteenth
falling edge of SCLK. If LDAC goes low during the transfer of
serial data to the input latch, no DAC latch update takes place
on the falling edge of LDAC. If LDAC stays low until the serial
transfer is completed, then the update takes place on the six
teenth falling edge of SCLK. If LDAC returns high before the
serial data transfer is completed, no DAC latch update takes
place. Figure 9 shows the simplified serial input control logic for
the AD7840.

OAC LATCH

INPUT LATCH

X=Don't Care

Table III. Parallel Mode Truth Table

CS WR LDAC Function

H X H } Both Latches Latched
X H H

L L H Input Latch TranspaCl:nt

H H L } Input Latch Latched
H X L DAC Latch TnlDsparent
X H L Analog Output Updated

t. 1: L Input Latch Transparent
DAC Latch Data Transfer Inhibited

L ~ L } Input Latch Is Latched

.f L L DAC Latch Data Transfer Occurs
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Figure 8. Serial Mode Timing Diagram Figure 10. AD7840 FFJ Plot

Figure 9. AD7840 Simplified Serial Input Control Logic

Effective Number of Bits
The formula given in (I) relates the SNR to the number of bits.
Rewriting the formula, as in (2), it is possible to get a measure
of performance expressed in effective number of bits (N).

SNR -1.76 (2)
N 6.02

The effective number of bits for a device can be calculated di
rectly from its measured SNR.

Harmonic Distortion
Harmonic distortion is the ratio of the rms sum of harmonics to
the fundamental. For the A07840, IOtal harmonic distortion
(THO) is defined as

--------------::-yvi +vi+ Vl +V52 +vi
THO = 20 log VI

where VI is the rms amplitude of the fundamental and V2' V3'

V~, V5 and V6 are the rms amplitudes of the second through the
sixth harmonic. The THO is also derived from the 2048-point
FFT plot.

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise
Peak harmonic or spurious noise is defined as the ratio of the
rms value of the next largest component in the OAC output
spectrum (up to fs/2 and excluding dc) to the rms value of the
fundamental. Normally, the value of this specification will be
determined by the largest harmonic in the spectrum, but for
parts where the harmonics are buried in the noise floor the peak
will be a noise peak.

Testing the AD7840
A simplified diagram of the method used to test the dynamic
performance specifications is outlined in Figure II. Data is
loaded 10 the A07840 under control of the microcontroller and
associated logic at a 100kHz update rate. The output of the
A07840 is applied to a ninth order, 50kHz, low·pass filter. The
output of the filter is in turn applied to a 16·bit accurate digi
tizer. This digitizes the signal and the microcontroller generates
an FFT plot from which the dynamic performance of the
A07840 can be evaluated.

(1)

OAC LATCH

SERIAL
COUNT

.----------------;"t INPUT LATCH
SET ON 16TH FALUNG '-- ---'

SCLK EDGE

LDAC----'

SClK

"YNC

AD7840 DYNAMIC SPECIFICATIONS
The A07840 is specified and 100% tested for dynamic perfor
mance specifications as well as traditional dc specifications such
as integral and differential nonlinearity. These ac specifications
are required for the signal processing applications such as speech
synthesis, servo control and high speed modems. These applica
tions require information on the OAC's effect on the spectral
content of the signal it is creating. Hence, the parameters for
which the A07840 is specified include signal-to-noise ratio, har
monic distortion and peak harmonics. These terms are discussed
in more detail in the following sections.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
SNR is the measured signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the
nACo The signal is the rms magnitude of the fundamental.
.oise is the rms sum of all the nonfundamental signals up to

half the ~ampling frequency (fs/2) excluding dc. SNR is depen
dent upon the number of quantization levels used in the digiti
zation process; the more levels, the smaller the quantization
noise. The theoretical signal to noise ratio for a sine wave output
is given by

SNR = (6.02N + 1.76)dB

where N is the number of bits. Thus for an ideal 14·bit con
,'erter, SNR = 86dB.

Figure 10 shOl\'S a typical 2048 point Fast Fourier Transform
~FFT) plot of the A07840KN with an output frequency of
1kHz and an update rate of 100kHz. The SNR obtained from
this graph is 81.8dB. It should be noted that the harmonics are
taken into account when calculating the SNR.
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OAC DIGITIZER

t

Figure 11. AD7840 Dynamic Performance Test Circuit

The digitizer sampling is synchronized with the AD7840 update
fate to ease FFT calculations. The digitizer samples the AD7840
after the output has settled to its new value. Therefore, if the
digitizer was to sample the output directly it would effectively
be sampling a dc value each time. As a result, the dynamic per
formance of the AD7840 would not be measured correctly. Us
ing the digitizer directly on the AD7840 output would give bet
ter results than the actual performance of the AD7840. Using a
filter between the DAC and the digitizer means that the digitizer
samples a continuously moving signal and the true dynamic per
formance of the AD7840 is measured.

Some applications will require improved performance versus
frequency from the AD7840. In these applications, a simple
sample-and-hold circuit such as that outlined in Figure 12 will
extend the very good performance of the AD7840 to 20kHz.

R2
2kll

Performance versus Frequency
The typical perfonnance plots of Figures 13 and 14 show the
AD7840's performance over a wide range of input frequencies at
an update rate of 100kHz. The plot of Figure 13 is without a
sample-and-hold on the AD7840 output while the plot of Figure
14 is generated with the sample-and-hold circuit of Figure 12 on
the output.
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Figure 13. Performance vs. Frequency (No
Sample-and-Hold)

Figure 12. Sample-and-Hold Circuit

Other applications will already have an inherent sample-and
hold function following the AD7840. An example of this type of
application is driving a switched-capacitor filter where the up
dating of the DAC is synchronized with the switched-capacitor
filter. This inherent sample-and-hold function also extends the
frequency range performance of the AD7840.
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MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING
The AD7840 logic archileclure allows lWO interfacing oplions
for interfacing the part 10 microprocessor sySlems. It offers a
14-bil wide parallel formal and a serial formal. Fasl pulse
widlhs and dala setup limes allow lhe AD7840 to interface di
recdy 10 most microprocessors including lhe DSP processors.
Suitable interfaces 10 various microprocessors are shown in
Figures IS 10 23.

Parallel Interfacing
Figures 15 to 17 show interfaces 10 lhe DSP processors, lhe
ADSP-2100, the TMS32010 and TMS32020. An eXlernallimer
controls lhe updaling of lhe AD7840. Dala is loaded 10 lhe
AD7840 inpul lalch using lhe following inslruclions:

ADSP-2100 : DM(DAC) = MRO
TMS3201O: OUT DAC,D
TMS32020 : OUT DAC,D
MRO = ADSP-2100 MRO Regisler
D = Dala Memory Address
DAC = AD7840 Address

I TIMER I
A15 I

ADDRESS BUS ~AO

J ~ LTMS32020 ADDR LDAC
DECODE cs

is_ EN AD7840"

STRB
........
J " WR

R/W

013

1 00

015
DATA BUS \DO

'" AOOIfIONAL PINS OMlnEO FOR CLARITY.

Figure 17. AD7840 - TMS32020 Para/lellnterface

I TIMER I
DMA14

ADDRESS BUS (
DMAO

j L
ADSp·2100 ADDR LDAC

DECODE cs
DMS f- EN AD7840·

DMWR WR

013

r- oo

DMD15
DATA BUS ~DMDO

'"ADDITIONAL PINS OMlnEO FOR CLARITY.

Figure 75 AD7840 - ADSP-2100 Parallel Interface

Some applicalions may require lhal lhe updaling of lhe AD7840
DAC lalch be controlled by lhe microprocessor ralher lhan lhe
external limer. One oplion (for double-buffered interfacing) is 10

decode lhe AD7840 LDAC from lhe address bus so lhal a wrile
operalion 10 lhe DAC lalch (al a separale address lhan lhe input
lalch) updales lhe OUlpUt. An example of lhis is shown in lhe
8086 inlerface of Figure 18. NOle lhal connccling lhe LDAC
inpul 10 lhe CS inpul will nOl load lhe DAC lalch correclly
since bOlh lalches cannOl be lransparelll'al lhe same lime.

AD78./0 - 8086 liller/ace
Figure 18 shows an intcrfacc belween lhe AD7840 and lhc 8086
microprocessor. For lhis inlerlace, lhe COAt inpul is derived
from a decoded address. If lhe leasl significant address line, AO,
is decoded lhen lhe input lalch and lhe DAC lalch can reside al
conseculive addresses. A move inslruction loads lhe inpul lalch
while a second mO\'c instruclion updales lhe DAC lalch and lhe
AD7840 OUlPUt. The move inslruclion 10 load a dala word
WXYZ 10 lhe inpul latch is as follows:

MOV DAC,#YZ\X'X
DAC = AD7840 Address

AD7840"

p---~Cs

r------l Oil

r-----IOO

1-------;........--tWii

ALE

8086

AD1S

AOOt--------------........

I TIMEII' I
PAl I

ADDRESS BUS ~
flAO

J L LTMS32010 ADDR LDAC
DECODE cs

MEN - EN AD7840·

WE WR

013

r- OO

DIS
DATA BUS SDO

-ADOITIOtlIIAl PINS OMlnE.D fOR CLARITY.
'--__---' -ADDITIONAL P'IN5 OMInm fOR CUdIITY.

Figure 76. AD7840 - TM32010 Para/lellnterface Figure 18. AD7840 - 8086 Paral1el Interface
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AD7840 - 68000 Interface
An interface between the AD7840 and the 68000 microprocessor
is shown in Figure 19. In this interface example, the LDAC
input is hardwired low. As a result the DAC larch and analog
output are updated on the rising edge of WR. A single move
instruction, therefore, loads the input latch and updates the
output.

MOVE.W DO,$DAC
DO = 68000 DO Register
DAC = AD7840 Address

A23
ADDRESS8US \

Al

J ~
MC68000 ADDR

DECODE cs-- EN
A07840·

DTACK

AS
~

I' \Vii
RIW ....../

+
5V T

O.47,.F

LDAC

lOOkli D13

~ II DO

DIS
~DATA BUS

DO
-ADDITIONAL PINS OMlnEO fOIl ClAJUTY.

Data from the ADSP-2101/ADSP-2102 is valid on the falling
edge of SCLK. The LDAC input of the AD7840 is permanently
low so the update of the DAC latch and analog output takes
place on the sixteenth falling edge of SCLK (with SYNC low).
The FORMAT pin of the AD7840 must be tied to + SV and the
JUSTIFY pin tied to DGND for this interface to operate
correctly.

I TIMER ~ CONVST

r- 12/i/CLK

ADSp·2101l +5V -5V

ADSp·2102 AD7870·

4.7. 2. 4.7k

RFS SSTRB

SCLK SCLK

DR SOATA

REF OUT

REF IN

TFS SYNC

SCLK

DT SDATA

+
5V T

-5£

cs
U7,.F AD7840·

LDAC

100.11

9
T ~ JUSTIFY

FORMAT

'ADDITIONAL PINS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

·ADDmoNAL PINS OMITTED FOR CLARlTV

Figure 21. AD7840 - DSP56000 Serial Interface

SCK I---------;~ SClX

STD SDATA

sa SYNC

+5V

FORMAT
cs

t-----i LDAC

JUSTIFV

A07840'
lOOkU

+SVT

O.47,.F -sv

OSP56000

Figure 20. Complete DACIADC Serial Interface

AD7840 - DSP56000 Serial IIllerface
A serial interface between the AD7840 and the DSPS6000 is
shown in Figure 21. The DSPS6000 is configured for normal
mode synchronous operation with gated clock. It is also set up
for a 16-bit word with SCK and SC2 as outputs and the FSL
control bit set to a O. SCK is internally generated on the
DSPS6000 and applied to the AD7H40 SCLK input. Data from
the DSPS6000 is valid on the falling edge of SCK. The SC2 out
put provides the framing pulse for valid data. This line must be
inverted before being applied to the SYNC input of the
AD7840.

The LDAC input of the AD7840 is connected to DGND so the
update of the DAC latch takes place on the sixteenth falling
edge of SCLK. As with the previous interface, rhe FORMAT
pin of the AD7840 must be tied to + SV and the JUSTIFY pin
tied to DGND.

Figure 19. AD7840 - MC68000 Parallel Interface

Serial Interfacing
Figures 20 to 23 show the AD7840 configured for serial interfac
ing with the CS input hardwired to -SV. The parallel bus is not
activated during serial communication with the AD7840.

AD7840 - ADSP-2/OJIADSP-2/02 Smalllllerface
Figure 20 shows a serial interface between the AD7840 and the
ADSP-2101/ADSP-2102 DSP processor. Also induded in the
interface is the AD7870, a 12-bit AID converter. An interface
'iuch as this is suitable for modem and other applications which
have a DAC and an ADC in serial communication with a
microprocessor.

The interface uses just one of the two serial ports of the
ADSP-2101/ADSP-2102. Conversion is initiated on the AD7870
at a fixed sample rate (e.g., 9.6kHz) which is provided by a
timer or clock recovery circuitry. While communication takes
place between the ADC and the ADSP-2101lADSP-2102, the
AD7870 SSTRB line is low. This SSTRB line is used to provide
a frame synchronization pulse for the AD7840 SYNC and
ADSP-21 011ADSP-2102 TFS lines. This means that communi
cation between the processor and the AD7840 can only take
place while the AD7870 is communicating with the processor.
This arrangement is desirable in systems such as modems where
the DAC and ADC communication should be synchronous.

The use of the AD7870 SCLK for the AD7840 SCLK and
ADSP-2101/ADSP-2102 SCLK means that only one serial serial
port of the processor is used. The serial clock for the AD7870
must be set for continuous clock for correct operation of this
interface.
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AD7840 - TMS32020 Serial llIlerface
Figure 22 shows a serial interface between the AD7840 and the
TMS32020 DSP processor. In this interface, the CLKX and
FSX pin of the TMS32020 are generated from the clock/timer
circuitry. The same clock/timer circuitry generates the LDAC
signal of the AD7840 to synchronize the update of the output
with the serial transmission. The FSX pin of the TMS32020
must be configured as an input.

Data from the TMS32020 is valid on the falling edge of CLKX.
Once again, the FORMAT pin of the AD7840 must be tied to
+5V while the JUSTIFY pin must be tied to DGND.

+sv

APPLYING THE AD7840
Good printed circuit board layout is as important as lhe ov~

circuit design itself in achieving high speed converter perfO!
mance. The AD7840 works on an LSB size of 366j.LV. Thel
fore, the designer must be conscious of minimizing noise in
the converter itself and in the surrounding circuitry. Switch
mode power supplies are not recommended as the switchinl
spikes can feed through to the on-chip amplifier. Other cau
of concern are ground loops and digital feed through from IT

processors. These are factors which influence any high perfi
mance converter, and a proper PCB layout which minimize:
these effects is essential for best performance.

"ADDITIONAL PINS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

Figure 22. AD7840 - TMS32020 Serial Interface

T
FORMAT

CLOCKI f- LOACTIMER

TMS32020
AD7840·

FSX SYNC

CLKX SCLK

DX SDATA

-svr=
cs

r- JusnFY

OtGITAl
CIRCUITRYAD7840

IltCITAL
SUPPLY

Vsa v. OGHO

ANALOG
CIRCUITRY

ANALOG
SUPPlY

... sv eND -5V

LAYOUT HINTS
Ensure that the layout for the printed circuit board has the
tal and analog lines separated as much as PC?ssible. Take car
to run any digital track alongside an analog signal track. ESI

lish a single point analog ground (star ground) separate fron
logic system ground. Place this star ground as close as possi
to the AD78-10 as shown in Figure 24. Connect all analog
grounds to this star ground and also connect the AD7840
DGND pin to this ground. Do not connect ~I)Y other digital
grounds to this analog ground point.

Low impedance analog and digital power supply common re
turns are essential to low noise operation of high performanc
converters. Therefore, the foil width for these tracks should
kept as wide as possible. The use of ground planes minimize
impedance paths and also guards the analog circuitry from d
tal noise. The circuit layout of Figures 27 and 28 have both;
log and digital ground planes which are kept separaled and c
joined at the star ground close to the AD7840.

NOISE
Keep the signal leads on the VOUT signal and the signal retu
leads to AGND as short as possible to minimize noise couplil
In applications where this is not possible, use a shielded cabl,
between the DAC output and its destination. Reduce the gro
circuit impedance as much as possible since any potential difl
ence in grounds between the DAC and its destination device
appears as an error voltage in series with the DAC outpUt.

AD7840·

+sv

-sv

r-==l ~ JUSnFY

L:..r LDAC

cs..PD7720

AD7840 - NEC7720 Seriallmerface
A serial interface between the AD7840 and the NEC7720 is
shown in Figure 23. In this case, the serial clock is internally
generated on the NEC7720. This clock must be inverted before
being applied to the AD7840 SCLK input because data from the
processor is valid on the rising edge of SCK.

The NEC7720 is programmed for the LSB to be the first bit in
the serial data stream. Therefore, the AD7840 is set up with the
FORMAT pin tied to DGND and the JUSTIFY pin tied to
+5V. The LDAC signal is generated from a timer and care
must be taken to ensure that the LDAC pulse occurs after serial
transmission to the AD7840 input latch is completed.

SOEN I-------~ SYNC Figure 24. Power Supply Grounding Practice

SCK 1------1 :>0---1 SCLK

SO 1--------'"'1 SDATA

FORMAT

"ADDITIONAL PINS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

Figure 23. AD7840 - NEC7720 Serial Interface
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IOJ.LF Capacitors

AD7840 Digital-to-Analog Converter

AD711 Op Amp

ADG20lHS High Speed Switch

74HC221 Monostable

79L05 Voltage Regulator

74HC02

O.IJ.LF Capacitors

330pF Capacitor

68pF Capacitor

2.2kf! Resistors

15kf! Resistor

100kf! Resistor Packs

Shorting Plugs

BNC Sockets

26-Contact (2-Row) IOC Connector

9-Contact D-Type Connector

96-Contact (3-Row) Eurocard
Connector

Selects the decoded RIW and STRB inputs for
TMS32020 interfacing.

Configures the D II/FORMAT input.

Configures the D IO/JUSTIFY input.

Selects either the inverted or noninverted SYNC.

Selects either parallel or serial interfacing.

LK2

LK3

LK4

LK5

LK6

LK7

LK8

SHORTING PLUG OPTIONS
There are eight shorting plug options which must be set before
using the board. These are outlined below:

LKI Connects the analog output to SKTI. The analog out
put may also be connected to a component grid for
signal conditioning.

Selects either the AD7840 you:; or the sample-and
hold output.

Selects either the internal or external reference.

POWER SUPPLY CONNECTIONS
The PCB requires two analog power supplies and one 5V digital
supply. Connections to the analog supplies are made directly to
the PCB as shown on the silkscreen in Figure 26. The connec
tions are labelled V+ and V- and the range for both of these
supplies is 12V to 15V. Connection to the 5V digital supply is
made through any of the connectors (SKT4 to SKT6). The
-5V analog supply required by the AD7840 is generated from a
voltage regulator on the V- power supply input (ICS in
Figure 25).

COMPONENT LIST

ICI

IC2

IC3

IC4

IC5

IC6

CI, C3, C5, C7,
CII, CI3, CIS, CI7

C2, C4, C6, C8,
C12, C14, C16, CI8

C9

CIO

RI, R2

R3

RPI, RP2

LKI, LK2, LK3,
LK4, LK5, LK6,
LK7, LK8

SKTI, SKT2, SKT3

SKT4

SKT5

SKT6

DATA ACQUISITION BOARD
Figure 25 shows the AD7840 in a data acquisition circuit. The
corresponding printed circuit board (PCB) layout and silkscreen
are shown in Figures 26 to 28. The board layout has three inter
face pons: one serial and twO parallel. One of the parallel ports
is directly compatible with the ADSP-2100 evaluation board ex
pansion connector.

Some systems will require the addition of a re-construction filter
on the output of the AD7840 to complete the data acquisition
system. There is a component grid provided near the analog
output on the PCB which may be used for such a filter or any
other output conditioning circuitry. To facilitate this option,
there is a shorting plug (labeled LKI on the PCB) on the ana
log output track. If this shorting plug is used, the analog output
connects to the output of the AD7840; otherwise this shorting
plug can be omitted and a wire link used to connect the analog
output to the PCB component grid.

The board also contains a simple sample-and-hold circuit which
can be used on the output of the AD7840 to extend the very
good performance of the AD7840 over a wider frequency range.
A second wire link (labelled LK2 on the PCB) connects Vou'r
(SKTI) to either the output of this sample-and-hold circuit or
directly to the output of the AD7840.

INTERFACE CONNECTIONS
There are two parallel connectors, labeled SKT4 and SKT6,
and one serial connector, labeled SKT5. A shorting plug option
(LK8 in Figure 25) on the AD7840 CS/SERIAL input config
ures the ADC for the appropriate interface (see Pin Function
Description).

SKT6 is a 96-contact (3-row) Eurocard connector which is di
rectly compatible with the ADSP-2100 Evaluation Board Proto
type Expansion Connector. The expansion connector on the
ADSP-2100 has eight decoded chip enable outputs labeled ECEI
to ECE8. ECE6 is used to drive the AD7840 CS input on the
data acquisition board. To avoid selecting on-board sockets at
the same time, LK6 on the ADSP-2100 board must be
removed. The AD7840 and ADSP-2100 data lines are aligned
for left justified data transfer.

SKT4 is a 26-way (2-row) IDC connector. This connector con
tains the same signal contacts as SKT6 and in addition contains
decoded RIW and STRB inputs which are necessary for
TMS32020 interfacing. This decoded WR can be selected via
LK4. The pinout for this connector is shown in Figure 29.

SKT5 is a nine-way D-type connector which is meant for serial
interfacing only. The evaluation board has the facility to invert
SYNC line via LK7. This is necessary for serial interfacing be
tween the AD7840 and DSP processors such as the DSP56000 •
The SKT5 pinout is shown in Figure 30.

SKTI, SKT2 and SKT3 are three BNC connectors which pro
vide connections for the analog output, the LDAC input and an·
external reference input. The use of an external reference is op
tional; the shorting plug (LK3) connects the REF IN pin to ei
ther this external reference or to the AD7840's own internal
reference.

Wire links LK5 and LK6 connect the DIl and DIO inputs to
the data lines for parallel operation. In the serial mode, these
Jinks allow the user to select the required format and justifica
tion for serial data (see Table I).
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Figure 25. Data Acquisition Circuit Using the AD7840
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Figure 26. PCB Silkscreen for Figure 25
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Figure 28. PCB Solder Side Layout for Figure 25
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Figure 29. SKT4, IDC Connector Pinout Figure 30. SKT5, 0-Type Connector Pinout

OUI'LINE DIMENSIONS
Dimcusions showu in indles md (mm).
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NOllS
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'.D!lI1.IJ'1
TV'

1-----M'l4~:'o'& -----01
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IN ACCOROAHC( WI'H ........._ TO MQt.RRlMENTS.
I. METAL LID IS CONHECTlD TO DGNO.
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[::::::::::c~

'~~-*-elI.n51 "_5121

S,=*"- - - - - - - - - - j- L- ~. lW1lU2lJ.
C~':I Ul2iLl2IJ 0._10 ml

~~ ..j ~ .....1.....'..,"'
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FAST 74F225
16X5 Asynchronous FIFO (3-State)
Preliminary Specification

FAST Products

TYPE TYPICAL 'MAX
ITYPICAL SUPPLY CURRENT

(TOTAL)

74F225 50MHz I 95mA

PACKAGES
COMMERCIAL RANGE

Vee = 5V±10%; TA = O·C to +70·C

20-Pin Plastic DIP 74F225N

20-Pin Plastic SOL 74F2250

FEATURES
• Independent synchronous Inputs

and outputs

• Organized as 16 words 0' 5 bits
DC to 5CMhz data rate ORDERING INFORMATION

3-state outputs

• Cascadable In word-width and depth
direction

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION
74F(U.L) LOADVALUE

PINS HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW

CPA' CPa Load clock A and Load clock B inputs 1.011.0 20J.lAlO.6mA

0
0
.0

4 Data inputs 1.0/1.0 20J.lAlO.6mA

OE Output enable input (active Low) 1.0/1.0 20J.1AlO.6mA

UNCP IN Unload clock input 1.0/1.0 20J.lAlO.6mA

MR Master Reset input (active Low) 1.0/1.0 20J.1AlO.6mA

IR Input Ready output 55133 1.0mAl20mA

UNCPOUT Unload clock output (active Low) 55133 1.0mAl20mA

°0-04 Data outputs 55133 1.0mAl20mA

OR Output Ready output 55133 1.0mAl20mA

Reading or writing is done independently
utilizing separate synchronous data clocks.
Data may be written into the array on the
Iow-to-high transition of either load clock
(CPAor CPa) input. Data may be read out of
the array on the low-to- high transition of the NOTE:
unload clock (UNCP..).When writing data One (1.0) FAST Unit Load is defined as: 201lA in the High stale and O.lmA in Ihe Law stale.

into the FIFO, one of the load clock inputs
must be held high while the other strobes

This BO-bit active element First-In-First-Out INPUT AND OUTPUT LOADING AND FAN·OUT TABLE
(FIFO) is a monolithic Schottky-elamped
transistor-transistor logic (STIL) array
organized as 16-words 0' 5-bits each. A
memory system using the 'F225 can be
easily expanded in multiples of 16-words or
of 5-bits as shown in Figure 2. The 3-state
outputs controlled by a single enable input
(OE) make bus connedion and multiplex
ing easy. The 'F225 processes data in a
parallel format at any desired clock rate
from DC to 50Mhz.

rP_IN---=-C--=-O_N_F--=IG--=U'---R_A_T...:...IO=.cN--=--- ---, ;:::.L.::.O.::.G~IC:....:.SY..:..M~B.=.O.=.L --, LOGIC SYMBOl(IEEEIIEC)

"01'.'
• CTA

!IIS
1.

CT"

1 C11. CI2ID

•lCTe1'
1. • 17

10 S V 1.

• II

7 I.

• 11

Vcr; • Pin 20
iNO. Pin 10

I
15 14 13 12 11 2 17

o VCC
4 5 6 7 8

cPa

iiR 1 CPA

OR 111 cPa
16 UHCPlN

UNCPOUT
3

UNCPIN II OE
18 MR a. 0 1~ 0, O.IA OR
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rA::i I I"rOducts Preliminary Specification

16X5 Asynchronous FIFO (3-State) FAST 74F225

data into the FIFO. This arrangement al
lows either load clock to function as an
inhibit for the other. Status of the 'F225 is
provided by three outputs. Input Aeady
(IA) monitors the status of the last word
location and signifies when the FIFO is
full. This output is high whenever the
FIFO is available to accept new data. The
unload clock output (UNCPOUT) also
monitors the last word location. This out·
put generates a low-logic-level pulse
(synchronized to the internal clock pulse)

when the location is vacant. The third
status output, Output Aeady (OA), is high
when the first word location contains valid
data and unload clock input is high. When
unload clock input goes low, OA will go
low and remain low until new valid data is
in the first word location. The first word
location is defined as the location from
which data is provided to the outputs.

The data outputs are noninverting with
respect to the data inputs and are 3·

stated when OE input is hj~". When OE is
low,the data outputs are enabled to func
tion as totem-pole outputs.

A high-to-low transition on the Master
Aeset (MA) input invalidates all data
stored in the FIFO by clearing the corJ!rol
logic and selting OA low. This high-to..row
transition on the MA input does not effect
the data outputs but since OR is driven
low, it signifies invalid data on the outputs.

LOGIC DIAGAAM

DATA
INPUTS

CPA (1)
CPB (19)

01·(5)
02-(6)
03-(7)
04-(8)

WORD 16
(LAST WORD) WORD 15

WORDS 3-14

j SAME AS 2 OR 15

WORD 1
WORD 2 (FIRST WORD)

(17) OR

_---iH----' If--+-- (16) CP1N

(9)OE

DATA
OUTPUTS

IR (2'r--+-4--+-----l L...---4----l L.-_-4~_..J L..-----jr--...J

MR (18

Vee • Pin 20
GND. Pin 10

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Operation beyond the limits setfonh in this table may impair the usefullile 01 the device.
Unless otherwise noted these limits are over the operating !tee air temperature range )-

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT

Vee Supply VOltage -0.510 +7.0 V

Y'N Input voltage -0.510 +7.0 V

'IN Input current -30 to +5 mA

Vour Voltage applied to output in High output state -o.51O+VCC V

'our Current applied to output in low output state 48 I mA

TA Operating free-air temperature range 010+70 'C

TSTG Storage temperature ~51O +150 "C

May 2,1989 6-264
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FAST Products

16X5 Asynchronous FIFO (3-State)

~ECOIl.1MENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS

Preliminary Specification

FAST 74F225

UMITS
SYMBOL PARAMETER , UNIT

M~ Nom Max

Vee Supply voltage 4.5
•

5.0 5.5 V

V,H High-level input voltage 2.0 ; V

VII. Low-level input voltage 0.8 V

III( Input clamp current ·18 rnA

'OH High-level output current
I

-3 mA

101. Low-level output current 24 mA

TA
Operating free-air temperature range 0 j 70 "C

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Over recommended oparating free-air temperature range unless otherwise noted.)

UMITS
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS1

Typ2
UNIT

Min Max

Vee =MIN. VIl - MAX ±10%Vee 2.4 V

V~ High-level output voltage
V1H =MIN. 100 - MAX ±5%Vee 2.7 3.3 V

Vee" MIN. VII. - MAX ±10%Vee 0.35 0.50 V
VOl Low-level output voltage

VIH =MIN. 10l - MAX tS"IoVee 0.35 0.50 V

V1K Inpul clamp voltage Vee - MIN. II- 11K ~.73 -1.2 V

I,
Input current at maximum

Vee - MAX. V,_ 7.0V 100 J.&Ainput voltage

IIH High-iewl input aJrTent Vee =MAX. VI =2.7V 20 J.&A

III Low-level input current Vee .. MAX. VI .. 0.5V ~.6 mA

'os Short circuit output current=' Vee =MAX ~ 150 mA

lee Supply current (total) Vee - MAX 55 80 mA

NOTES:
1. For condilions shown as MIN or MAX. use the appropriate value specified uncle< recommended operating conditions for the applicable Iype.
2. AD Iypicalvalues 81e alVce • 5V. TA • 25'C.
3. Not more than one output should De &honed at a lime. For lesling 'os. the use 01 high·speed lest apparalUs andior sample-end-hold IDChniques em prefllfable in

ordllflD minimize iOlllfnal healing and more aecuralely reflect operalional values. Olherwise, prolonged shorting of a High outpul may raise the chip temper8I!Jra
wefI above normal and thereby cause invalid readings in olhllf parameler leILS. In any sequence 01 parameter tests. los tests should be P8f1ormed last

May 2. 1989 6·265
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FAST Products Preliminaty Specilicalion

16X5 Asynchronous FIFO (3-State) FAST 74F225

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
UMITS

SYMBOl PARAMETER TEST CONDITION

T" =+2S·C
Vcc =5V

C L =SOpF
AL = SOOO

T" =O"C to +70"C
Vce 0=5V±10%

CL =50pF
AL 0= 5000

UNIT

Min Typ Mn Min M811

'MAX
Maximum clock frequency CPA Wall9tonn 3 50 50 MHz

'MAX I Maximum clock frequency CPa Wall9tonn 3 50 50 MHz

tMAX I Maximum clock frequency CP1N Wall9tonn 2 50 50 MHz

IplH Propagation delay
tPHl CPIN to an Waveform 2

15
25

20
20

ns

Propagation oelay
'PLH CPAor CPa to OR

Wall9torm 4 100 150 ns

ns30
20

25
15

'PtH I Propagation oalay Wall9fonn 2 I
'PHL CP1N 10 OR

I-~r-o""p=--ag-a-:Cti-on----;de:-'Ia;---'t------+---------t----j-----I-----II----I-----1----1

'PHl I m to OR Wall9iorm 3 15 30 ns

ns

ns

ns

20

30

150

o10

20

100

o

Wall9fonn 2

Wall9fonn 3

Waveform 4
! Propagation oolay

~
'PHL I CP/.. or CPe 10 CPOUT

Propagatior. delay I'
~ Wall9form 3 20 30 ns

. ~ CPA or C"...P-=c=--:.,...::_..IR t--- +-__-+__--t- :----1-----1-----1
I Propacation dela,'

'PtH I CP1N to IR
---:--------t~-----__l

Pro0)3gation a.;lay
'PHL ~lO:R

ns

ns

i ns

20

20
20

2C
25

15 0

10
10

10
15 1

Wall9form 4

Wall9fonn 5

Wavefonn 6,Cl =5.0pF

Propaga~on oalay
'PtH an toOR

I-.-----lr----=-"'-----:-----------l---------+---+---I----I------l----~I--___I

'PZH j' ~Ou!pot Enallie time to
tpZL High or Low level

1-- 'PHz Out;>ut Disable time irom
lpLZ \ HIgh or Low lell9l

May 2.1989 6·266
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FAST Products

16X5 Asynchronous FIFO (3-State)

AC SET-UP REQUIREMENTS

Preliminary Specification

FAST 74F225

UMITS

TA " +25°C TA ,,0"C to +7O"C

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITION
Vee" 5V Vcc ,,5V±10%

UNITCL " SOpF CL " 50pF
RL " soon RL .. soon

Min Typ Mn MIn Mall

lsIH) Setup time, High or Low Wavelorm 1 1.0 2.0
t.ll) Do· 04 to CPA or CPB 1.0 2.0 ns

't,IH) Hold time, High or Low Waveform 1 15.0 15.0

\;IL) Do· 04 to CPA or CPa 15.0 15.0
os

't,IH) Setup time, High or Low Waveform 1 5.0 5.0
't,IL) MR to CPA or CPR 5.0 5.0

os

twlH) CPA or CPa Pulse width Waveform 1 10.0 10.0 os
'wILl High or LoW 10.0 10.0

'wILl
UNCPOUT Pulse width Wavelorm 4 4.0 4.0 os
Low

'wILl
MR Pulse width Waveform 1 10.0 10.0 os
Low

TYPICAL TIMING DIAGRAM

INPUTS

May 2.1989

'MR1--' l

CPA~ t--l'--------l
cpa~ ~ 1

I \~ORD 'NORD WORD 3 WORD
Dn~: 1 10////.1: 2 ~SLOW'1Z4 16 V///#//~A

CP r;"////l' i 1 1•.:......,-, r---"1 r--i'
IN~ I I I '--I '--I -
I~~.....---l I I I

i IR .~i ;u ;U. ~ :,' ~~
CPOUT -:-:-1 r: t-t,J I ~

OR :::_l__:-----r-:~ ~: L-ll--:v;;RD

an ::':::::::::C::::::~ORD 1 1 hi WORD 1j WORD 2~
I I I I I I

I CLEAR I lOAD 'LOAD LOAD I LOAD I UNLOAD 'UNLOAD
: : WORD 1 :WORD 2 WORDS: WORD 16 : WORD 1 : WORD 2
I I I 3-15 I I I

~ INDICATES IRRELEVANT INPUT CONDITIONS

6-267

~:-
I WORO:16

I
UNLOAD I UNLOAD
WORDS I WORD 16
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FAST Products Preliminary SpecifICation

16X5 Asynchronous FIFO (3-State) FAST 74F225

APPLICATION

OUTPUT
ENABLE

}

5-BIT
DATA
OUTPUT

OUTPUT
READY

UNLOAD

}
CL=

DATA
OUTPUT

CPA OR L; CPA OR L.;. CPA OR~
~ CPa ~PB CPa

NC I-- CPOUT CP1N CPOUT CP1N CPOUT C"lN ~~"-

I-- IR NC- IR NC- IR

L
DO ao DO ao DO ao f-- - :'01 01 01 01 01 01 f-f-
02 02 02 02 02 02 f-f- :D3 03 03 03 D3 03 f-f-r-. D4 04 D4 04 D4 04 f-- f-.,

ER MR DE MP. OE MR OE

T v y 9 9 9 9

,.a I ~ I ~ I I
MR OE MR OE MR OE

t: CPA OR
L;.

CPA OR 1...;
CPA OR f--

CPa CPB CPa
f4-NC f-- CPOUT C"lN CPOUT C"lN CPOUT CPIN

L....- IR NC- IR NC- IR

{-
DO ao DO ao DO ao r-------+'
01 01 01 01 01 01

~02 02 02 02 02 02
03 03 03 03 03 03

~.D4 04 04 04 D4 04

5-BIT
DATA
INPUT

LOAD
CLOCK

5-aiT
DATA
INPUT

MAST
RESE

INPUT
READY

Figure 1. Expanding The 'F225 FIFO (48 words of10 bit~)

AC WAVEFORMS

CP

'Wf

Waveform 1. MR and Clock Pulse Widths.
Data Set-up and Hold Times and MR to Clock
Set-up Time

an
-----ll----+-.....,

OR

IR
-----------'

Waveform 2. CP," to Output Delays

OR

CPour ---f-,I"''' ,------,.

Waveform 4. CPA or CP~o CPOUT and OR Delay, CP<><IT

Pulse Width and Q. to OH Delay
NOTE: For all wall8forms, v... 1.5V.

Waveform 3. CP. or CP. to IR Delay and MR
to IR and OR Delay

May 2. 1989 6-268
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FAST Products

16X5 Asynchronous FIFO (3-State)

AC WAVJ:;FORMS

OE

OV

Wavefonn 5. 3·5tate Output Enable TIme To High Level
And Output DIsable TIme From HIgh Level

OE

Preliminary Specification

FAST 74F225

'- oJ..." VOL+O.3V

Wavefonn 6. 3·St8te Output Enable TIme To Low
Level And Output Dluble TIme From Low Level

NOTE: For all waveforms, V... , .5V.

TEST CIRCUIT AND WAVEFORMS

L,...
".

".

T..t Circuit For 3-State Outputa

SWITCH POSITION

TEST SWITCH

tPLZ closed

tpZL closed

All other open

DEFINITIONS

RL = Load resistor; see AC CHARACTERISTICS lor value.

CL = Load .-.apaciranoe indudes jig and probe capacirance;

see AC CHARACTERISTICS for value.

Ry = Terminalion resislanoe should be equal to ZOUT of
pulse generators.

May 2,1989

INPUT PULSE REQUIREMENTS
FAMILY

Amplitude Rep. Rate tw tTU4 tTHL

74F 3.0V 1MHz SOOns 2.505 2.505

6-269
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